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Preface

This thesis was written between June 2020 and May 2022 as external Ph.D. candidate
at the Chair of Statistics and Econometrics at the Justus Liebig University Giessen. At
the time of writing, the author was employed as researcher at ZEW - Leibniz Centre
for European Economic Research in the department of Economics of Innovation and
Industrial Dynamics. The thesis is submitted in partial fulfillment of a Ph.D. degree.
It consists of four chapters and contains three separate research articles.

Chapter 1 gives an introduction to the rise of statistical learning methods in eco-
nomic research. Inspired by the significant advances of these methods in recent years
and their potential to open new avenues in economic research, this dissertation con-
tributes in the form of three papers that use statistical learning methods to answer
open research questions about the behavior of firms and economic policymakers un-
der dynamic market conditions. Chapter 1 briefly introduces these research articles
and provides a brief discussion on how statistical learning was used to answer the
papers’ scope of research. All articles are reprinted in the Appendix. Chapter 2
consists of two articles whose common linkage is the dynamics triggered by the un-
precedented economic shock of COVID-19. Statistical learning methods were used
to guide policymakers in their response measures and to evaluate the effect of pol-
icy interventions on firm closure dynamics. The second article in Chapter 2 already
foreshadows the following work in Chapter 3, as the methodological focus is on the
analysis of textual data and its application as a policy tool. The third paper pre-
sented in Chapter 3 introduces a novel text modeling approach to map technologies
to business models, opening up a new possibility to evaluate technology profiles of
market entrants.

Article 1 (Chapter 2) empirically analyzes whether government support for ail-
ing firms in the wake of the first COVID-19 induced lockdown led to a backlog of
corporate insolvencies and, should this be the case, whether this backlog is dispro-
portionally characterized by firms that were already in distress before COVID-19 hit.
This might hint at the unwanted side-effect of interfering with Schumpeter’s natu-
ral market cleansing dynamics. For the estimation strategy, the paper makes use of
a matching approach that builds on the k Nearest Neighbor (kNN) algorithm. This
method of supervised learning allows for a comparison of companies with similar
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characteristics that have experienced almost the same updates to their credit ratings
under different policy regimes, i.e., before and after the pandemic outbreak. The pa-
per is a joint work with Georg Licht and Simona Murmann. My share in this article
is 60%.

Article 2 (Chapter 2) proposes a data framework that allows to assess the impact
of an unforeseen economic shock at firm level and at near real-time. It shows that
different sources of impact data can be integrated into a policy tool to overcome in-
formation deficits that policymakers typically face in highly dynamic situations such
as at the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic. Moreover, the framework shows
that businesses’ communication patterns concerning the pandemic serve to forecast
deterioration in their financial standing over the course of the crisis. The article is
co-authored with Jan Kinne, David Lenz, Georg Licht and Peter Winker. My own
share is 60%.

In Article 3 (Chapter 3), I develop an approach to map technologies to business
models based on a topic model architecture and text embedding models. In the pa-
per, I show how patent texts and business descriptions can be transferred in a com-
mon vector space to measure companies’ technological orientation. The theoretical
contribution of the paper is concerned with the role of market entrants in the diffu-
sion and development of environmentally sound technologies. The article is single
authored.

Chapter 4 concludes and suggests avenues for further research that could benefit
from the work presented in this thesis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Digitization has increasingly made its way into our everyday lives. As a result,
we are leaving digital traces on a daily basis. This applies not only to us as con-
sumers, but also to all other economic actors such as companies, policymakers and
entrepreneurs. The increased digital recording of economic activity has made it pos-
sible to investigate economic relationships for which the data basis was previously
fragmentary or even lacking (Einav & Levin, 2014). Whether it is price movements
on Amazon, bidding processes on eBay, communication patterns on social media,
product descriptions on corporate websites or night light data from satellite im-
ages, the digitized content of economic transactions, interactions and (re-)actions
provides economists with an almost inexhaustible information reservoir for tracking
economic activity and trying to understand the consequences of different economic
policies.

However, increasing digitization has also added complexity to economically-
relevant information sources, both in terms of scale and structure. In the era of
"big data", technical hurdles to handle large sets of research data pose one source of
complexity - accessing and processing digital archives covering terabytes of corpo-
rate website data, for example, requires technical knowledge of parallel computing.
Besides the increase in scale, the nature of modern data that promises great lever-
age for economic research has also changed (Mullainathan & Spiess, 2017). In fact,
data complexity is increasingly determined by the unstructured nature of research
data, as in the case of image or language data. Turning these complex forms of data
into meaningful economic indicators that can be fed into regressions, requires skills
and methods that typically go beyond the econometrician’s standard toolkit. Early
research in this field used simplified extraction methods to retrieve economically
meaningful signals from such unstructured data.

Henderson et al. (2012), for example, use nighttime lights from satellite data to
construct a regional measure of economic performance that is independent from na-
tional borders. Their findings are based on satellite images with a low spatial resolu-
tion of 1 km and a predefined six-bit digital number reflecting the grids luminosity.
Today, satellite data is available on a much higher scale with a resolution of up to
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0.5 m and, methodologically, state-of-the-art convolutional neural networks can suc-
cessfully detect more complex patterns from images than just luminosity. Language
data is another unstructured information source that has found its way into eco-
nomic research in recent years, with early applications in the field of finance. Tetlock
(2007), for example, uses a sentiment indicator obtained from news media content to
predict stock price movements. His indicator builds on an "extremely rudimentary
measurement rule" (Tetlock, 2007, p. 1144) which counts the occurrence of words
from a predefined dictionary of 77 sentiment dimensions in news articles. Using the
main principal component from the 77 sentiment dimensions, he can demonstrate
that stock market prices show short-term reactions to pessimistic news reporting.
Other research areas in the broader field of economics have also utilized language
data in combination with simple information extraction approaches. Baker et al.
(2016), for instance, use newspaper articles to measure economic policy uncertainty
by means of simple keyword searches. Hoberg and Phillips (2016), in turn, construct
time-varying industry classifications of companies based on heuristic vectorization
techniques of the firms’ 10-K business descriptions. However, the latest advances
in the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP) have brought up model architec-
tures that go beyond simple count heuristics and allow the retrieval of much more
complex linguistic characteristics such as context or sentiment of word sequences.
Moreover, modern NLP greatly leverages the concept of transfer learninga which al-
lows researchers for the extraction of fine-grained signals from language data at low
cost and processing power.

The major methodological advances in turning unstructured and often large scale
data into fine-granular signals have come from the field of statistical learning - more
prominently termed as machine learning in recent years. The very principle of sta-
tistical learning methods is to model a predictive, flexible functional form, f (x), to
understand unstructured and often high-dimensional data, x, also referred as fea-
ture space (James et al., 2013). Depending on the input data, statistical learning
can be broadly categorized into supervised and unsupervised learning. In super-
vised learning, the functional form learns the correspondence between an outcome
variable, y, and the feature space. This includes regression and classification tasks.
Unsupervised algorithms aim at learning how the variables in the feature set are

aTransfer learning in NLP aims at pretraining language models on massive text corpora and in
resource-intensive processes to acquire general knowledge of the statistical properties of language.
Typically, the pretrained models have learned so called distributed (vector) representations of words
and sentences that can be leveraged for downstream NLP tasks like text classification. Depending on
the language domain of the downstream task, the pretrained model can either be used as it is, or it can
be fine-tuned based on a relatively small amount of task- and domain-specific training data to achieve
even better results at low computational cost.
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organized and relate to one another, e.g., through clustering.

f̂ (x) =

{
ŷ given pairs of (y, x) supervised learning
clusterj given x unsupervised learning b

Economists put typically more structure on their models since they are inter-
ested in parameter estimation to understand the relationship between an outcome
variable, y and a specific explanatory variable, x:

f (x, z) = βx + γz + ϵ −→ f̂ (x, z) −→ β̂ c

With its focus on function estimation as predictive tool, statistical learning has its
roots in the fields of computer science, statistics and engineering (Einav & Levin,
2014) and has just begun to draw attention by economists in more recent years. In
fact, renowned economists such as Susan Athey, Matthew Gentzkow, Guido Imbens,
Sendhil Mullainathan or Hal Varian, among others, have made calls to encourage
economic research to extend its toolkit by incorporating advanced methods from
the field of statistical learning into empirical research designs (Varian, 2014; Mul-
lainathan & Spiess, 2017; Athey & Imbens, 2019; Gentzkow et al., 2019).

Following this call, this thesis shows that statistical learning methods serve as
an effective tool to tackle economic research questions that revolve around the be-
havior of firms and economic policymakers under dynamic market conditions. The
empirical designs of the following three articles, which form the core of my disser-
tation, are all based on statistical learning methods. In my first article, I apply a
supervised learning approach to evaluate the early policy response to the COVID-
19 pandemic in Germany. Matching companies whose credit rating update is ob-
served after the onset of the pandemic with credit rating updates prior to the crisis,
sheds light on how policy measures affected closure dynamics in Germany. In a sec-
ond paper, my research further shows that statistical learning allows to categorize
communication patterns of companies in times of economic crises into meaningful
impact indicators. These indicators entail a leading signal of later changes in the
companies’ credit standing. In highly dynamic times, such as at the beginning of the
Corona pandemic, policymakers can benefit from such leading indicators to over-
come information deficits and to design their aid measures most effectively. Moving
from closure dynamics to entry dynamics, my third paper focuses on the role of
market entrants in the diffusion of environmental technologies. It is shown how
textual innovation data from patents and company descriptions can be leveraged to

bwith j ∈ 1, . . . , J and J as number of distinct clusters. Besides clustering, unsupervised learning
includes also dimensionality reduction techniques such as principal component and factor analysis.

cwith z as set of control variates.
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statistically learn a venture’s orientation towards sustainable technology solutions.
Measuring a company’s technological profile is particularly challenging for the case
of newly founded firms for which historical innovation data does typically not exist.
Since newly registered firms are legally obliged to publish their business purpose,
the proposed approach opens up a new avenue to systematically learn about market
entrants’ technology usage. Again, this can serve as useful policy tool to direct inno-
vation and technological change into socially desirable pathways through targeted
support of start-ups that act as accelerators of a green technology transition. Sum-
marizing, my research is characterized by the recurrent methodology of statistical
learning that finds its application in economic research questions related to

• the assessment of firm dynamics under changing market conditions

• and the role of policy under such conditions.

The remainder of this thesis proceeds as follows. In Chapter 2, I present two re-
search papers that revolve about the company closure dynamics at the onset of the
Corona pandemic in 2020 and the role of policymakers that aimed at minimizing cor-
porate insolvencies in this unprecedented shock. Chapter 3 introduces a third article
that focuses on the role of market entrants in a policy-induced, directed technical
change towards a desirable long-term equilibrium of green growth. For each paper
in Chapters 2 and 3, I provide a short summary outlining the main contribution and
findings. In Chapter 4, I discuss and connect the research strings in the papers and
draw concluding remarks. All papers are available in the Appendix.
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Chapter 2

Applications of Statistical Learning
to Closure Dynamics during the
COVID-19 Pandemic

Much of my dissertation work took place during the Corona pandemic, which not
only severely impacted the health care system, but also had far-reaching economic
consequences. Understanding the economic impact of COVID-19 and its related
policies and guiding policymakers in their response measures became an impor-
tant task for economic research. From a policy perspective, COVID-19 brought
two major challenges: (1) it forced policymakers to balance between public health
and economic stability and (2) it required policymakers to react swiftly, often under
immense information deficits due to the historically unprecedented circumstances.
This highly dynamic setting produced numerous urgent research questions and fu-
eled the need for policy guidance through empirical evidence. It is therefore not
surprising that many renowned peer-reviewed journals in the field of economics
have published special issues on the various economic impacts of COVID-19. A
dedicated online journal, "COVID Economics", was even established by the Centre
for Economic Policy Research (CEPR) to disseminate new findings on the economic
impacts of the pandemic in a timely manner. These circumstances also provided a
great opportunity to demonstrate the power of statistical learning approaches, both
as an empirical strategy for evaluating policy responses to the pandemic and to assist
policymakers with timely insights that traditional economic data could not provide
in such a highly dynamic situation. The common theme of the two articles presented
in this chapter is the application of statistical learning methods to shed light on the
economic dynamics triggered by COVID-19.

In the first article in this chapter, my co-authors and I analyze the policy response
to the COVID-19 pandemic that aimed at preventing a wave of business insolven-
cies. In the paper, we examine the extent to which the policy response induced a
backlog of business insolvencies. These closure dynamics have been atypical since
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financial distress in times of crises usually require financially weak firms to exit
the market causing insolvency numbers to rise. The paper was written as part of
a research project analyzing the economic effects on German firms funded by the
Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs (BMWi) (grant agreement number 15/20). In
addition, the study received research funding from the European Union Horizon
2020 Research and Innovation Action for the "GrowInPro" project (grant agreement
number 822781).

The second paper in this chapter is concerned with the information deficits that
policymakers were confronted with in the early phase of the pandemic. It proposes
a data framework that combines timely online sources with more traditional pol-
icy data, such as business surveys, in order to overcome information deficits and to
guide policy decisions more effectively. In the paper, we show how online commu-
nication patterns of firms serve as leading indicators of subsequent changes in their
creditworthiness. Moreover, it is demonstrated that these indicators disclose the
heterogeneity of the pandemic’s impact across sectors at near real-time. More tradi-
tional information sources such as business surveys could only reveal these insights
with a substantial time lag. The study extends upon the BMWi project mentioned be-
fore (grant agreement number 15/20). Moreover, the project received support from
the Ministry of Science, Research and the Arts of the government of Baden Wuert-
temberg as part of its Science Data Center program under the grant "Business and
Economic Research Data Center (BERD)".

In the following, I will introduce the papers in more detail. The published full-
text articles can be found in the Appendix.
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2.1 Small Firms and the COVID-19 Insolvency Gap

PREFACE

In the paper "Small Firms and the COVID-19 Insolvency Gap", joint with Georg
Licht and Simona Murmann and published in Small Business Economics (2022; 58:887–
917), we analyze whether the policy aid measures in light of the Corona pandemic
triggered a backlog in corporate insolvencies possibly impeding the Schumpeterian
cleansing effect that is typically observed in times of economic shocks. The publica-
tion can be found in Appendix A. My own contribution to the publication is 60%.
The source code is open access and can be found on GitHub.

IDEA AND MOTIVATION

With the outbreak of the Corona pandemic and rapidly rising case numbers
in early 2020, policymakers were forced to implement unprecedented containment
measures including the temporary shutdown of a wide range of economic activities.
The resulting slump in sales and revenues, coupled with unchanged fixed cost obli-
gations, posed an existential threat to many companies, especially to smaller ones
with only limited financial reserves. At the time, there was intense public specula-
tion about a possible "wave of bankruptcies" and policymakers were challenged to
prevent precisely such a scenario at all costs (see, e.g., The Economist (2020)). For
this reason, the Federal Government launched a series of mainly indiscriminate aid
measures deemed as the "largest assistance package in the history of the Federal Re-
public of Germany" (Federal Ministry of Finance, 2020, p. 3). As a result, insolvency
figures fell to their lowest level since the introduction of the German insolvency law
- despite the deep economic recession. These atypical dynamics of insolvency filings
gave rise to the assumption that the fiscal policy response led to an impediment of
the cleansing mechanism that is typically observed during times of economic shocks.
Following the pioneering thoughts of Joseph Schumpeter, economic crises typically
force unviable firms to exit the market which leads to a reallocation of their resources
to more efficient companies (Schumpeter, 1942). The objective of this paper is to em-
pirically assess whether the economic policy assistance in the context of the COVID-
19 crisis held back insolvency filings and to analyze whether this kept firms alive
that had already been under financial distress before the pandemic.

DATA AND METHODOLOGY

We use company-specific credit ratings in conjunction with information on insol-
vency filings to estimate the number of insolvencies that would have been expected
in the absence of the policy aid measures. Credit ratings reflect a firm’s creditwor-
thiness and are commonly used to predict corporate bankruptcy both in practice

https://github.com/julienOlivier3/insolvencygap.git
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and in research (Altman, 1968, 2013). Observing rating updates before and after the
pandemic for the near universe of economically active companies in Germany al-
lows for the creation of a crisis period, spanning the first months after the lockdown
measures in 2020, and a control period, spanning more than two years prior to the
outbreak. In this way, it is possible to compare rating updates in times of strong
political support with rating changes of similar companies, but in a situation where
politics did not intervene to save companies from bankruptcy. See Figure 2.1 for an
illustration. We then track the company’s survival status in the months after it re-
ceived its rating update for a large sample of credit rating updates observed in both
periods.

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Ju
l. 20

17

Apr.
20

20

Control period Crisis period

C
O

V
ID

-1
9

po
lic

y
re

sp
on

seN ∼ 2,000,000
rating updates

N ∼ 350,000
rating updates

FIGURE 2.1: Sample of credit rating updates split by crisis and control
period.

The core challenge is to statically learn "similarity" between rating updates in the
control period and the crisis period. For this purpose, we match the k nearest neigh-
bors from the control period to each firm credit rating update observed during the
crisis period as illustrated in Figure 2.2. For determining the nearest neighbors, we
only consider firms from the same industry sector and within the same size class.
Within each sector-size stratum, Mahalanobis Distance (MD) on observable charac-
teristics, xi, such as the change in rating points, the rating level prior to the update or
the company’s age, between each possible pair of control and crisis unit is calculated
to find the k nearest neighbors.

Observing the insolvency state of the focal crisis observation with the insolvency
states of its nearest neighbors from the the pre-crisis period allows for the derivation
of an insolvency probability given the focal firm’s rating update.

f̂ (xi) = Pr ( fi,t+z = 1 | xi) =
1
k ∑

j∈Nk(xi)

1( f j,t+z = 1) a
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Control period Crisis period

non-insolvent
insolvent

FIGURE 2.2: Illustration of matching approach via kNN. Here k=5.

Translating this idea on an aggregated view for each sector-size stratum, s, allows
for the comparison of actually observed insolvency rates, IRactual

s , in the first months
after the outbreak with counterfactual insolvency rates that would have been ex-
pected without the policy intervention, IRcounter f actual

s . The deviation between actual
and counterfactual insolvency rates provides an empirical estimate of the backlog of
corporate insolvencies, the so called insolvency gap, IG, for each sector-size stratum.

IRactual
s =

Ninsolvent
s

Ns

IRcounter f actual
s =

∑Ñs
j=1 wj,s 1( f j,t+z = 1)

∑Ñs
j=1 wj,s

=
1

Ns

Ns

∑
i=1

Pr ( fi,t+z = 1 | xi)
b

IGs = IRcounter f actual
s − IRactual

s

RESULTS

Our estimates suggest that the aid measures led to a substantial insolvency gap
among very small firms with 10 employees or less as displayed in Table 2.1. With the

a fi,t+z reflects the survival status of firm i z-months after its rating update. Nk(xi) determines the k
closest points in the neighborhood of xi learned via MD:

MDij =

{
(xi − xj)

′Σ−1(xi − xj) if |∆rit − ∆rjt| ≤ c
∞ if |∆rit − ∆rjt| > c

with Σ as the variance covariance matrix of x in the pooled sample of in-crisis and all pre-crisis ob-
servations, ∆rit as the credit rating update of firm i at time t and c as strict caliper ensuring that only
companies which experienced almost the same rating update will be matched.

bwith Ns as number of observed companies in the crisis period in s, Ñs as number of matched
pre-crisis observations in s and wj,s as matching weight on j in s.
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decline in trading activity and the lack of business revenue, many companies have
had to rely on their cash reserves to meet their unchanged fixed cost obligations.
Because smaller and entrepreneurial firms are characterized by a strong reliance on
internally generated funds to capitalize their businesses, both their cash reserves
and collateral for borrowing are usually limited. In times of financial distress, such
as at the beginning of the COVID-19 crisis, this made smaller businesses particu-
larly vulnerable to financial insolvency as recorded in their ratings’ deterioration.
Thus, micro firms were the ones which benefited most from the generous policy aid
measures that kept them alive despite their financial distress.

Sector affiliation
Size of company

Micro Small Medium Large
ˆIGs ˆIGs ˆIGs ˆIGs

Manufacturing 1.033*** 0.019 −0.041 −0.350

Business-related services 0.704*** −0.007 −0.053 0.000

Food production 0.274 0.242 −0.188 −1.050**

Others 0.370*** −0.018 0.000 0.000

Manufacturing of data processing equip. 0.442* −0.090 0.000 −1.220*

Mechanical engineering 0.033 0.177 −0.246*** 0.000

Accommodation & catering 1.147*** 0.053 0.276 0.000

Creative industry & entertainment 0.123 0.173 0.000 0.000

Health & social services 0.370*** 0.053 −0.115 0.040

Insurance & banking 0.370*** 0.000 0.000 0.000

Logistics & transport 0.704*** 0.021 0.298 0.000

Chemicals & pharmaceuticals 0.328* 0.030 0.000 0.000

Wholesale & retail trade 1.074*** 0.040 0.007 −0.060

TABLE 2.1: Insolvency gap estimates presented in percentage points
(pp). Significance levels: *: p < 0.10, **: p < 0.05, ***: p < 0.01 based
on χ2-Test for equality in the insolvency proportions using Rao-Scott
corrections to account for matching weights. Size classes according
to number of employees: Micro: ≤ 10, Small: 11-49, Medium: 50-249,

Large: ≥ 250. From Dörr et al. (2022b).

Distinguishing between firms with a decent rating and those firms with a below
average rating prior to the pandemic, we further find that the gap is particularly
prevalent among firms which had a comparatively bad financial standing already
before the crisis. This can be seen in Figure 2.3. It becomes obvious that the insol-
vency gap is strongly driven by micro companies (10 employees and less) with a
weak financial standing already before the onset of the pandemic. This result sug-
gests that financially weak firms remained in the market, possibly absorbing the
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relief measures as windfall gains. In light of these findings, we argue that well-
dosed and targeted liquidity injections would have been needed as a more selective
measure to support firms in the early stages of the pandemic, rather than choosing
the "bazooka" (Federal Ministry of Finance, 2020, para. 1) that provided relief on a
lump-sum basis without taking into consideration the firms’ pre-crisis conditions.
At the same time, we acknowledge that the urgency of financial aid measures gave
politics little time to conduct extensive credit assessments. Clearly, this has shown
that timely information on how different firms are impacted by an economic shock
is necessary to allow for an differentiation of public aid measures.c
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FIGURE 2.3: Average insolvency gap estimates by size class and fi-
nancial standing predating the crisis. From Dörr et al. (2022b).

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

We analyzed the effect of the largely indiscriminate aid measures of the Ger-
man Federal Government provided to companies in the first months of the COVID-
19 pandemic. While the government’s goal was to prevent a wave of corporate
bankruptcies due to the necessary shutdown measures, there was also the risk that
unviable firms could absorb public liquidity aid to remain in the market. In times of
crises, insolvencies usually allow for a reallocation of employees and capital to more
efficient firms. Hampering this cleansing mechanism could have long-term effects
on aggregate productivity. Now, after more than two years into the pandemic, it can
be said that the government has successfully prevented a wave of insolvencies even
after the aid measures had expired, since the number of insolvencies has remained

cThe article presented in Chapter 2.2 is devoted to this issue.
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at a low level to date. Future research will show how aggregate productivity has
been impacted by the pandemic.
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2.2 An Integrated Data Framework for Policy Guidance dur-
ing the Coronavirus Pandemic: Towards Real-Time Deci-
sion Support for Economic Policymakers

PREFACE

In the article "An Integrated Data Framework for Policy Guidance during the
Coronavirus Pandemic: Towards Real-Time Decision Support for Economic Poli-
cymakers" that is co-authored with Jan Kinne, David Lenz, Georg Licht and Peter
Winker and published in PLoS ONE (2022; 17(2):e0263898), we propose a data frame-
work for guiding policy decisions. Especially in highly dynamic situations, such as
in the first months of the Corona pandemic, the framework provides leading indi-
cators on the economic impact of the pandemic at firm level. The publication can
be found in Appendix B. I contributed with 60% to the publication. The interested
reader can find the paper’s source code on GitHub.

IDEA AND MOTIVATION

The course of events following an economic shock is usually highly uncertain.
At the beginning of the Corona pandemic, when swift policy response was crucial
to prevent business failures of otherwise healthy companies, this uncertainty posed
a great challenge for politics. Economic policymakers were on the one hand forced
to act quickly to cushion the economic impact of the pandemic and its shutdown
measures. On the other hand, they faced major information deficits regarding the
dynamics and impact heterogeneity of the shock. As a consequence, many govern-
ments saw no other chance than to intervene in the economy on an enormous scale,
mostly in an untargeted manner and at high fiscal cost. The German government, for
example, fired the much-cited "bazooka" (Federal Ministry of Finance, 2020, para. 1)
of aid measures in the wake of the pandemic and provided large lump-sum liquidity
support.

In this regard, the pandemic has revealed that the "gap between official data and
what is happening in the real economy can still be glaring" which is why "many pol-
icymakers have operated in a fog" (The Economist, 2021, para. 11-12). Traditionally,
policymakers rely on official statistics, business surveys or ex-post evaluations of
previous policy measures to decide on effective spending of public resources. How-
ever, in the highly dynamic situation that followed the virus outbreak, none of these
sources of information seemed helpful. This is because they require long lead times
for preparation, execution and analysis like in the case of surveys. Also learning
from past experiences was not possible due to the unprecedented nature of the eco-
nomic dynamics caused by the pandemic. Other data sources, such as balance sheet

https://github.com/julienOlivier3/DataFramework_EconomicCrises.git
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or credit rating data, pose another source of important indicators. But they, too,
have the disadvantage that they only reflect the effects of a crisis when the economic
shock has already reached its full impact and has materialized in payment disci-
pline and other performance indicators. Tackling this lack of real-time data in times
of economic shocks, this paper presents a data framework that combines traditional
policy data with webdata that is being disseminated continuously along the dynam-
ics of the shock. More precisely, the article shows how firm level communication
patterns about the pandemic retrieved from corporate websites allowed for disclo-
sure of the heterogeneity of the pandemic’s impact and served as a leading indicator
for changes in the creditworthiness of firms at near real-time.

DATA AND METHODOLOGY

Three days after the announcement of the nationwide shutdown in Germany
on March 16, 2020, we began accessing the corporate websites of nearly 1.2 million
German companies twice a week, searching for references to the pandemic. This
approach revealed that German companies used their websites intensively to report
about the pandemic as displayed in Figure 2.4.
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FIGURE 2.4: Number of firms which reported about COVID-19 on
their corporate websites (left), percentage increase of this number

over time (right). From Dörr et al. (2022a).

The context in which companies communicated about the pandemic varied widely.
Some reported about problems (closures, cancellation of events, short-time work,
etc.), others announced adaptive measures (adjusted opening hours, delivery ser-
vice, home-office regulations, etc.). In order to retrieve meaningful signals from
these communication patterns, we have introduced five distinguishable impact classes:
(1) problem reports, (2) confidence in dealing with the crisis, (3) adaption to the
pandemic, (4) non-business related information about the pandemic and (5) others.
Given textual references of more than 150,000 companies, the statistical learning task
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was to derive a functional form that allowed for a classification of all of the found
references into one of the five impact classes. For this text classification task, we
have leveraged the power of transfer learning which has become the quasi-standard
for many NLP tasks (Howard & Ruder, 2018; Ruder et al., 2019). Based on a man-
ually labeled training data set, we have fine-tuned XLM-RoBERTa (Cross-lingual
Language Model - Robustly optimized BERT approach) (Conneau et al., 2019), a
pretrained language model that encodes sentences into distributed vector represen-
tations. Fine-tuning the model allows for the transfer of the model’s general knowl-
edge of linguistic patterns and regularities learned during pretraining to the specific
task of classifying the textual references, xi, into one of the five context classes, yi.

f̂ (xi) = majority vote {XLM-RoBERTae(xi)}E
1 = ŷi ∈ {(1), (2), (3), (4), (5)} d

Enriching the company-specific impact classes with a traditional business sur-
vey on the economic effects of COVID-19 and firm-specific credit rating data, as
shown in Figure 2.5, complements our proposed data framework for guiding pol-
icy decisions. Most importantly, this framework focuses on bridging information
gaps by highlighting heterogeneity across all phases of an unanticipated economic
shock. Continuously updating policymakers’ information set once new information
sources become available enables more surgical policy actions than implemented in
the early stage of the pandemic. Secondly, by combining these data sources, we can
show that online sources from the internet, disseminated in real-time, can be trans-
formed into leading indicators that reflect how a shock materializes in the economy.
This is demonstrated in the following.

dNote that in the paper, f̂ is an ensemble of E different versions of XLM-RoBERTa fine-tuned on
distinct subsamples of the training data. The final classification is based on a majority decision rule.
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FIGURE 2.5: Data framework for tracking effects of economic shocks
on businesses by combining corporate website, business survey and

credit rating data. From Dörr et al. (2022a).

RESULTS

The results in the article show that the classified text references can equally cap-
ture the heterogeneity of the shock as revealed by conventional business surveys.
The key difference, however, is that survey results become only available several
weeks after the shock, whereas webdata can be collected in real-time. For this pur-
pose, we regress company characteristics, such as age, size and sector affiliatione on a
dichotomous variable indicating whether the company has been negatively exposed
to the pandemic. In the webdata sample, these are companies whose text references
were classified as ŷi = (1) problem; in the survey, these comprise companies that
responded that they faced one of the following problems: decline in demand, tem-
porary closure, supply chain disruption, staff shortages, logistical sales problems, or
liquidity constraints. Figure 2.6 shows that the effect estimates based on the webdata
sample closely resemble the effect estimates from the business survey.

Table 2.2 shows that the impact classes retrieved in near real-time from the sam-
ple of company websites also entail a leading indication on how credit ratings have

eCompany characteristics are available via the Mannheim Enterprise Panel (MUP).
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FIGURE 2.6: Comparison of webdata and survey data effect estimates
and corresponding 95%-confidence intervals. Dependent variable re-
flects whether company signaled that it is negatively exposed to the
crisis, either by having communicated this through its website (yel-
low) or by a respective response in the survey (red). Incumbent firms
(10 years and older) serve as baseline age group, micro-enterprises
(number of employees ≤ 10) as baseline size group, accommodation
and catering serves as baseline sector among the sector controls. From

Dörr et al. (2022a).

changed in response to the pandemic. Results are based on regressing firm-specific
credit rating updates after June 01, 2020, ∆rt̄+z, on impact indicators generated from
communication data retrieved before June 01, 2020.f After controlling for age, size
and sector fixed effects, in model specification (4), companies that reported facing
pandemic-related problems experienced on average a statistically significant dete-
rioration in their credit rating later on in the crisis. This suggests that early com-
munication patterns from online sources can serve as leading indicators of how an
economic shock will play out at firm level, as in the form of changes in creditworthi-
ness, for instance.

fNote that the context classes have been extracted from corporate websites between March 2020
and May 2020, i.e., before June 01, 2020. We express this time period with the index t̄. t̄ + z reflects the
date of rating update with z as number of days after t̄.
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∆rt̄+z

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Problemt̄
+1.66*** +1.68*** +1.62*** +0.42**
(0.18) (0.18) (0.19) (0.19)

Confidencet̄
−1.70*** −1.69*** −1.73*** −0.69
(0.42) (0.42) (0.43) (0.43)

Adaptiont̄
−0.46*** −0.47*** −0.33*** −0.13
(0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08)

Informationt̄
−0.24*** −0.24*** −0.23*** −0.17***
(0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04)

Othert̄
−0.42*** −0.42*** −0.10 −0.08
(0.12) (0.12) (0.12) (0.12)

Rating level predating
pandemic

−0.09*** −0.10*** −0.11*** −0.13***
(< 0.01) (< 0.01) (< 0.01) (< 0.01)

Age controls No Yes Yes Yes

Size controls No No Yes Yes

Sector controls No No No Yes

N 61,228 61,138 57,343 57,343

TABLE 2.2: Text references on corporate websites as early indicators
for changes in firm credit ratings. Effect estimates presented in rat-
ing index points (rating index ranges from 100 to 500 with a higher
index signaling a worse financial standing). Positive sign estimates
reflect rating downgrades, negative ones signal upgrades. White ro-
bust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Change in observa-
tion numbers due to missing information about firm characteristics.
Significance levels: *: p < 0.10, **: p < 0.05, ***: p < 0.01. From Dörr

et al. (2022a).

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

This paper has shown that online sources, such as corporate website data, serve
as valuable information source that sheds light on the impact of economic shocks
at firm level and at near real-time. High granularity and timeliness of this form of in-
formation, often channeled in an unstructured format through the internet, make
it a valuable source to complement traditional economic data for guiding policy
decisions. This becomes particularly relevant when more traditional data sources
lack timeliness but political decision-makers need to respond swiftly like in the first
months after the Corona outbreak. The article has shown that it is possible to create
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leading impact indicators from such unstructured forms of online data using meth-
ods from the field of statistical learning. This is a first step towards real-time deci-
sion support for economic policymakers bridging information deficits in dynamic
situations. As important guide to public-sector decision-making, economists should
continue investigating how timelier and more granular information sources can pro-
duce reliable insights when consulting political decision-makers.
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Chapter 3

Applications of Statistical Learning
to Entry Dynamics under
Directed Technical Change

Besides the unforeseen dynamics of the Corona crisis, climate change has been and
continues to be an additional source of market reordering that poses immense chal-
lenges for policymakers and society. With its consequences becoming increasingly
apparent, policymakers are seeking to regulate companies and industries with the
goal of reducing their environmental footprint. Carbon pricing, for example, is in-
tended not only to help reduce industrial emissions, but also to induce the devel-
opment of new, climate-friendly technologies (Calel & Dechezleprêtre, 2016). This
is one example that demonstrates how politics aims at tackling climate change by
redirecting technology regimes into environmentally-friendly pathways. Directed
technological change in environmental policy is based on the belief that we can ad-
dress anthropogenic climate change through innovation and technology. Delivering
these technological innovations is a great opportunity for businesses and promoting
their development is a central task of 21st century policy-making.

For economic research to evaluate how successful instruments of directed tech-
nological change are, it is necessary to be able to measure technology usage and
technology change within firms. This allows for an understanding which types of
firms drive technological change and respond to policy measures that aim at induc-
ing such change. From a theoretical standpoint, directed technical change in envi-
ronmental policy not only induces existing firms to eco-innovate, but also creates in-
centives for entrepreneurial activity to take advantage of changing market demands,
ultimately affecting the dynamics of market entry. With this in mind, the article pre-
sented in this chapter focuses on the role of new entrants, to whom theory assigns
a special role in the diffusion of climate change mitigation technologies (see, e.g.,
Hockerts and Wüstenhagen (2010)). Independent from past investment decisions,
start-up firms are seen as important accelerators of environmentally sound market
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solutions. They do not face technological path dependencies that pose barriers for
incumbent firms in radical environmental innovations. To enable policymakers to
assess the technological orientation of start-up companies, the paper shows how
textual information about a company’s business model can be used to statistically
learn its technology profile. This helps policymakers to narrow down market entry
dynamics in the clean technology sector. Ultimately, the article empirically exam-
ines the innovation characteristics of clean technology-oriented start-ups to judge
whether they are in line with theory on technological path creation through start-up
firms. In the following, I will present the paper in more detail. The full-text paper
can also be found in the Appendix.
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3.1 Mapping Technologies to Business Models: An Applica-
tion to Clean Technologies and Entrepreneurship

PREFACE

In the article "Mapping Technologies to Business Models: An Application to
Clean Technologies and Entrepreneurship", I propose a novel approach to asses
start-ups’ technological orientation based on their business descriptions that they
are typically obliged to report upon business registration. The working paper is un-
der review for the 26th International Conference on Science, Technology and Innovation
Indicators (STI 2022). The full-text paper can be found in Appendix C. The paper’s
source code is available on GitHub.

IDEA AND MOTIVATION

While much is known about environmental innovation and clean technology dif-
fusion by incumbents, there is little empirical research that allows for a better under-
standing of start-ups’ role in the technological transition to a low-carbon economy.
This is mainly because there is no historical data on R&D and patenting activities
of new companies, which is required for determining their innovation potential and
technological orientation. From a theoretical perspective, however, start-up compa-
nies are attributed a special role in creating new technological pathways that acceler-
ate the adoption and diffusion of sustainability innovations (see, e.g., Hockerts and
Wüstenhagen (2010)). Unconstrained by previous technological investments, en-
trants can introduce more radical environmental innovations than incumbent firms
that are often locked into path dependencies by their previous technology choices.
Yet, the importance of start-ups as technological path creators towards higher sus-
tainability standards has been derived from theoretical considerations and are con-
ceptual or anecdotal in nature (Olteanu & Fichter, 2022). The lack of an empirical
basis for identifying clean technology-focused entrepreneurship makes it difficult to
back their special role as transition enablers with empirical evidence. From a pol-
icy perspective, it also hampers policymakers to effectively promote the type of en-
trepreneurship that spurs innovation towards technologically desirable pathways.

To enable empirical identification of clean technology-focused start-ups, this pa-
per proposes an approach that allows for a systematic mapping of start-up business
models on a set of well-defined clean technologies based on textual innovation data.
The framework demonstrates that, despite the sparse information base of newly
formed ventures’ innovation capacity, it is still possible to learn something about
the relevance of specific technologies for the firm. To this end, the approach uses
company descriptions that start-ups must provide when registering their business.

https://github.com/julienOlivier3/cleantech.git
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It is shown that from this textual source of business information it is possible to
measure a firm’s technological orientation. An application of the framework to a
survey of German start-up firms suggests that cleantech-oriented market entrants
exhibit innovation characteristics consistent with theory on technological path cre-
ation. The framework not only has the potential to address new research questions
in the area of environmental innovation, but also provides policymakers with a tool
to tailor subsidies, tax incentives, and other start-up support programs in favor of
ventures with a high potential to accelerate green technological change.

DATA AND METHODOLOGY

The proposed approach relies on two sources of textual innovation data: busi-
ness descriptions of newly registered ventures and patent texts. Methodologically,
measuring a venture’s orientation towards a particular set of technologies is derived
following two steps. In a first step, technical terms that refer to narrowly defined
technologies are filtered from a large corpus of patent texts. Besides the textual con-
tent of the patents, this step also leverages information on the patents’ technology
classes that patent examiners assign as part of the patent granting procedure. Based
on this labeled corpus of patent texts, I use Labeled Latent Dirichlet Allocation (L-
LDA) (Ramage et al., 2009), a supervised topic model, to learn technology-specific
terms from the corpus. More precisely, L-LDA models the patent corpus by a joint
probability distribution over both the observed terms, w, in each patent document
but also hidden variables such as the technologies, δ1:T, expressed as distribution
over the corpus’ vocabulary.a

p(δ1:T, λ1:P, z1:P, w1:P) =
T

∏
t=1

p(δt)
P

∏
p=1

p(λp)

(
Np

∏
n=1

p(zp,n|λp)p(wp,n|δ1:T, zp,n)

)
b

To derive semantic representations of technologies the statistical learning goal is
to derive their probability distributions, p(δt), over the corpus’ vocabulary, x. In
other words, it is the task of inferring the marginal distributions, p(δt), from the
joint probability distribution for each of the technology classes t. For this purpose,
δt is modeled as V-dimensional Dirichlet random variable (Ramage et al., 2009) with
V as the number of distinct vocabulary in the patent corpus. Retaining only the top-
Q terms with highest probability translates into a sequence of technical termsc that

aAdditional hidden variables comprise the distribution of technology fields over patent abstracts,
λp, and the technology assignment for the nth word in patent p, zp,n (Blei, 2012).

bT: number of technology classes in corpus, P: number of patents in corpus, Np number of words
in patent p.

cNote that the sequence is ordered by descending probability with which the technical terms de-
scribe the corresponding technology. Keeping only the Q terms with highest probability effectively
filters the technical terms that are most relevant in the describing the focal technology. In the paper,
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describe the focal technology:

f̂ (x) = ⟨wq : q ≤ Q⟩t ∀ t ∈ {1, . . . , T}.d

In a second step, the word sequences are transferred into a distributed represen-
tation using Sentence-BERT (SBERT) (Reimers & Gurevych, 2019), a pretrained text
embedding model. Similar to the second paper, I transfer the linguistic knowledge
that the model acquired during pretraining to map a system of distinct technolo-
gies in vector space. Converting the business descriptions of new ventures using
the same embedding model into distributed representations, allows for a shift of
companies into the technology space. I then propose cosine similarity as measure
of technological proximity of a company’s embedding, Yi, to any of the technology
embeddings, Xt, within that space.

TECHPROXt,i := sim(Xt, Yi) = cos(θt,i) = max
(

0,
X̄tȲi

|| X̄t |||| Ȳi ||

)
∈ [0, 1]

With this metric, it is then possible to measure how close the business model of
any company is to any of the technologies that have been modeled from the patent
corpus. The overall approach is illustrated in Figure 3.1.

the exact value of Q is treated as hyperparameter and is learned empirically by means of a technology-
labeled dataset of company descriptions.

d⟨wq : q ≤ Q⟩t is derived from p(δt) by sorting the terms in descending probability order
and retaining only the Q terms with highest probability. For example, the word sequence for
Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) technologies derived in the paper looks as follows: δCCS

(1×Q)
=

⟨gas, absorption, dioxide, carbon, . . . , scrub, separation, desorption⟩.
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FIGURE 3.1: Illustration of framework to map technologies to
company descriptions based on textual innovation data. Using
technology-labeled patent texts, a vector system of technologies can
be derived (red vector representations). Placing vectorized represen-
tations of company descriptions into this system (yellow vectors) it
is possible to determine how closely a company’s business model is
located to any of the technology within the system. For this purpose,
cosine similarity as angle between company embeddings and tech-
nology embeddings is proposed. For ease of illustration, embeddings

are displayed on their three main components. From Dörr (2022).

RESULTS

To demonstrate that the framework allows for the detection of clean technology-
oriented firms, I model technology embeddings for a well-defined set of green tech-
nologies, including CCS technologies, renewables and wastewater treatment tech-
nologies among others, from a large corpus of patent abstracts. Moreover, I lever-
age a dataset of company descriptions that are labeled as cleantech-oriented and
non-cleantech-oriented. In this way, it is possible to assess how well TECHPROXt,i

serves to differentiate firms whose business models are closely oriented towards
green technologies from firms whose business models are unrelated to the cleantech
sector. The performance metrics, as displayed in Table 3.1, show that the proposed
measure of technological orientation serves well to identify cleantech firms based on
their business descriptions.
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Label Precision Recall F1-Score Support

Cleantech 0.87 0.86 0.86 284
Non-cleantech 0.83 0.84 0.83 233

0.85 517

TABLE 3.1: Performance of TECHPROX in distinguishing cleantech
from non-cleantech firms. Performance measured on random test set
with optimal value of Q = 15 of most important terms used to model
technology descriptions. If TECHPROXt,i exceeds 0.27, company i is
considered as oriented towards technology t. This optimal threshold
as well as the optimal value for Q have been determined on an in-
dependent validation set by tuning F1-Score. Results suggest that if
the framework identifies a firm as cleantech, this is correct in 87% of
cases. Overall, the framework successfully retrieves 86% of cleantech

firms in the test set. From Dörr (2022).

With the main purpose of the indicator to be applicable to start-ups that are
legally required to report a business purpose upon registration, I apply the frame-
work to a sample of company descriptions of German market entrants. The sam-
ple stems from the IAB/ZEW Start-up Panel, a business survey whose wave in
2018 included questions on the surveyed firms’ environmental innovation activity
(EInno) and on the environmental impact of their products and services. In this way,
it becomes possible to empirically analyze the characteristics of clean technology-
oriented ventures. Table 3.2 shows that start-ups whose business model focus on
clean technologies, as determined via TECHPROX, are characterized by a signifi-
cantly higher propensity to introduce environmental innovations. This result is ro-
bust against the inclusion of a wide set of innovation-, performance- and product
controls. Moreover, in the full-text paper it is also shown that products and services
of cleantech-motivated business creations have a significant positive impact on their
customers’ emissions, resource consumption and recyclability. Overall, this suggests
that cleantech start-ups act as path creators of green technical change: both by virtue
of their existing products and services and through a high propensity to introduce
additional environmental innovations.
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EInno

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Cleantech 0.068*** 0.064** 0.060** 0.078***
log(Size) 0.013*** 0.012*** 0.017*** 0.015***
Age 0.003 0.000 0.001 0.001
Subsidy 0.067*** 0.074*** 0.081*** 0.089***
R&D 0.081*** 0.082*** 0.108*** 0.114***
R&D intensity −0.055 −0.016 −0.020 −0.039
Returns 0.126*** 0.111** 0.103**
Break even 0.078*** 0.065*** 0.071***
Team size −0.019* −0.023*
University −0.122*** −0.115***
Sector controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Product type controls No No No Yes

N 3,269 3,192 3,192 2,774
Pseudo R2 0.037 0.043 0.054 0.061

TABLE 3.2: Clean technology-oriented entrants and their proclivity
to introduce environmental innovations. Dependent variable, EInno,
reflects whether entrant introduced an environmental innovation (re-
duction of energy usage, emissions or water, improved recyclability
or durability of products) since its registration. Coefficient estimates
reported as average marginal effects reflecting the percentage point
change in the probability to introduce an environmental innovation if
the explanatory variable increases by one unit. Change in observation
numbers due to item non-response. Significance levels: *: p < 0.10,

**: p < 0.05, ***: p < 0.01. From Dörr (2022).

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this article, I have shown that it is possible to measure technological orienta-
tion at firm level even when innovation-related data is sparse, as in the case of firms
that are new to the market. Providing a structured approach that relies on advances
in the field of NLP and leveraging technology-related information encrypted in com-
panies’ business descriptions, opens new gateways to better understand the role of
market entrants in the technological transition towards green growth. This paper
has shown that cleantech start-ups embody characteristics that favor technological
path creation. Under directed technological change, the proposed measure of tech-
nological orientation may also prove as a useful policy tool to effectively promote the
type of entrepreneurship that accelerates innovation towards technologically desir-
able pathways.
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Chapter 4

Discussion

This dissertation has focused on the intersection between methods from the broad
field of statistical learning and their application in empirical economic research. My
research has shown that statistical learning provides powerful data modeling and
data pre-processing methods that enable us to tackle economically motivated re-
search questions that would be difficult to answer without statistical learning. At
their core, statistical learning methods have in common that they optimize the pa-
rameters of a predictive function, also known as weights, through numerical opti-
mization algorithms that minimize a predefined loss function.a The power of sta-
tistical learning lies in the models’ ability to improve their predictive performance
when trained with larger amounts of data. In the age of digitization and its ever
increasing size of records on economic trans-, inter- and reactions, this advantage
becomes even more obvious both in theory and in practice which explains the enor-
mous recent methodological advances that transformed statistical learning methods
to systems of artificial intelligence.

The goal of my thesis was to show that empirical economic research, too, can
benefit from these advances. Whether it is determining similar pairs of companies
from a large sample of firm characteristics, evaluating policy interventions during
COVID-19 or transforming unstructured data like company descriptions and com-
munication patterns into meaningful indicators to characterize technology-oriented
start-ups or forecast credit rating changes. All of the three papers presented in the
thesis share a connection through the application of statistical function estimation as
predictive tool to understand firm dynamics under changing market conditions.

Several specific issues for future research arise from my work, which are dis-
cussed in detail in the respective articles. At this point, I would like to address
two broader issues for future research that are related to my dissertation and seem
worthwhile mentioning to me.

aAn exception builds the kNN algorithm applied in the first paper. Instead of minimizing a loss
function, the algorithm calculates the distance for all pairs of observations and selects the k closest
observations for the underlying prediction task. Therefore, it is also referred to as distance-based
statistical learning approach.
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1. Clearly, parameter estimates in my thesis do not allow for causal interpreta-
tion but are correlative/predictive in nature.b At its core, prediction is where
statistical learning shines. It offers tools for predictive function estimation
to learn significant structure from typically high-dimensional or unstructured
data. However, many economic research questions are concerned with the
causal relationship between, e.g., a policy measure and a firm outcome. Econo-
metrics has brought up different identification strategies that allow for causal
interpretations in observational studies (Varian, 2014). Yet a recent line of re-
search has begun to combine causal inference with statistical learning models.
This is where I see great potential for future empirical research that is con-
cerned with causal questions. For example, Chernozhukov et al. (2018) use
statistical learning to adjust for differences between treated and control units
in a setting where researchers are confronted with a large set of potential con-
founding variables. Going beyond the estimation of an average treatment ef-
fect, Wager and Athey (2018), leverage statistical learning for identifying and
estimating individualized treatment effects. Their approach allows for the inter-
pretation of effect heterogeneity in causal questions which can be particularly
informative for the efficient allocation of public resources if sub-populations
react differently to a specific policy measure. These advances show that be-
sides the power of statistical learning in prediction, it has also led to impor-
tant advances in causal inference. This provides yet a further argument for
economists to integrate these methods into their toolkit.

2. At several stages of this thesis, it has been highlighted that an important role
of economic research is to assist the policy decision-making process. Just in a
similar vein as industry turns data into profitable business models, policy can
also benefit from effectively exploiting information from increasingly growing
sources of digital resources. This study has presented two prototypes of such
policy tools: (1) a real-time decision support framework in times of economic
shocks in Chapter 2.2, (2) a technology mapping framework for steering tech-
nological change more effectively in Chapter 3.1. Developing such prototypes
into operational systems may help in reducing red tape and profligacy when
spending public resources. A good example provides the second paper of this

bArguably, the estimation of sector-size-specific insolvency gaps in the first paper in Chapter 2 could
be interpreted as a causal consequence of the COVID-19 induced policy intervention. However, there
are two reasons why I refrain from this causal interpretation. First, the estimation of the counterfactual
outcome does rely on a control group in the conventional sense. Due to the indiscriminate granting of
aid measures, it was not possible to construct contemporaneous control groups. Instead, we needed to
match control units based on credit rating changes observed prior to the pandemic. Second, COVID-
19 induced a wide range of distinct policy responses whose effects on corporate survival cannot be
isolated in our research design. So it can only be argued that the overall policy response has favored a
backlog of insolvency filings among small firms.
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thesis where timely dissemination of information to policymakers may allow
them to offer liquidity support more selectively. This could help avoiding sub-
sectors or individual companies to absorb support measures as windfall gains.
Clearly, the development of such information support systems needs to be fur-
ther explored to realize their full potential for policymakers.

Besides the opportunities that such policy instruments offer, they are not with-
out risks. In fact, data-driven decision support can lead to systematic discrim-
ination. By using sensitive variables that affect protected groups (e.g. gen-
der, religion, income), there is the danger that such decision support systems
(un)intentionally produce biased recommendations at the expense of minor-
ity groups. Even if the sensitive variables themselves are not included in the
model development, there is still a risk of discrimination, as biases may arise
from other covariates that are highly correlated with one of the sensitive vari-
ables (Barredo Arrieta et al., 2020). So with artificial intelligence becoming
increasingly more widespread in political decision-making processes, major
challenges arise for research. From a methodological perspective, approaches
are needed that make the predictions of computer-aided decision-making sys-
tems explainable and robust against systematic discrimination. Explainable
Artificial Intelligence (XAI) is a young stream of research that aims at develop-
ing such systems. But also from a philosophical point of view, the question in-
creasingly comes up where to draw the line in liberal democracies in the trans-
fer of political decisions from the representatives of the people to data-driven
decision-making systems. Although answering these questions is certainly be-
yond the scope of this thesis, it is important to consider them in developing
prototypes for data-driven policy advisory tools, especially in a world where
digitization and big data becomes ever more omnipresent.
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Abstract COVID-19 placed a special role on fiscal
policy in rescuing companies short of liquidity from
insolvency. In the first months of the crisis, SMEs as
the backbone of Germany’s economy benefited from
large and mainly indiscriminate aid measures. Avoid-
ing business failures in a whatever-it-takes fashion
contrasts, however, with the cleansing mechanism of
economic crises: a mechanism which forces unviable
firms out of the market, thereby reallocating resources
efficiently. By focusing on firms’ pre-crisis finan-
cial standing, we estimate the extent to which the
policy response induced an insolvency gap and ana-
lyze whether the gap is characterized by firms which
were already struggling before the pandemic. With the
policy measures being focused on smaller firms, we
also examine whether this insolvency gap differs with
respect to firm size. Our results show that the COVID-
19 policy response in Germany has triggered a back-
log of insolvencies that is particularly pronounced
among financially weak, small firms, having potential
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long-term implications on entrepreneurship and eco-
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Plain English Summary This study analyzes the
extent to which the strong policy support to com-
panies in the early phase of the COVID-19 crisis
has prevented a large wave of corporate insolvencies.
Using data of about 1.5 million German companies,
it is shown that it was mainly smaller firms that
experienced strong financial distress and would have
gone bankrupt without policy assistance. In times of
crises, insolvencies usually allow for a reallocation of
employees and capital to more efficient firms. How-
ever, the analysis reveals that this ‘cleansing effect’ is
hampered in the current crisis as the largely indiscrim-
inate granting of liquidity subsidies and the temporary
suspension of the duty to file for insolvency have
caused an insolvency gap that is driven by firms which
were already in a weak financial position before the
crisis. Overall, the insolvency gap is estimated to
affect around 25,000 companies, a substantial number
compared to the around 16,300 actual insolvencies in
2020. In the ongoing crisis, policy makers should pre-
fer instruments favoring entrepreneurs who respond
innovatively to the pandemic instead of prolonging the
survival of near-insolvent firms.
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1 Introduction

COVID-19 and its unprecedented economic impacts
have ground economies worldwide to a halt. As a
result of the early lockdown measures to contain the
spread of the virus, many companies faced reduced
business activity and declining sales, which had an
immediate impact on their liquidity positions. Indeed,
both the negative demand shock paired with a negative
supply shock in most industries have put numerous
companies under severe pressure to keep their oper-
ations afloat. Previous crises have taught that small
entrepreneurial firms are particularly prone to con-
siderable liquidity constraints in deep recessions. For
example, literature on the financial crisis of 2007–
2009 shows that especially small and entrepreneurial
enterprises were exposed to a severe liquidity
crunch due to the collapse of the interbank market
and its negative impact on corporate lending (e.g.
Cowling et al. 2012; Iyer et al. 2014; Lee et al. 2015;
McGuinness & Hogan 2016). In the COVID-19 cri-
sis, the early effects of the combined negative supply
and demand shock are also characterized by a deep
liquidity shock in the real economy. The decline of
trading activities and lack of business revenues made
many firms dependent on their cash reserves in order
to meet their unchanged fixed cost obligations. As
smaller and entrepreneurial companies are character-
ized by strong dependence on internally generated
funds to capitalize their business and provide the liq-
uidity needed to finance day-to-day operations, both
their cash reserves and collaterals for external financ-
ing are generally limited (Cowling et al., 2020). In
times of financial distress as in the current COVID-19
crisis, this makes small ventures particularly vulnera-
ble to financial insolvency (Fairlie, 2020; Bartik et al.,
2020). Recent research suggests that severely affected
small entrepreneurial ventures even seek for alterna-
tive financing methods such as bootstrap financing
to keep their businesses alive (Block et al., 2021).
Trapped in a situation of thin capital reserves and
lack of collaterals for drawing new credit lines, small
firms face therefore a particularly high risk of business
failure without the relief through policy intervention.

Aware of the far-reaching consequences of a wave
of corporate insolvencies, governments in almost all
countries have initiated a series of emergency mea-
sures to strengthen liquidity positions of their national
companies, some of which exclusively focusing on

easing the burden of Small and Medium-sized Enter-
prises (SMEs) (OECD, 2020a). In the European Union
(EU), for instance, member states’ liquidity support
in form of public loan guarantees and tax deferrals
for distressed sectors has increased by an estimated 6
percentage points (pp) of EU GDP compared to pre-
crisis levels (Council of the European Union, 2020).
In most countries, policy measures have gone beyond
deferrals and loan guarantees, including instruments
such as wage subsidies and adjustments in bankruptcy
regimes. While there is no doubt that a strong policy
response was necessary to keep the struggling econ-
omy afloat, the need to respond quickly and the sheer
volume of firms seeking assistance left little time
for policymakers to assess the viability of firms that
received early government support. Thus, many of the
early policy measures were not only unprecedented in
scale but also largely granted indiscriminately with the
primary focus to avoid corporate bankruptcies.1 Even
though some programs’ eligibility criteria are formally
linked to pandemic-induced financial distress only,
information asymmetries make drawing a line often
difficult in reality. We argue that these circumstances
have favored a substantial backlog of corporate insol-
vencies as policy measures have also kept otherwise
insolvent firms in the market. This phenomenon is
referred to as insolvency gap in the remaining of the
paper.

The central purpose of this study is to analyze
whether the early policy response has indeed induced
such an insolvency gap and, if so, by which firms
the gap is mainly driven. We do so by incorporating
the Schumpeterian cleansing effect usually observed
in economic crises into our analysis. In Schumpete-
rian economics, crises are typically seen as cleansing
mechanism forcing unviable firms out of the market
thereby efficiently reallocating resources to more pro-
ductive companies. Our hypothesis is that this cleans-
ing mechanism is strongly compromised by the undif-
ferentiated policy response which favors the survival
of otherwise unviable firms. Since in times of crises

1In Germany, for instance, liquidity grants’ ‘application and
payment process is to be swift and free from red tape’ accord-
ing to the Ministry of Finance (Federal Ministry of Finance
2020b, para. 2). Moreover, in context of public loan programs it
is stated that ‘the credit approval process does not involve addi-
tional credit risk assessment by the bank’ and that ‘there are
no requirements for collateral security’ (Federal Ministry for
Economic Affairs and Energy 2020, para. 5).
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small firms tend to be particularly prone to liquidity
shortages, we believe that the risk of unviable ‘sur-
vivors’ is especially high among smaller enterprises.
The strong policy focus on SMEs in many countries
(OECD, 2020a) reinforces this hypothesis. Finally, it
is likely that the prolonged expansion prior to COVID-
19 along with the low interest rate environment have
already accumulated a substantial number of finan-
cially weak companies before the pandemic (Barrero
et al., 2020). Normally, the COVID-19 crisis would
have been a ‘natural’ mechanism to force such ailing
firms out of the market. Given the interplay between
prolonged expansion and sudden economic decline
paired with a strong policy response, our hypothesis
is that the insolvency gap is strongly driven by small
firms with weak financial conditions prior to the crisis.

Our contribution to the fast growing literature on
the economic effects of the COVID-19 crisis is mani-
fold. First, we examine the heterogeneity with respect
to firm size in policy makers’ response to the risk
of large-scale business failures. Second, we translate
Schumpeter’s theory of the cleansing effect in eco-
nomic crises into an empirical assessment by estimat-
ing the size of a policy-induced insolvency gap using
firm-specific credit rating data combined with infor-
mation on insolvency filings. Controlling for updates
in a firm’s credit rating, we estimate the insolvency
gap induced by the COVID-19-related policy mea-
sures using a potential outcome setting. Based on
pre-crisis observations of no policy intervention com-
parable firms with closely matching changes in their
credit rating are used as control group for the esti-
mation of counterfactual insolvency rates. Finally, we
discuss the consequences for entrepreneurship if effi-
cient resource reallocation and business liquidation
are compromised.

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows.
Section 2 gives an overview of the relevant litera-
ture. In Section 3, we discuss the different COVID-19
support instruments for firms in Germany and empha-
size their different orientations depending on firm
size. Section 4 introduces the data sources and vari-
ables used to estimate the insolvency gap. Moreover,
the framework for the matching of counterfactual
survival states is introduced. Section 5 empirically
examines the adverse impacts of the pandemic and
its heterogeneity across firms of different size and
sector affiliation. Moreover, it presents the empirical
results of the insolvency gap estimation. Ultimately,

Section 6 discusses the implications of our results and
concludes.

2 Related literature

The fast growing literature on business failures in
response to the adverse economic impacts of COVID-
19 stresses that the early assistance packages may
bare high economic costs if they keep unviable firms
alive (Kalemli-Ozcan et al., 2020; Barrero et al., 2020;
Cowling et al., 2020; Juergensen et al., 2020; OECD,
2020b; Didier et al., 2021). Kalemli-Ozcan et al.
(2020), for example, find for a number of European
countries that without appropriate targeting of policy
instruments, the fiscal costs of intervention and the
number of ‘ghost’ firms kept alive are substantially
higher compared to a scenario in which policies tar-
get only ‘viable’ firms. Besides the direct fiscal costs
associated with indiscriminate policy interventions,
there is yet another source of economic costs asso-
ciated with keeping unviable firms alive. In Schum-
peterian economics, this may also impede the cleans-
ing effect of creative destruction (see, for example,
Legrand 2017 and in the COVID-19 context Barrero
et al. 2020; Guerini et al. 2020). This effect describes
a process in which resources are reallocated from
less efficient and less creative firms to more efficient
ones enhancing overall economic productivity and
innovation (Schumpeter, 1942). Typically, this pro-
cess of efficient resource reallocation is particularly
strong in times of economic crisis, allowing viable
and innovative firms to gain market share as unprof-
itable firms exit the market (Caballero and Hammour,
1994; Archibugi et al., 2013; Carreira & Teixeira,
2016). As such, without the intervention of fiscal pol-
icy, business failures of unviable firms are expected
to be substantial in economic recessions and, given
the strong vulnerability of small and entrepreneurial
firms, the effect is expected to be particularly pro-
nounced among smaller businesses. In the current
crisis, however, there is growing public concern that
this process of creative destruction and ‘cleanse out’
of unviable firms is seriously hampered by an increas-
ing policy-induced ‘zombification’ of the economy
(see, e.g., The Economist 2020a; The Washington Post
2020). Analyzing only the short-term effects of pol-
icy aid on firm survival, we do not want to go as far
as speaking of a zombification which typically refers
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to situations in which credit misallocation by banks
sustains the survival of de facto insolvent firms over
a longer period of time. Still, we hypothesize that the
early policy measures with strong focus on SME relief
induced an insolvency gap, defined as backlog of cor-
porate insolvencies which are usually to be expected
in a crisis like this.

If efficient resource reallocation and business liqui-
dation are compromised through policy interventions,
this has immediate consequences on entrepreneur-
ship. Focusing on Germany, a country where liq-
uidity support for SMEs has not only been particu-
larly strong by international standards (Anderson &
et al. 2020; OECD, 2020a) but also been accompa-
nied by a temporary suspension of the obligation to
file for insolvency (Federal Ministry of Justice and
Consumer Protection, 2020), we identify the insol-
vency law as an important institutional determinant for
entrepreneurship dynamics. Past literature has shown
that (changes in) the institutional environment have
an important influence on entrepreneurial outcomes
(Baumol, 1990; Acs et al., 2008; Peng et al., 2010;
Levie et al., 2014; Chowdhury et al., 2015; Arcuri
& Levratto, 2020) determining both entrepreneurial
exit but also firm entry (Melcarne & Ramello, 2020).
Empirical results suggest that entrepreneur-friendly
insolvency laws, characterized primarily by speed and
efficiency in liquidation and reorganization processes,
have a positive impact on new firm entry (Chemin,
2009; Lee et al., 2011). Moreover, research shows that
the design of bankruptcy laws can favor high-growth
entrepreneurship (Estrin et al., 2017; Eberhart et al.,
2017). In fact, entrepreneurs seem to incorporate the
efficiency of insolvency legislation into their founding
decision as regions with faster liquidation proceedings
appear to be associated with higher levels of busi-
ness formations and firm growth (Garcı́a-Posada &
Mora-Sanguinetti, 2015; Melcarne & Ramello, 2020).
However, entrepreneur-friendly insolvency laws can
also have adverse impacts on start-ups and SMEs as
refinancing costs may increase and access to credits is
tightened by banks accordingly (Djankov et al., 2007;
Berger et al., 2011; Rodano et al., 2016). On the exit
side, literature points out that changes in the design of
insolvency legislation strongly determine which type
of firms predominantly initiate insolvency proceed-
ings. In the late 1990s, for instance, various European
countries have introduced formal restructuring pro-
cedures to allow reorganization of distressed firms

(Brouwer, 2006). It appears, however, that the intro-
duction of formal restructuring has barely been used
by small firms as the costs of reorganization proceed-
ings are often too high for smaller, financially con-
strained companies (Cook et al., 2001; Dewaelheyns
& Van Hulle, 2008). Thus, for small entrepreneurial
firms, insolvency declarations often offer no realis-
tic path towards reorganization but are more likely to
end in liquidation. Since the prospects of reorganiza-
tion are low, insolvent small business owners have an
additional incentive not to file for bankruptcy, which
is why we argue that the temporary filing suspension
is disproportionately used by smaller firms.

Besides Germany, further countries such as France,
Spain, Luxembourg, Poland, Portugal, Russia and the
Czech Republic have temporarily released corporate
directors and entrepreneurs from their insolvency fil-
ing obligation in response to the pandemic. Other
countries such as the USA temporarily raised the debt
threshold for small businesses eligible to participate in
reorganization proceedings (Gurrea-Martı́nez, 2020).
Using insolvency data on French firms, Cros et al.
(2021) find that insolvency rates have substantially
fallen below pre-crisis rates. However, they argue that
the selection process to file for insolvency has not
been distorted during the pandemic because firm char-
acteristics that determine failure and survival have
remained unchanged compared to pre-crisis times. For
the US economy, Wang et al. (2020) find a sharp
decline in insolvency filings among small firms, while
bankruptcy proceedings among large firms remain at
normal levels. Despite the eased access to reorga-
nization for smaller firms, they suggest that small
businesses see insolvency proceedings only as a last
resort because successful reorganization is unlikely
and often too costly. In general, official figures show
that corporate insolvency numbers after the outbreak
of the crisis have strongly decreased compared to
2019 levels especially in countries which implemented
changes in their insolvency frameworks (see Fig. 7 in
the Appendix). This underpins the idea that the large-
scale governmental support programs have, indeed,
led to substantial distortions in business dynamics.
Clearly, the suspension has allowed entrepreneurs
with viable business models to stay in the market and
use public liquidity subsidies to avert insolvency. But
at the same time, if unprofitable firms do not exit the
market because they are not required to do so, the
efficient reallocation of resources is impeded. Access
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to skilled human capital, physical resources such as
office space, and bank loans is limited for newly enter-
ing firms when unviable firms congest the market.
This may prevent future entrepreneurs from starting
up, but can also discourage existing entrepreneurs
from initiating new, more promising ventures. Hence,
we assume that an insolvency gap along with a further
prolongation of aid measures in the ongoing crises is
likely to result in a decrease in entrepreneurial activity
in the longer term.

3 Policy response in Germany

Official figures show that in Germany, the fiscal pol-
icy response to prevent corporate insolvencies due to
crisis-related liquidity bottlenecks is particularly pro-
nounced by international comparison. According to a
comparative study of the economic think tank Bruegel,
nearly 40% of Germany’s 2019 GDP was spent on
COVID-19 measures to strengthen companies’ liquid-
ity positions (Anderson and et al. 2020). Compared
with a number of selected OECD countries, this is
the second strongest response in terms of a coun-
try’s overall economic performance (see Fig. 6 in the
Appendix). In fact, the German Federal Government
itself describes the response as the ‘largest assistance
package in the history of the Federal Republic of
Germany’ (Federal Ministry of Finance 2020d, 3).

From a small business economics view, it is inter-
esting to see that a number of intervention measures
adopted by the German Federal Government have
been specifically designed to target SMEs (OECD,
2020a). In the following, we describe the policy
instruments to counter the economic impacts of the
COVID-19 crisis in more detail, focusing on how the
instruments differ with respect to firm size (for a quick
overview of the measures and possible effects on cor-
porate insolvencies the reader is referred to Table 10
in the Appendix).

3.1 Direct liquidity subsidies

As an immediate response to the first lockdown,
the Federal Government granted liquidity subsi-
dies through direct cash transfers (‘Sofort-’ and
‘Überbrückungshilfen’). The extent of liquidity sup-
port is primarily determined by company size, mea-
sured by the number of employees or previous

revenues. In case of the ‘Soforthilfen’, for instance,
only micro-firms with up to 10 employees were eligi-
ble to receive injections between e9,000 and e15,000
for three months to cover their operational costs
(Federal Ministry of Finance, 2020d). These immedi-
ate subsidies have been accompanied by a large-scale
stimulus package worth e25 billion covering a sub-
stantial part of SMEs’ fixed operating costs (Federal
Ministry of Finance, 2020c). Generally, the subsi-
dies were granted in a non-bureaucratic fashion easily
accessible to all micro-businesses and SMEs which
assured that they were suffering financial distress
because of the COVID-19 pandemic (Federal Govern-
ment of Germany, 2020).

3.2 Liquidity loans under public guarantee schemes

For SMEs with more than 10 employees the KfW
Instant Loan Program has been launched. The pro-
gram offers SMEs loans that are fully collateralized
by the state. These loans amount up to 25% of a
firm’s 2019 revenues with a cap of e500k for small
companies and e800k for medium-sized companies,
respectively. No credit risk assessments are taking
place and no collaterals are required. The only eligi-
bility criterion is that the company was profitable in
2019 or at least on average profitable between 2017
and 2019 (Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and
Energy, 2020). This fairly broad criterion shows that
the process is focused on speed and ease applied
‘without red tape’ (Federal Ministry of Finance
2020b, 1) and not on elaborate screening mechanisms
that could prevent providing liquidity to unviable
firms.

Furthermore, the COVID-19 support package
includes additional government guarantees on loans
for both small and larger businesses, including lower
interest rates for small firms compared to large firms.
(Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy,
2020). Similar to the Instant Loan Program, the loans
are channeled through commercial banks and the
state-owned bank KfW assumes risk coverage of 80%
for large enterprises and 90% for SMEs with a sim-
plified risk assessment (Federal Ministry of Finance,
2020a). For commercial banks, this makes lending
to SMEs particularly attractive and, given that they
only bear 10% of the default risk, further disincen-
tivizes comprehensive risk assessments by the issuing
bank.
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3.3 Liquidity support through labor cost subsidies

Another form of liquidity support to companies is the
use of short-time compensations (‘Kurzarbeitergeld’)
which are direct subsidies on firms’ labor costs. This
instrument has been available for quite some time;
however, its eligibility criteria were relaxed in the pan-
demic. Now companies with only 10% of employees
working on short-time qualify for the wage subsidy
(instead of one third) (OECD, 2020b). In addition,
the subsidy has been increased compared to pre-crisis
levels, ranging now from 60 to 87% of the worker’s
last net income. From a company perspective, short-
time compensations reduce labor costs, allow the
company to retain specific human capital and avoid
the costs of new hires and training when the econ-
omy recovers again. Drawing on literature from the
Great Recession, the usage of short-time work (STW)
has a positive impact on firm survival (Cahuc et al.,
2018; Kopp & Siegenthaler, 2021) but at the same
time research results suggest that low productivity
firms have been taken up STW more often (Giupponi
& Landais, 2018). From a welfare perspective, this
may have adverse effects as it impedes the realloca-
tion of workers from low- to high-productivity firms.
Since SMEs tend to be active in more labor-intense
business activities than larger firms (Yang & Chen,
2009), it is reasonable to assume that SMEs as well as
labor-intense sectors benefit disproportionately from
short-time compensations. Eligibility criteria for STW
are unrelated to firms’ pre-crisis performance, which
allows unviable companies to benefit from the instru-
ment as well.

3.4 Intertemporal liquidity support

To further improve the liquidity situation of companies,
authorities have granted tax payment deferrals, allowed
lower tax prepayments and suspended enforcement
measures for tax debts. The tax-related intertempo-
ral liquidity assistance amounts to an estimated e250
billion and the policy measure applies equally to all
company size classes (Anderson & et al. 2020).

3.5 Temporary change in insolvency law

Finally, the different elements of liquidity provision
which have been granted to German businesses were

accompanied by a temporary amendment to the Ger-
man insolvency law. On March 27, 2020, the Federal
Government decided to temporarily suspend the insol-
vency filing obligation in order to avoid a massive
increase in insolvencies as a result of COVID-19-
induced liquidity shortages. The obligation to file an
insolvency has been suspended until September 30,
2020, with an adjusted extension until the beginning of
2021. Although the amended law stipulates that only
those firms that are insolvent or over-indebted due
to the COVID-19 pandemic are temporarily exempt
from insolvency proceedings, policy makers face the
dilemma that it is barely possible to assess whether
insolvent non-filers fulfill this eligibility criterion.
This is particularly true for smaller firms, whose lim-
ited disclosure requirements make such an assessment
even harder. While there is no doubt that many viable
companies facing illiquidity and over-indebtedness as
a result of the economic shock will benefit from the
law change, it also creates loopholes for smaller, unvi-
able companies to stay in the market and absorb public
liquidity aid.

The two cornerstones of the aid measures—public
liquidity support and the amendment of the insol-
vency law—have been implemented simultaneously
as a joint strategy to prevent widespread corporate
insolvencies. Therefore, we cannot differentiate which
influence the individual measures have on the emer-
gence of a possible insolvency gap. However, we
argue that the policy response must be understood
as a mix of interdependent policy actions that likely
would not have been effective in preventing business
failures had they been implemented separately. In par-
ticular, the liquidity provision through state-supported
loans and the temporary suspension of the filing obli-
gation have only had an insolvency-preventing effect
because they were implemented simultaneously and
mutually. Without the filing suspension, companies
would have been discouraged from taking out gov-
ernment loans as this would have led many of them
into over-indebtedness, which in normal times would
have obliged firms to declare insolvency. Likewise,
without liquidity provision through easily accessible
loans and other subsidies, the sole insolvency sus-
pension would have been ineffective since in light
of strongly diminished turnovers the economic real-
ity of many liquidity constrained firms would have
implied a de facto insolvency. Following this line
of reasoning, the effect of liquidity support and
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temporary change in insolvency law on (non-) selec-
tion into insolvency is best analyzed as a policy mix
used to combat the threat of mass insolvencies. While
the insolvency filing suspension allowed both small
and large companies to avert insolvency and possi-
bly survive the crisis by taking advantage of liquidity
injections by the state (Federal Ministry of Justice
and Consumer Protection, 2020), it has been shown
that many of the liquidity support measures directly
target SMEs or provide indirect channels for espe-
cially smaller (and often entrepreneurial) businesses to
benefit disproportionately. With few screening mecha-
nisms in place, there is the risk that unviable firms will
be kept alive, freezing up resources that could be used
more productively elsewhere and possibly hampering
entrepreneurial activity.

This section has highlighted the role of policy sup-
port to counter the economic consequences of the
pandemic in Germany—a country that has provided
substantial assistance to businesses to avoid a wave
of corporate bankruptcies. It has suggested that the
joint implementation of widespread but undifferen-
tiated liquidity support strongly focusing on SMEs
together with the temporary amendment of the insol-
vency law, is likely to have favored a backlog of
corporate insolvencies particularly pronounced among
small and possibly financially weak companies. In the
next section, we introduce the data and methodology
we use to estimate the existence and extent of such an
insolvency gap.

4 Data, variables and methodology

4.1 Data and variables

The study uses two data sources which both originate
from the Mannheim Enterprise Panel (MUP) covering
the near universe of economically active firms in Ger-
many (Bersch et al., 2014). The first data source is
a survey where the questioned companies have been
sampled from the MUP. The survey is used to exam-
ine how companies of different size and in different
sectors are affected by the adverse impacts of the
COVID-19 pandemic and motivates why we estimate
the insolvency gap distinguishing between sector affil-
iation and company size. For the estimation of the
insolvency gap we use a second data source: a large
sample of firm-specific credit rating information along

with information concerning the firms’ insolvency sta-
tus. In the following, we will introduce both data
sources and the variables used in this study in more
detail.

4.1.1 Survey data

We employ the survey to primarily assess which
industries and company sizes are affected most by the cri-
sis. Based on a representative random sample of German
companies, drawn from the MUP and stratified by
firm size and industry affiliation the survey was con-
ducted three times spanning the period in which the
German insolvency regime was fully suspended.2 The
survey includes questions on COVID-19-related eco-
nomic effects on various business dimensions. The
collected data has then been supplemented with credit
rating scores from the MUP, which allows to control
for the financial situation of the companies prior to the
crisis. As shown in Fig. 1, we use the survey data to
investigate whether the adverse economic impacts of
COVID-19 differ across sectors and firm size classes.
These results together with the heterogeneity in public
aid programs with respect to firm size as outlined in
Section 3 motivates us to conduct our main empirical
analysis at the sector-size level.

Table 1 shows summary statistics of the relevant
variables used to construct a COVID-19 Exposure
Index, CEI , reflecting the extent to which firms expe-
rienced negative impacts in relation to the pandemic.
Firms were asked on a Lickert scale of 0 to 4 in
which of the following areas they experienced nega-
tive impacts as a result of the COVID-19 crisis: (1)
decrease in demand, (2) shutdown of production, (3)
supply chain interruption, (4) staffing shortage, (5)
logistical difficulties, (6) liquidity shortfalls.3 From
these six questions we construct CEI as simple sum
of the response values. The average index is 6.31 out
of a maximum possible value of 24. The most com-
mon and most severe impact relates to the decline in
demand, where respondents reported an average nega-
tive impact of 1.85. Shutdown of production facilities

2The surveys have been conducted in April 2020, in June
2020 and in September 2020 spanning the period of the full
suspension of the obligation to file for insolvency and is there-
fore particularly suitable for capturing the early policy-induced
effects of the crisis.
30 indicates no negative effects, 4 signals strong negative
effects.
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Fig. 1 Data sources used in this study. Note: Observations of
the survey data (companies) and credit rating data (firm-specific
rating revisions) originate from the Mannheim Enterprise Panel
(MUP) data base. Survey data allows to estimate exposure to

adverse effects of the pandemic on the sector-size level. Credit
rating data is used to estimate the existence of an insolvency gap
on the sector-size level

and liquidity bottlenecks are also frequently men-
tioned consequences.

4.1.2 Credit rating data

For the purpose of estimating whether the bankruptcy
filing behavior has changed significantly as a result
of the crisis-related aid measures and possibly cre-
ated a backlog of insolvencies, we examine credit
rating updates of close to all economically active firms
listed in the MUP.4 The Mannheim Enterprise Panel
is particularly suited for an analysis of the insolvency-
related cleansing effect as it is constructed by process-
ing and structuring data collected by Creditreform,
the leading credit agency in Germany. Creditreform
regularly measures and updates the creditworthiness
of German companies. Overall our sample comprises
2,373,782 credit rating updates of 1,500,764 distinct
German businesses whose ratings were updated at
least once during the last three years.5 Table 2 shows
that the sample of about 1.5 million companies is
very diverse in its industry and size composition. Most
important in the context of this study is the cover-
age of SMEs, which not only is representative for
the German economy (see Table 2), but also allows
for a nuanced differentiation between medium-sized,
small and micro-enterprises. Therefore, it suits well

4In our analysis a company is defined as economically active if
it has received a credit rating update at least once over the last
three years spanning the period from July 2017 to July 2020.
5We observe one and the same company at most three times
in our sample. Thus, credit rating updates normally do not take
place more often than once per year but may be conducted in a
less regular cycle.

to examine the policy-induced heterogeneity of the
COVID-19 related effects on business failures with
a special focus on possible size differences not only
among SMEs and large enterprises but also within the
group of SMEs. The latter estimation of the insol-
vency gap will be conducted on the sector-size level as
displayed in Table 2.

Assuming that the COVID-19 shock and its eco-
nomic consequences on liquidity and insolvency dis-
tress of German businesses began by the end of March
2020, we split our sample into a ‘pre-crisis’ period
and a ‘crisis’ period. This cutoff point also captures
COVID-19 policy dynamics as the German govern-
ment imposed the first countrywide lockdown that
includes a shutdown of most customer service-related
businesses on March 22 and suspended the obligation
to file for bankruptcy on March 27 (Federal Min-
istry of Justice and Consumer Protection, 2020). Con-
sequently, the pre-crisis period comprises all credit
rating updates which took place between July 2017
and December 2019. The crisis period includes all
observations between April 2020 and end of July
2020.6 In the later estimation of the insolvency gap,
rating updates from the pre-crisis period serve as pool
of control observations. Closely matching credit rating
updates from this pool are used to estimate counterfac-
tual insolvency rates which will be compared against

6Note that we exclude observations between January 2020 and
March 2020 which we see as transitional phase in which assign-
ment to either of the two periods is not straightforward. Also
note that July 2020 is the latest month for which we observe
credit rating information.
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Table 1 Descriptive statistics: survey data

Variables N Mean SD Min Max

COVID-19 Exposure Index (CEI ) 2,344 6.31 5.40 0 24

Questions used for the index calculation

(1) Decrease in demand 2,344 1.85 1.56 0 4

(2) Lockdown of production 2,344 1.05 1.58 0 4

(3) Supply chain interrupted 2,344 0.88 1.24 0 4

(4) Staffing shortage 2,344 0.64 1.04 0 4

(5) Logistical difficulties 2,344 0.81 1.28 0 4

(6) Liquidity shortfalls 2,344 1.08 1.41 0 4

Note: The table shows descriptive statistics of the COVID-19
Exposure Index (CEI ). It also displays statistics of the survey
questions used to construct the index

the actual insolvency rates observed after April 1,
2020.7

For the estimation of insolvency rates, we enrich
our sample of firm-specific credit rating data with
information on the firm’s survival status after it has
received an update on its rating. Information on firm-
specific survival states is obtained by the online reg-
ister for bankruptcy filings of the German Ministry
of Justice. Besides information identifying the com-
panies which have filed for insolvency, the register
also contains the filing date, allowing us to match the
most recent rating update that predates the filing date
for that particular bankrupt firm. Our overall sample
comprises 15,634 credit rating updates that were fol-
lowed by an insolvency and 2,358,148 rating updates
which did not result in an insolvency filing. With
this data, we are able to estimate two statistics. First,
we use this information to estimate bankruptcy rates
after the COVID-19 outbreak on the sector-size level
based on firms for which we observe credit rating
updates during the pandemic. Second, using compara-
ble firms with closely matching credit rating updates
in non-crises times as control group, we are able to
estimate counterfactual insolvency rates. Comparing
observed insolvency rates with counterfactual insol-
vency rates within each of the sector-size strata allows
us to obtain sector-size-specific estimates of the insol-
vency gap. In addition to firm size, industry affiliation,
and credit rating update, we consider an extensive set

7Figure 2 provides an illustration of how closely matching
observations from the pre-crisis period serve as controls for
rating changes of firms in the crisis period.

Table 2 Sample decomposition of credit rating data

Sector affiliation Size of company Total

Micro Small Medium Large (sample)

Business-related 89.4% 8.3% 1.9% 0.4% 28.6%

services

Manufacturing 84.9% 11.8% 2.7% 0.6% 22.5%

Wholesale & retail 83.1% 13.4% 2.9% 0.6% 19.9%

trade

Health & social 84.8% 10.6% 3.5% 1.1% 7.3%

services

Insurance & banking 93.6% 3.6% 1.8% 1.0% 4.5%

Accommodation & 88.5% 9.8% 1.6% 0.1% 4.1%

catering

Logistics & transport 80.5% 15.3% 3.5% 0.7% 4.1%

Others 82.7% 10.2% 4.6% 2.5% 3.9%

Creative industry & 88.9% 8.8% 2.0% 0.3% 1.6%

entertainment

Mechanical 54.3% 27.5% 13.0% 5.2% 1.3%

engineering

Food production 64.3% 23.0% 10.3% 2.4% 1.0%

Chemicals & 49.1% 29.1% 16.5% 5.3% 0.7%

pharmaceuticals

Manufacturing of data 58.9% 26.7% 10.9% 3.5% 0.5%

processing equipment

Total (sample) 85.2% 11.1% 2.9% 0.8% 100%

Total (population)a 81.8% 15.1% 2.5% 0.6% 100%

Note: The table shows the company size distribution within
sectors (rows) as well as the sector distribution (column ‘Total
(sample)’) in our credit rating sample. Size classification is
determined by number of employees, annual turnover and
annual balance sheet total following the recommendation of
the EU Commission (European Commission, 2003) as outlined
in Table 8 in the Appendix. Sector groups are built to reflect
anecdotal heterogeneity in the context of COVID-19. Group-
ing of sectors is based on EU’s NACE Revision 2 classification
scheme (European Union, 2006). In Table 9 in the Appendix
an exact mapping of sector groups and NACE divisions can be
found. In all sectors the fraction of SMEs lies far above 90%
which makes the data particularly useful to analyze the effects
of COVID-19-related policy responses on smaller firms. Also
note that the overall size composition of our sample compares
well against the official size distribution of the population of
German active companies as reported by the Federal Statistical
Office (Destatis, 2020)
aPopulation size distribution according to official statistics of
the Federal Statistical Office (Destatis, 2020)

of additional firm-specific variables when matching
counterfactual survival states of pre-crisis observa-
tions with rating updates of firms observed in the
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Example II: insolvent firm in crisis period

Example I: non-insolvent firm in crisis period
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Fig. 2 Matching: illustration. Note: The figure illustrates the
nearest neighbor matching for two micro-enterprises in the
accommodation and catering sector. In the top panel, we see that
firm 1 experienced a rating update in the crisis period which did
not result in an insolvency filing. Furthermore, we see, how-
ever, that two out of the k = 5 nearest neighbors from the
pre-crisis control period filed for insolvency after they received
a very similar rating update. This signals that firm 1, given its
financial information, faces a relatively high insolvency risk as
almost half of its nearest neighbors indeed went bankrupt in
times without policy intervention. The bottom panel shows the
same approach but for firm 2 which filed for insolvency shortly
after its rating update during the crisis period. We see that all of

the nearest neighbors also filed for insolvency and thus closely
reflect the actual survival status of firm 2. If we do not observe
an insolvency filing four months after the rating update, we treat
the update as non-insolvent. Therefore, the time between rat-
ing update and the non-insolvent labelling in the visualization
always spans 4 months. The area shaded in gray highlights a
transitional phase which we intentionally exclude from our anal-
ysis since assignment of observations falling in that phase to
either the pre-crisis or the crisis period is not straightforward.
The dashed vertical line at the end of July 2020 signals that we
only have credit rating updates available up to this point. Note,
however, that we observe insolvency filings beyond this point
in time

COVID-19 period. In the following section, we intro-
duce all of these matching variables and provide some
descriptive statistics.

In our data used for the estimation of the insolvency
gap firm survival status, ft+4, serves as outcome vari-
able. It is equal to 1 if the company has filed for
insolvency no more than four months after its last rat-
ing update. If the firm has not gone bankrupt or it has
filed insolvency more than four months after its lat-
est rating update, it is 0. This means that we take four
months as maximum time lag between a credit rating
update and the date at which the respective firm has
filed its bankruptcy to count the rating update as being
predictive for the subsequent insolvency filing. We
choose this threshold for two reasons. First, we want
to ensure that the rating update has a high information
content in predicting a potential insolvency filing. If
the date of bankruptcy lies more than 4 months after

the credit update, it is likely that the update does not
reflect the reasons why the company went bankrupt. A
more recent update of the firm’s rating (if that existed)
would be necessary to capture the company’s finan-
cial deterioration that contributed to the subsequent
insolvency. Second, the COVID-19 period for which
we have information on credit rating updates spans 4
months from April 2020 to the end of July 2020. Thus,
for the latest in-crisis rating updates in July 2020, we
can observe the firm’s survival status at most 4 months
until November 2020 (the time of writing this paper).
Therefore, the maximum forecasting horizon for the
rating updates observed in the crisis period is limited
to 4 months.

The most important variable in finding counter-
factual survival states in the matching procedure is
Creditreform’s credit rating index since it is the basis
for the calculation of the credit rating updates. The
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credit rating is calculated by Creditreform on the basis
of a rich information set relevant to assess a com-
pany’s creditworthiness. The metrics considered in
calculating the rating include, among other things,
information on the firm’s payment discipline, its legal
form, credit evaluations of banks, credit line lim-
its and risk indicators based on the firm’s financial
accounts (if applicable) (Creditreform, 2020b). Cred-
itreform attaches different weights to these metrics
according to their relevance on determining a firm’s
risk of credit default and calculates an overall credit
rating score which ranges from 100 to 500.8 The
higher the score, the worse the firm’s creditworthiness
and thus the higher the risk of insolvency. In fact,
Creditreform’s rating index has a high forecasting
quality to assess a firm’s credit default risk (Creditre-
form, 2020b). Assuming that a high credit default risk
signals financial distress, which often results in insol-
vency, we use Creditreform’s rating as the basis for
predicting corporate insolvency risk. The prediction of
corporate bankruptcy via a scoring model goes back to
the seminal work of Altman (1968) and his develop-
ment of the Z-score model. Similar to Creditreform’s
credit rating index, the Z-score model relies on sev-
eral accounting-based indicators which are weighted
and summed to obtain an overall score. This score then
forms the basis for classifying companies as insolvent
or non-insolvent (Altman, 2013). Today, this model
approach is still used by many practitioners to predict
firm insolvencies (Agarwal and Taffler, 2008).

Based on the credit rating index, we construct the
following variables. Our main predictor variable is the
update in the rating index, �rt , which is defined as the
difference of the new rating assigned by Creditreform
an the rating before the update (�rt = rt − rt−x).9

Given the logic of the rating index, a positive sign
in the rating update reflects a downgrade in financial
solvency, a negative sign reflects an improvement in
the rating, i.e. an upgrade of the company’s financial
standing. The amount of the down-/upgrade reflects

8The credit rating index suffers from a discontinuity as in case
of a ‘insufficient’ creditworthiness it takes on a value of 600
(Creditreform, 2020a). We truncate credit ratings of 600 to a
value 500—the worst possible rating in our analysis. We do
so since our main predictor variable is the update in the rating
index which can only be reasonably calculated if the index has
continuous support.
9Reassessments of the rating is conducted in an irregular fash-
ion such that the time between two updates, x, varies. On
average, the time between two updates equals 20 months.

how severely the company’s financial standing has
changed.10

Apart from the rating update, we also consider the
rating before the upgrade, rt−x , as a matching vari-
able when predicting counterfactual insolvency states.
This allows us to control for the location of the com-
pany in the rating distribution and consequently how
high the default risk was before the down-/upgrade.
Moreover, we form two additional variables from the
firm’s credit rating information, both of which control
for the medium-term path of the firm’s financial stand-
ing. First, we count the number of downgrades in the
three years preceding the update at hand, dt . Second,
we calculate the average credit rating in the three years
prior to the current update under consideration, r̄t .11

Finally, we consider firm age, at , as further matching
variable acknowledging that younger firms tend to be
more prone to insolvency.

Table 3 shows descriptive statistics of the variables
considered in the matching procedure. We see that
an update which is followed by a bankruptcy filing
relates to a downgrade of close to 70 scoring points
on average. This is a substantial deterioration in the
rating index compared to an update which is not fol-
lowed by an insolvency filing. In fact, the difference
in means between non-insolvency-related updates and
insolvency-related updates, as reported in column ‘�
Mean’, amounts to more than 65 index points and is
statistically significant. For all other matching vari-
ables, we also find statistically meaningful differences
suggesting that firms which go bankrupt have a worse
credit rating both short-term and mid-term, have expe-
rienced more downgrades in the past and are younger
on average. The economically and statistically signif-
icant differences between non-insolvency-related and
insolvency-related credit updates across all variables

10Note that we define a rating update as a reassessment of
the company’s creditworthiness performed by Creditreform. We
have precise information on the date of reassessment, which
allows us to accurately assign the update to either the pre-crisis
or the crisis period and also to accurately match the updates
with insolvency dates. It should also be noted that a reassess-
ment does not necessarily lead to a change in the rating index. If
the creditworthiness of the company has not changed since the
last rating, the company gets assigned the same index as before,
resulting in a value of 0 for �rt .
11For example, for a credit rating observation in July 2017, we
count how often the firm experienced a downgrade over the
period June 2014 to June 2017 and also calculate the average
rating over that period.
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suggest that they serve well as matching variables in a
counterfactual estimation of insolvency rates.

We also report univariate descriptive statistics of
our credit rating sample differentiating between the
pre-crisis and the crisis period in Table 4. We see
that before the COVID-19 outbreak 0.71% of rating
updates were followed by a bankruptcy filing. This
translates into an insolvency filing rate of 1.05% on the
firm level (note that firms can receive more than one
credit rating update in that period). In the crisis period,
however, despite the worsened economic conditions,
it turns out that only 0.33% of rating updates were fol-
lowed by a bankruptcy filing. This fraction also equals
the firm-level insolvency filing rate as in the 4-month
crisis period each firm is only observed once. ‘�
Mean’ reporting the difference between the variable
means of the pre-crisis and the crisis period suggests
that the difference of 0.38 pp in the average survival
status is statistically significant. The lower average
insolvency rate in the crisis period contrasts with the
finding that the financial rating of firms observed in
the crisis period has deteriorated on average. In fact,
firms experience, on average, a significantly higher
downgrade of more than three index points during
the crisis period.12 This decline of insolvencies in
the COVID-19 period is consistent with official fig-
ures (The Economist, 2020b) and is a first indication
that there is indeed an insolvency gap in the German
economy. The strong political reaction to strengthen
firms’ liquidity and to prevent German companies
from going bankrupt is likely to be a driving force
behind the low insolvency rate in the crisis period.

It remains to be analyzed if there are specific sector-
size combinations for which the number of insolven-
cies is significantly below the counterfactual num-
ber that one would expect given the observed rating
updates and information from pre-crisis insolvency
paths. Also we aim to tackle the question whether the
gap is mainly driven by firms which already before the
crisis were characterized by a weak financial stand-
ing. In the next section, we introduce a matching
approach that allows us to predict counterfactual insol-
vency filings based on pre-crisis observations where
no policy intervention saved struggling firms from
insolvency. With this approach, we are able to derive
counterfactual insolvency rates at the sector-size level

12See also Fig. 8 in the Appendix for a comparison of the distri-
bution of the credit rating updates in the pre-crisis and the crisis
period.
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and provide an estimate regarding the existence of an
insolvency gap by comparing them with the actual
filings observed during the crisis period.

4.2 Methodology

4.2.1 Nearest neighbor matching

This paper focuses on the extent to which govern-
ment policy in the COVID-19 crisis may have induced
ailing firms to stay in the market. To answer this
question, we compare the survival status of closely
matching firms observed before the COVID-19 out-
break with the survival status of firms observed during
the pandemic. Besides general company characteris-
tics such as company size, industry affiliation and
company age, our matching approach takes particular
account of firm-specific solvency information as pre-
sented in the previous section. The core idea of the
matching procedure is to find comparable firms which
have experienced very similar rating updates and have
followed an almost identical path in their financial sol-
vency but in times prior to COVID-19 and the related
policy interventions that keep struggling firms afloat.

We conduct a nearest neighbor matching approach
in order to find for each of the in-crisis observations
a number of matches from the pre-crisis period. Near-
est neighbor matching in observational studies goes
back to the work of Donald Rubin (1973) and aims
at reducing bias in the estimation of the sector-size-
specific insolvency gap. A simple comparison of the
mean values of the survival status of observations
before the crisis and during the crisis (as in Table 4)
is likely to give a highly biased picture of the insol-
vency gap. First, policy measures to rescue firms from
failing have been highly heterogeneous with respect
to firm size as highlighted in Section 3. Therefore,
comparing the survival status of firms of different size
bears high risk of firm size acting as confounding
variable in the estimation of a policy-induced back-
log of insolvencies. For this reason, we only search for
matches within the same company size group. Next,
the evaluation of our survey suggests that there is great
heterogeneity in the COVID-19 exposure across sec-
tors (as becomes apparent in Section 5.1). For this
reason, we only match firms that are in the same sector
class. Ultimately, the previous section has shown that
in the crisis period the distribution of rating updates
has systematically shifted to the right implying that the
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in-crisis observations have, on average, experienced
larger downgrades in their ratings. For an unbiased
estimation of the insolvency gap, this shift needs to be
controlled for. Our nearest neighbor matching aligns
the in-crisis distribution of updates with the distribu-
tion of matched observations as we put a strict caliper
on the credit rating variable when searching for match-
ing observations. In fact, comparing the distribution
of the predictor variables between pre-crisis and crisis
period before and after matching indicates that control
observations and crisis observations are much more
balanced after matching (see Table 12 in the Appendix
for an assessment of covariate balance).

The details of our matching algorithm look as fol-
lows. Acknowledging the heterogeneity with respect
to firm size and sector affiliation, we estimate the
insolvency gap within each of the 52 sector-size
combinations. Therefore, we only consider pre-crisis
observations that share the same sector-size stratum
as the crisis observation of interest. In that sense
we perform exact matching on both sector affiliation
and company size group. Next, within each sector-
size stratum the algorithm selects for each in-crisis
observation i the k nearest neighbors from the pre-
crisis period which have the smallest distance from
i. The maximum number of nearest neighbors, k,
reflects the ratio of pre-crisis and crisis observations
within each sector-size stratum. Distance is measured
by the Mahalanobis distance metric (Rubin, 1980),
MD, which is computed on all predictor variables
X = (�rt rt−x dt r̄t at )

′. For the key predictor vari-
able, �rt , we additionally impose a caliper, c, of 0.25
standard deviations. Thus, a pre-crisis observation, j ,
only falls under the k nearest neighbors if it does not
exceed the caliper on �rt .

MDij=
{
(Xi−Xj )

′�−1(Xi−Xj ) if |�rt,i −�rt,j |≤c

∞ if |�rt,i −�rt,j |>c

with � as the variance covariance matrix of X in the
pooled sample of in-crisis and all pre-crisis observa-
tions. The strict caliper implies that the number of
matches on each crisis observation can be smaller
than k or, in case that there is no control observa-
tion fulfilling the caliper condition, there may even
be no match. If this the case, the crisis observation
for which no match could be found is disregarded
from further analysis. Moreover, we conduct matching
with replacement allowing pre-crisis units to match
to more than one crisis observation. In the outcome

analysis, this requires us to consider weights which
reflect whether a pre-crisis unit falls in the matched
sample more than once. In Section 5.2 where we esti-
mate the insolvency gap on the sector-size level, we
need to consider these weights for inference (Stuart,
2010). In this way, we can not only predict the crisis
observations’ probability to file for bankruptcy if there
was no policy intervention but also make a statement
whether the differences between the observed insol-
vency rates and the predicted counterfactual insol-
vency rates on the sector-size level are statistically
significant.

Before presenting the results of the counterfactual
insolvency rate prediction and insolvency gap estima-
tion, we use our survey results in the next section
to show how the pandemic affected sectors to vary-
ing degrees. The observed heterogeneity in sector
exposure motivates our further empirical analysis.

5 Empirical results

5.1 COVID-19 exposure and firm characteristics

Anecdotal evidence suggests that industries are asym-
metrically affected by the COVID-19 recession
because lockdown measures as well as supply and
demand effects differed between sectors. To verify
this observation, we empirically investigate to what
extent the economic effects of the COVID-19 crisis
have asymmetrically hit sectors by making use of our
survey data. In addition, we analyze whether firm size
and the pre-crisis credit rating is correlated with the
perceived shock by the COVID-19 recession at the
firm level.

The regression results of the analyses are shown
in Table 5. Model (1) reveals that the COVID-19
Exposure Index indeed significantly differs between
sectors. We choose chemicals and pharmaceuticals as
reference category since this sector is least negatively
affected. The sectors accommodation and catering as
well as creative industry and entertainment experience
very strong and significant negative shocks in com-
parison to the baseline sector. This is in line with the
strong restrictions experienced in these sectors. Since
the business activities in these sectors often require
direct human interactions, corresponding companies
have been severely affected by lockdown measures.
Interestingly, firm size categories show no statistically
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Table 5 Regression: COVID-19 Exposure Index on firm characteristics

(1) (2) (3) (4)

CEI CEI CEI CEI

Business-related services 0.637 0.646 0.473
(0.611) (0.609) (0.615)

Manufacturing −0.004 −0.023 −0.073
(0.605) (0.603) (0.604)

Wholesale & retail 1.479** 1.476** 1.427**
(0.647) (0.644) (0.646)

Health & social services 1.087* 1.085* 0.855
(0.660) (0.657) (0.661)

Insurance & banking 0.643 0.618 0.653
(0.689) (0.686) (0.682)

Acc. & catering 6.024*** 6.046*** 5.835***
(0.711) (0.710) (0.712)

Logistics & transport 1.454** 1.464** 1.396**
(0.650) (0.647) (0.646)

Creative i. & entertainment 5.444*** 5.445*** 5.224***
(0.832) (0.831) (0.831)

Mechanical engineering 2.464*** 2.477*** 2.433***
(0.665) (0.659) (0.658)

Food production 2.564*** 2.559*** 2.394***
(0.701) (0.699) (0.696)

Manufac. of data proc. equip. 0.147 0.156 0.208
(0.653) (0.652) (0.650)

Micro-enterprise 0.311 −0.048 −0.509
(0.423) (0.418) (0.455)

Small enterprise 0.269 −0.248 −0.538
(0.447) (0.433) (0.448)

Medium-sized enterprise −0.0216 −0.128 −0.209
(0.457) (0.440) (0.444)

Credit rating (pre-crisis) 0.008***

(0.003)
N 2,344 2,344 2,344 2,344

Note: Chemicals and pharmaceuticals serve as baseline sector among the sector dummies, large enterprises serve as baseline size
group. Dummy coefficient estimates need to be read relative to the baseline group(s). Standard errors are reported in parentheses.
Significance levels: *p < 0.10, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01

significant heterogeneity in their correlation with the
COVID-19 Exposure Index as Model (2) reveals. The
effects with respect to sectors and firm size also hold
when both measures are incorporated simultaneously
as in Model (3). Controlling further on the firms’
pre-crisis credit rating and thus on the financial sit-
uation prior to the outbreak shows that the rating is
significantly correlated with the perceived COVID-19
impact. Although the effect is low in magnitude, the
marginal effect suggests that a higher (worse) credit
rating is associated with a stronger exposure to the
negative impact of the crisis. Ultimately, the strong

heterogeneity in the negative exposure to the eco-
nomic consequences of the pandemic with respect to
sector affiliation hold when controlling for the firms’
pre-crisis credit rating in Model (4).

The heterogeneous COVID-19 exposure at the sec-
tor level shows that differences in insolvency dynam-
ics with respect to industry affiliation may play an
important role. Taking further into consideration that
many of the policy measures in Germany have been
specifically tailored to SMEs, the subsequent esti-
mation of the insolvency gap is conducted at the
sector-size level.
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5.2 The COVID-19 insolvency gap

5.2.1 Results on the sector-size level

Estimating the insolvency gap requires us to derive
two statistics. First, we calculate actual insolvency
rates, IRactual

s , observed after the COVID-19 out-
break for each sector-size stratum s.13 The calculation
is based on firms for which we observe credit rating
updates after April 1, 2020.

IRactual
s = Ninsolvent

s

Ns

Second, taking the matched sample of observations
from the pre-crisis period which includes for each firm
observed in the crisis period at most k nearest neigh-
bors, we are able to estimate counterfactual insolvency
rates, IR

counterf actual
s , as follows

with Ñs = ∑Ñs

j=1 wj,s as the number of matched
observations from the pre-crisis period for stratum s.
wj,s is the weight assigned to pre-crisis observation
j reflecting how often j is selected as control obser-
vation in the matching process and
equals 1 if control observation j filed for insolvency
at most four months after its last rating update and 0
otherwise.

Comparing actual insolvency rates with counterfac-
tual insolvency rates for each of the sector-size strata
allows us to obtain sector-size-specific estimates of
the insolvency gap, IGs , defined as

IGs = IR
counterf actual
s − IRactual

s .

In other words, the insolvency gap measures the
extent to which observed insolvencies during the pan-
demic deviate from the counterfactual insolvencies
that would be expected in a pre-crisis setting without
policy intervention. Figure 3 contrasts actual insol-
vency rates against counterfactual insolvency rates
and Table 6 displays the sector-size specific insol-
vency gap estimates along with their statistical signif-
icance. Several insights can be gained from there.

First of all, it becomes obvious that actual insol-
vency rates are in almost all sectors highest among

13s ∈ [1, 52].

micro-enterprises (except for some outliers in the
large enterprise size class). In the group of micro-
enterprises, we see that actual insolvency rates are
highest in the sectors which according to our sur-
vey results are also severely affected by the negative
impacts of the crisis. In the accommodation and cater-
ing sector, for example, the actual insolvency rate
amounts to 1.11%, in the logistics and transport sector
which includes the strongly affected aviation indus-
try we observe an insolvency rate of 0.94% and in the
creative industry and entertainment sector the rate is
0.76%. These results appear intuitive and are in line
with the survey results. At the same time, we find that
in all sectors within the group of micro-enterprises the
expected insolvency rates exceed the actual rates and
in most sectors this gap is statistically significant. The
average insolvency gap across all sectors in the group
of micro-enterprises amounts to 0.80 pp which is sub-
stantial when being compared to the overall pre-crisis
insolvency rate of 1.05%.

In the group of small enterprises, we see similar
patterns although at a lower magnitude both in terms
of actual insolvency rates and counterfactual rates. In
fact, Table 6 suggests that the rates expected in most
sectors exceed actual rates for small enterprises; how-
ever, this gap is in no sector statistically significant.
On average, the insolvency gap in the group of small
businesses amounts to 0.03 pp.

Moving on to the group of medium-sized enter-
prises, the patterns observed in the smaller size classes
start to vanish. While in two of the most severely hit
sectors accommodation and catering as well as logis-
tics and transport expected insolvency rates are higher
than the ones observed, the difference (i.e. the insol-
vency gap) is statistically not significant. For the other
sectors, the picture is even more mixed. In two sec-
tors (food production and mechanical engineering),
some insolvencies took place yet almost none were
predicted in the counterfactual scenario. For all other
sectors, actual and counterfactual rates are very simi-
lar. Table 6 shows that none of the differences (except
for the sector mechanical engineering) are statistically
significant.

Ultimately, the patterns break down completely
for the group of large enterprises. Barely any insol-
vency filing can be observed in either the crisis period
or the counterfactual setting. In general, insolven-
cies among large corporations are rather rare events
which is reflected by our results. Two sectors stand
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Mechanical engineering

Chemicals & pharmaceuticals

Manufacturing of data processing equipment

Others

Insurance & banking

Health & social services

Food production

Creative industry & entertainment

Business-related services

Manufacturing

Wholesale & retail trade

Logistics & transport

Accommodation & catering

Insolvency rate

Se
ct
or

Counterfactual Actual

Fig. 3 Actual and counterfactual insolvency rates. Note: The figure displays actual insolvency rates with estimated counterfactual
insolvency rates for each of the S = 52 sector-size strata

Table 6 Outcome analysis: insolvency gap estimation results

Sector affiliation Size of company

Micro Small Medium Large

IGs IGs IGs IGs

Accommodation & catering +0.0115*** +0.0005 +0.0028 0.0000

Logistics & transport +0.0070*** +0.0002 +0.0030 0.0000

Wholesale & retail trade +0.0107*** +0.0004 +0.0001 −0.0006

Manufacturing +0.0103*** +0.0002 −0.0004 −0.0035

Business-related services +0.0070*** −0.0001 −0.0005 0.0000

Creative industry & entertainment +0.0012 +0.0017 0.0000 0.0000

Food production +0.0027 +0.0024 −0.0019 −0.0105**

Health & social services +0.0037*** +0.0005 −0.0011 +0.0004

Insurance & banking +0.0037*** 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Others +0.0037*** −0.0002 0.0000 0.0000

Manufacturing of data processing equipment +0.0044* −0.0009 0.0000 −0.0122*

Chemicals & pharmaceuticals +0.0033* +0.0003 0.0000 0.0000

Mechanical engineering +0.0003 +0.0018 −0.0025*** 0.0000

Note: Significance levels: *p < 0.10, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01. Statistical significance is based on the χ2-test for equality in the
insolvency proportions in the actual and counterfactual samples using Rao-Scott corrections to the χ2 statistic (Rao & Scott, 1981) to
account for the matching weights
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out with high actual insolvency rates: food produc-
tion and manufacturing of data processing equipment.
Both cases are somewhat special as they are driven by
only one insolvency for which no insolvent pre-crisis
control observation with comparable financial charac-
teristics exists. Thus, one needs to be cautious when
interpreting the results of the large size class.

The finding that counterfactual insolvency rates
persistently, and in most sectors also significantly,
exceed actual rates among micro-enterprises strongly
suggests that there is a substantial backlog of insol-
vencies in this size class. As company size increases,
the backlog of insolvencies gradually vanishes which
is in line with our hypothesis that Germany’s fiscal
policy response in the COVID-19 crisis disproportion-
ately favored the survival of smaller companies. Both
the temporary change in Germany’s insolvency regime
and the high provision of liquidity subsidies allowed
especially micro-enterprises to stay in the market. We
argue that the temporary suspension of the obligation
to file for insolvencies has made it particularly easy
for smaller firms to use the amendment as a loop-
hole to avert insolvency proceedings. Since disclosure
requirements are more limited the smaller a company
is, it becomes particularly difficult for policy makers
to enforce insolvency filings among non-filing small

firms. This becomes particularly problematic if the
non-filing firm does not fulfill the criteria to be eligi-
ble for the suspension as it enables these companies to
further absorb state subsidies. Similarly, the early on
provision of direct and indirect liquidity without red
tape has targeted smaller firms in particular and thus
enabled them to bridge plummeting revenues in a sit-
uation in which they usually would have been forced
out of the market due to illiquidity.

In order to better understand the magnitude of the
insolvency gap, it is possible to aggregate and convert
the insolvency gap estimates on the distinct sector-
size levels into an absolute number describing the
overall backlog of insolvencies (see Table 11 in the
Appendix). Based on the total number of economi-
cally active companies in Germany, we estimate that
the insolvency gap makes up around 25,000 com-
panies as shown in Fig. 4. The figure reveals two
further aspects. Firstly, the time series shows that dur-
ing the last economic shock, the Great Recession of
2008–2009, the number of insolvencies noticeably
increased, which in light of the Schumpeterian cleans-
ing mechanism is an expected response in business
dynamics. Secondly, in contrast to the Great Reces-
sion, it can be seen that in the current crisis the actual
number of corporate insolvencies has declined. The
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tion of insolvencies in the counterfactual scenario are displayed.
Shaded areas reflect months of economic downturn
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observation that bankruptcy filings are lower in an
economic crisis than in non-crisis times underpins that
the large-scale governmental support programs have
led to substantial distortions in business dynamics.
Indeed, policy measures in Germany have prevented
a significant number of companies from insolvency.
The crucial question is, which firms were saved from
insolvency proceedings. The following section fur-
ther narrows down this question by incorporating the

firms’ pre-crisis financial standing in the estimation of
the insolvency gap.

5.2.2 The insolvency gap and firm viability

In order to examine whether the insolvency gap is
driven by companies that are characterized by a poor
financial standing before the crisis and had faced a rel-
atively high risk of market exit when the pandemic hit,

Table 7 Outcome analysis: insolvency gap estimation results incorporating firms’ pre-crisis financial condition

Viability Sector affiliation Size of company

Micro Small Medium Large

IGs IGs IGs IGs

Strong financial standing (pre-crisis)
Accommodation & catering −0.0029*** −0.0013 0.0000 0.0000
Logistics & transport −0.0008 −0.0001 +0.0003 0.0000
Wholesale & retail trade +0.0003 −0.0001 +0.0005 −0.0007
Manufacturing −0.0001 −0.0001 −0.0008 −0.0038
Business-related services −0.0002 −0.0006 −0.0010 0.0000
Creative industry & entertainment −0.0025** 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Food production −0.0007 +0.0020 −0.0027* −0.0112*
Health & social services −0.0001 −0.0004 −0.0003 0.0000
Insurance & banking +0.0007 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Others −0.0002 +0.0002 0.0000 0.0000
Manufacturing of data processing equipment +0.0007 −0.0015 0.0000 −0.0127*
Chemicals & pharmaceuticals +0.0017 +0.0020 0.0000 0.0000
Mechanical engineering −0.0003 −0.0017 −0.0015* 0.0000

Weak financial standing (pre-crisis)
Accommodation & catering +0.0171*** +0.0018 +0.0030 0.0000
Logistics & transport +0.0128*** +0.0004 +0.0049 0.0000
Wholesale & retail trade +0.0196*** +0.0020 −0.0035 0.0000
Manufacturing +0.0184*** +0.0015 +0.0060 −0.0060
Business-related services +0.0122*** +0.0013 +0.0033 0.0000
Creative industry & entertainment +0.0029 +0.0032 0.0000 –
Food production +0.0051 +0.0030 +0.0025 0.0000
Health & social services +0.0059*** +0.0022 +0.0010 +0.0060
Insurance & banking +0.0055*** 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Others +0.0073*** −0.0012 0.0000 0.0000
Manufacturing of data processing equipment +0.0065 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Chemicals & pharmaceuticals +0.0050 −0.0050 0.0000 0.0000
Mechanical engineering +0.0014 +0.0126* −0.0056 0.0000

Note: The upper panel displays insolvency gap estimates for firms with ‘strong financial standing’ comprising all firms whose three
year average credit index prior to the crisis is better than the median rating index. The lower panel shows results for companies with
a ‘weak financial standing’ including those with a rating worse than the median rating. For large firms in creative and entertainment
sector with weak financial standing the insolvency gap could not have been calculated as no firm in this strata has been observed
during the crisis period. Significance levels: *p < 0.10, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01. Statistical significance is based on the χ2-test for
equality in the insolvency proportions in the actual and counterfactual samples using Rao-Scott corrections to the χ2 statistic (Rao &
Scott, 1981) to account for the matching weights
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we split the sector-size strata further according to the
observations’ pre-crisis financial standing. More pre-
cisely, we split each sector-size strata into two further
sub-strata. The first sub-strata contains all observa-
tions whose three year average credit rating prior
to the crisis is better than the overall median rating
index. We refer to these as observations with ‘strong
financial standing’, viable to survive the crisis based
on their pre-crisis conditions. The other sub-strata
comprises all observations worse than the overall
pre-crisis median rating. Firms falling in such sub-
strata are referred to as having a ‘weak financial stand-
ing’. Given their pre-crisis financial circumstances, we
expect them to be more vulnerable to default in the
current crisis or even if the pandemic had not hit the
economy.

Table 7 shows the insolvency gap estimates analo-
gous to Table 6 with the additional distinction between
strata comprising financially strong companies and
financially weak ones. Several aspects become appar-
ent from these results. First, we observe that among
micro-enterprises with above median credit rating (top
panel) there is in almost no sector a significant devi-
ation between actual and counterfactual insolvency
rate. There are, however, two exceptions. Both in the

accommodation and catering sector and the creative
and entertainment sector observed insolvencies signif-
icantly exceed expected insolvencies. We know from
our survey that these two sectors are by far the most
affected industries. Given the severe impairments in
these industries, it seems plausible that companies
which had been rated relatively well before the pan-
demic nevertheless file for insolvency more frequently
than the counterfactual estimation would suggest. This
means that, despite the cushioning effect provided by
fiscal policy, micro-firms with a strong pre-crisis rat-
ing filed for bankruptcy more frequently than would
have been possible to learn from the financial paths
of similarly strong firms in pre-crisis times. Most
important, however, is the finding that among micro-
enterprises the insolvency gap as backlog of expected
insolvencies is not driven by firms with a strong finan-
cial standing prior to the crisis. In contrast, it is driven
by less viable companies with a rating worse than the
median rating. This results from the insolvency gap
estimates among micro-enterprises with weak finan-
cial standing (bottom panel). It becomes apparent that
throughout all sectors the counterfactual insolvency
rates exceed the actual rates indicating a backlog of
insolvencies which in the majority of sectors is not
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Fig. 5 Average insolvency rates by size class and pre-crisis
viability. Note: The figure displays average insolvency gaps
(weighted by the number of observations falling into the
matched strata) distinguishing by company size and pre-crisis
financial conditions. It becomes apparent that the backlog of

insolvencies is strongly driven by micro-enterprises with weak
credit rating prior to the crisis and also that with increasing firm
size the gap becomes less pronounced among financially weak
companies
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only statistically significant but in some also substan-
tial in magnitude. In fact, the gap amounts to more
than 1.70 pp in accommodation and catering, whole-
sale and retail as well as manufacturing which is a
substantial backlog when taking into consideration
that the overall pre-crisis insolvency rate lies at 1.05%.

In the small business group, we see that in the strata
with strong financial performance, the size and sign
of the insolvency gap estimates are comparable to the
results in the micro firm group (except for accom-
modation/catering and creative/entertainment sector).
These results indicate that there is no significant gap in
insolvency filings among small businesses with above
median credit rating. In the strata of small and finan-
cially weak businesses, in turn, we observe for most
sectors a positive sign in the insolvency gap estimation
albeit only statistically significant in the mechanical
engineering sector. Again, this suggests that also in
the group of small firms the backlog of insolvencies is
driven by companies with weak pre-crisis conditions
even if magnitude and significance is less pronounced
in comparison to the micro size group.

Similar to the results in Table 6 and in line with our
hypothesis that the fiscal policy response in Germany
disproportionately favored survival of smaller compa-
nies, the observed patterns for small and especially
micro-sized firms gradually vanish with increasing firm
size as shown in Fig. 5. Consequently, the insolvency
gap estimates for medium-sized and large enterprises
do not reveal clear patterns in the sign of the estimates
nor significant deviations between observed and
predicted rates (apart for some aforementioned
exceptions).

Our results show that the COVID-19-induced pol-
icy response has created a non-negligible insolvency
gap that is strongly driven by micro-enterprises, which
were already in a comparatively weak financial situa-
tion before the crisis.

This suggests that the early policy answer to
dampen the economic impacts of the COVID-19 cri-
sis has indeed hampered the natural cleansing effect
typically observed during economic crises.

6 Discussion and conclusion

The ongoing COVID-19 crisis has placed a special
role on policy in order to soften the adverse economic
impacts faced by many firms. There is little doubt that,

in the short term, liquidity subsidies and loan guar-
antees have been necessary to save companies under
severe liquidity pressure from insolvency. In Germany,
a country where fiscal policy played a crucial role in
mitigating the crisis’ impact, liquidity subsidies were
accompanied by a temporary suspension of the insol-
vency regime. While both measures are different in
design, they target the same objective: preventing an
unprecedented wave of corporate insolvencies. Study-
ing Germany’s policy response, it becomes also appar-
ent that a number of aid schemes were either explic-
itly designed to save smaller companies or at least
implicitly favored the survival of particularly small
entrepreneurial firms. This policy environment is the
basis for our hypothesis that a substantial backlog
of insolvencies has accumulated particularly among
SMEs as a result of the COVID-19 policy response.
If, however, support schemes postpone or even prevent
the exit of financially weak SMEs, there is the danger
of negative long-term effects on the entire economy. In
fact, in the ongoing crisis it is likely that early liquidity
issues increasingly translate into an erosion of firms’
equity. Suspending bankruptcy proceedings of such
over-indebted firms over a longer period of time not
only is ‘to deny reality’ (The Economist 2020a, 3) but
also hampers the efficient reallocation of resources.
In this vein, economic crises also serve as cleansing
mechanism to release resources from inefficient and
non-innovative firms which typically find more pro-
ductive use elsewhere. The early policy response of
the German government not only has been targeted
disproportionately at smaller firms but also did so with
little screening mechanisms in place (see, for example,
Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy
2020) rescuing companies from insolvency in a fairly
indiscriminate manner.

Making use of both survey data and a unique and
large dataset of firm-specific credit rating data along
with information on firm insolvency filings, we inves-
tigate whether the German policy response has indeed
caused distortions in the natural cleansing mechanism
typically encountered in liquidity crises. While the
policy response to the economic impact of COVID-19
in Germany suggests notable differences in firm size,
our survey results reveal strong heterogeneity across
economic sectors in their exposure to the adverse
effects in the current crisis. With these findings, we
estimate the extent of an insolvency gap, defined as
the deviation of observed insolvency rates during the
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COVID-19 pandemic and expected insolvency rates
based on a counterfactual pre-crisis setting with no
policy intervention, for 52 distinct sector-size strata.
In line with our hypothesis, our results show that
the insolvency gap is particularly significant in the
group of micro-enterprises (at most 10 employees)
and that the gap gradually vanishes with increasing
firm size. Furthermore, we distinguish between finan-
cially strong and financially weak firms in our analysis
with the latter being defined as companies with below
median credit rating prior to the crisis. Thus, we
refer to financially weak firms as companies being
relatively more vulnerable to default in the current cri-
sis based on their pre-crisis financial standing. Our
findings suggest that the backlog of insolvencies is
mainly driven by firms with a relatively poor credit
rating prior to the crisis. This indicates that particu-
larly financially weak, small firms may take advantage
of the less stringent screening processes associated
with many of the COVID-19-related policy instru-
ments or absorb the liquidity injections as windfall
gains, especially during the first months of the crisis
when eligibility criteria were low.

From a welfare perspective, this comes at the
burden of high fiscal costs that are associated with
granting financial aid to unviable firms. Favoring
the survival of financially weak firms as our find-
ings indicate, however, also imposes indirect costs
in the longer term as such firms tie up resources
whose efficient redistribution would have facilitated
entrepreneurship. Past experience shows that keeping
distressed firms alive may severely obstruct business
dynamism and structural change. Literature on Japan
(Caballero et al., 2008), but also on other OECD
economies (Adalet McGowan et al., 2018), suggests
that granting life-sustaining credit to near-insolvent
firms has not only lowered aggregate productivity
but also deterred market entry of new entrepreneurs.
Although in these cases the survival of insolvent firms
is mostly attributed to questionable bank lending prac-
tices and not to a crisis-related policy response, some
lessons can still be learned from these experiences:
keeping unviable firms alive causes severe market
congestion which creates barriers to market entry and
limits the growth of young companies. The persis-
tence of crisis-induced SME support along with a
further prolongation of the (at least partial) mora-
torium of Germany’s insolvency regime increasingly
favors such a market congestion with the risk of

creating barriers to entrepreneurship. It is likely that
once the policy instruments will cease, i.e. liquid-
ity support will terminate and the German insolvency
regime returns back to the filing obligation, a number
of small business insolvencies will follow. Without an
‘evergreening’ of policy support it is, however, doubt-
ful if they can be prevented at all. In the ongoing crisis,
it will therefore become increasingly important to
think about policy measures that remove entry barriers
for young and innovative businesses and create growth
opportunities for firms which respond innovatively to
the pandemic instead of prolonging the survival of
near-insolvent firms. For example, policy makers are
well advised to consider law reforms that lower the
barriers to corporate restructuring for viable smaller
firms while streamlining and encouraging liquidation
procedures for unviable companies. Past experience
suggests that this would stimulate the reallocation of
capital to more productive entrepreneurial endeavors
(Adalet McGowan et al., 2018).

Understanding the effects of the interplay between
liquidity support on the one hand and temporary adjust-
ments to insolvency regimes on the other hand will be
an important lesson from the COVID-19 crisis. Does the
interplay of these two instruments impair entrepreneur-
ship and economic recovery as it primarily discour-
ages struggling firms from exiting the market or does
it, if well dosed, even serve as a useful policy mix in liq-
uidity crises? Our results which only look at the early
policy effects in the pandemic suggest the former. It
is left to future research to investigate the long-term5
effects on productivity, innovation and entrepreneur-
ship induced by the policy responses to COVID-19.
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Appendix

Table 8 Mapping firm
characteristics to size group Size of company

Micro Small Medium Large

Number of employees ≤10 11–49 50–249 ≥250

Annual turnover (in M e) ≤2 2–10 10–50 >50

Annual balance sheet ≤2 2–10 10–43 >43

total (in M e)

Note: The table shows
translation of firm
characteristics into company
size classes used in this study as
defined by European
Commission (2003)

Table 9 Mapping EU
NACE Revision 2 divisions
to sector groups

Sectors Divisions

Business-related services 58–63, 68, 69–82

Manufacturing 5–9, 12–19, 23–25, 27,

31–33, 35–39, 41–43

Wholesale & retail trade 45–47

Health & social services 86–88, 94–96

Insurance & banking 64–66

Accommodation & catering 55, 56

Logistics & transport 49–53

Creative industry & entertainment 90–93

Mechanical engineering 28–30

Food production 10, 11

Chemicals & pharmaceuticals 20–22

Manufacturing of data processing 26

equipment

Others Any division not

listed above

Note: The table shows
translation of EU’s NACE
Revision 2 divisions (European
Union, 2006) into sector
groupings used in this study
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Fig. 6 COVID-19 liquidity support through fiscal policy mea-
sures by international comparison. Note: Calculations are
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Fig. 7 Decline in corporate insolvencies during the COVID-19 crisis. Note: The figure shows the percentage change of insolvencies
in the crisis year 2020 compared to 2019 for a number of selected countries. Bar chart is adapted from The Economist (2020b)
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Table 10 COVID-19 first-round policy measures in Germany: Overview

Instrument Description Scope Target group Suggested effect on

(by firm size) insolvency filings

Liquidity support

Direct liquidity ‘Soforthilfen’: fully Up to e15k per month Weakly lowering short-term

subsidy subsidized payments e50bn overall insolvency risk, weakly

over 3 months favoring insolvency gap

‘Überbrückungshilfen’: Up to 80% of fixed costs Lowering short-term insolvency

fully subsidized payments (max. e50k) per month risk, moderately favoring

over 3 months e25bn overall insolvency gap

Liquidity ‘KfW-Schnellkredite’: Up to 3 monthly turnovers Lowering mid-term insolvency

loan under low-interest loans hedged (max. e800k) in total risk, favoring insolvency gap

public guarantee by a 100% guarantee from

scheme the Federal Government

Labor cost ‘Kurzarbeitergeld’: public Up to 87% of last net Lowering mid-term insolvency

subsidies wage compensations for income for up to 21 months risk, favoring insolvency gap

employees’ reduced (including social security

working hours if at least charges) per employee

10% of workforce in

short-time

Intertemporal Various tax-related e250bn overall Weakly lowering mid-term

liquidity support deferrals (estimated) insolvency risk, weakly

favoring insolvency gap

Change in insolvency regime

Temporary ‘German COVID-19 Full suspension until No effect on actual insolvency

suspension Insolvency Law Amendment’: September 30, 2020 risk eventually giving the firm

of the obligation Temporarily releases from Suspension until January time to take up liquidity support

to file for the legal obligation to 31, 2021 in case of and to make arrangements for

insolvency disclose insolvency in case over-indebtedness their financing and restructuring

of (1) iliquidity, (2) with its creditors, strongly

imminent iliquidity or favoring insolvency gap

(3) over-indebtedness

Note: The table provides an overview of the early policy measures to support companies depending on the size of the company. Only
the most important first-round policy instruments which are likely to have an impact on corporate insolvencies are presented

Size classes: micro-enterprise, small enterprise, medium-sized enterprise, large enterprise
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Fig. 8 Distribution of credit rating update in pre-crisis and
crisis period. We define a rating update as a reassessment of
the company’s creditworthiness performed by Creditreform. We
have precise information on the date of reassessment, which
allows us to accurately assign the update to either the pre-crisis
or the crisis period and also to accurately match the updates
with insolvency dates. It should also be noted that a reassess-
ment does not necessarily lead to a change in the rating index. If
the creditworthiness of the company has not changed since the

last rating, the company gets assigned the same index as before,
resulting in a value of 0 in �rt . Form the figure it becomes
apparent that there is a rightward shift in the distribution of rat-
ing updates during the crisis period, indicating that there were
more credit rating downgrades as compared to the pre-pandemic
period. This reflects that the financial situation deteriorated for
a larger share of companies in the crisis period than in the three
years preceding the crisis

Table 11 Calculation of the insolvency gap in absolute terms

Sector Size of company
∑

Micro Small Medium

Ns IGs (in %) Ns IGs (in %) Ns IGs (in %)

Accommodation & catering 37,633 0.0115 4,852 0.0005 810 0.0028

Creative industry & entertainment 16,057 0.0012 1,910 0.0017 476 0.0000

Food production 8,191 0.0027 3,674 0.0024 1,962 −0.0019

Health & social services 69,029 0.0037 12,331 0.0005 4,269 −0.0011

Insurance & banking 46,670 0.0037 2,583 0.0000 1,290 0.0000

Logistics & transport 43,899 0.0070 10,756 0.0002 2,773 0.0030

Chemicals & pharmaceuticals 5,170 0.0033 3,980 0.0003 2,342 0.0000
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Table 11 (continued)

Sector Size of company
∑

Micro Small Medium

Ns IGs (in %) Ns IGs (in %) Ns IGs (in %)

Manufacturing of data proc. eq. 4,270 0.0044 2,449 −0.0009 1,057 0.0000

Mechanical engineering 10,567 0.0003 6,828 0.0018 3,386 −0.0025

Business-related services 287,115 0.0070 40,448 −0.0001 9,871 −0.0005

Manufacturing 251,027 0.0103 50,447 0.0002 12,399 −0.0004

Others 37,695 0.0037 5,381 −0.0002 2,398 0.0000

Wholesale & retail trade 201,838 0.0107 46,342 0.0004 10,549 0.0001

Weighted insolvency gap (in %) 0.0080 0.0003 −0.0003

Number of active firms (official statistics) 3,109,261 293,610 63,928 3,466,799

Insolvency gap (absolute) 24,933 90 −19 25,004

Note: Weighted insolvency gap of each size class is calculated as average of the sector specific insolvency gap estimates weighted by
the number of observations of the overall sample in the respective stratum. Number of active firms in Germany reflect the latest official
statistics of the Federal Statistical Office. Insolvency gap in absolute terms is calculated as product between the weighted insolvency
gap and the total number of active German firms within the respective size class. Due to the small number of large firm insolvencies,
we refrain from converting the estimates into absolute numbers in this size class

Table 12 Improvement in balance through matching

Sector Size % Improvement in eCDF mean Variance ratio

�rt rt−x r̄t dt at �rt rt−x r̄t dt at

Accommodation & catering Micro 97 89 90 96 71 1.00 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.38

Small 96 47 45 67 −15 1.00 1.10 1.11 1.04 1.66

Medium 96 6 6 −16 −119 1.00 1.25 1.26 1.10 2.26

Large 91 22 3 47 −71 1.13 0.71 0.67 1.31 6.59

Business-related services Micro 95 91 92 99 89 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.02

Small 88 57 72 95 81 1.02 1.05 1.06 1.01 1.09

Medium 83 78 84 88 65 1.02 1.06 1.09 1.01 1.14

Large 74 22 −2 47 25 1.04 1.09 1.12 1.05 1.21

Chemicals & pharmaceuticals Micro 81 40 41 19 40 1.01 1.09 1.12 1.04 1.09

Small 74 47 64 83 47 1.02 1.07 1.10 1.06 1.16

Medium 81 14 63 66 −13 1.03 1.14 1.13 1.09 1.22

Large 74 −30 1 3 11 1.01 1.23 1.23 1.18 1.22

Creative industry & entertainment Micro 95 71 76 59 36 1.01 1.03 1.03 1.02 1.09

Small 95 53 26 65 23 1.01 0.99 0.97 1.08 1.26
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Table 12 (continued)

Sector Size % Improvement in eCDF mean Variance ratio

�rt rt−x r̄t dt at �rt rt−x r̄t dt at

Medium 94 −71 −64 −3 −79 1.03 1.29 1.33 1.11 2.15

Large 87 1 19 87 −19 1.07 0.81 0.72 1.05 0.60

Food production Micro 85 77 79 67 32 1.01 1.04 1.03 1.04 1.16

Small 83 36 42 89 −28 1.00 1.03 1.03 1.02 1.18

Medium 71 −50 −19 12 −58 1.03 1.28 1.29 1.07 1.14

Large 62 55 47 33 34 1.00 1.48 1.48 1.22 1.02

Health & social services Micro 95 89 91 92 80 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.18

Small 89 47 50 25 35 1.02 1.05 1.05 1.03 1.17

Medium 84 42 24 78 30 1.01 1.12 1.12 1.08 1.11

Large 71 54 39 79 −39 1.03 1.24 1.27 1.10 1.44

Insurance & banking Micro 90 86 88 89 80 1.01 1.02 1.02 1.00 1.05

Small 73 49 67 82 73 1.03 1.04 1.04 1.07 1.07

Medium 52 61 50 92 63 1.04 1.05 1.07 1.00 1.06

Large 79 59 59 96 71 1.08 1.17 1.16 1.02 0.98

Logistics & transport Micro 93 87 87 93 62 1.01 1.02 1.02 1.01 1.05

Small 89 −27 49 0 53 1.02 1.12 1.13 1.04 1.09

Medium 84 −9 35 52 11 1.02 1.14 1.16 1.07 1.19

Large 85 −78 −107 77 −9 1.05 1.30 1.26 1.09 1.26

Manufacturing Micro 93 92 93 97 82 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.03

Small 87 72 80 99 68 1.02 1.04 1.05 1.00 1.04

Medium 84 −2 54 67 37 1.02 1.09 1.11 1.03 1.07

Large 85 −27 19 73 −23 1.03 1.23 1.20 1.12 1.25

Manufacturing of data processing equipment Micro 74 −20 0 89 44 1.01 1.06 1.05 1.05 1.19

Small 71 19 43 81 32 1.01 1.20 1.16 1.07 1.28

Medium 73 −31 23 −35 45 1.05 1.55 1.58 1.11 1.27

Large 79 32 56 65 3 1.04 1.11 1.04 1.17 1.60

Mechanical engineering Micro 83 27 31 92 45 1.01 1.07 1.06 1.01 1.11

Small 77 −9 37 89 25 1.02 1.10 1.13 1.02 1.12

Medium 85 −22 37 78 −7 1.01 1.22 1.18 1.05 1.19

Large 87 3 18 54 28 1.02 1.30 1.39 1.08 1.16

Others Micro 93 88 90 91 64 1.01 1.01 1.02 1.01 1.12

Small 86 32 52 93 35 1.02 1.02 1.04 1.01 1.26

Medium 84 45 63 72 42 1.03 1.08 1.08 1.02 1.05

Large 74 25 48 80 −47 1.01 1.08 1.06 1.12 1.11

Wholesale & retail trade Micro 96 91 92 98 82 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.03

Small 92 11 49 93 67 1.01 1.04 1.04 1.01 1.04

Medium 87 33 66 82 42 1.02 1.11 1.11 1.02 1.10

Large 83 30 45 75 20 1.03 1.18 1.17 1.08 1.15

Note: The table shows balance assessment statistics for all matching variables. % improvement in empirical cumulative density func-
tion (eCDF) mean shows by how much percent the deviation in the eCDF mean between pre-crisis and crisis observations has improved
through nearest neighbor matching. It becomes apparent that for most covariates in all sector-size strata a substantial improvement in
balance has been achieved through the matching process. Variance ratio statistics refer to the ratio of the variance among the matched
control observations and the variance among the crisis observations for the respective variable. Values closer to zero indicate better
balance in variance
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Abstract

Usually, official and survey-based statistics guide policymakers in their choice of response

instruments to economic crises. However, in an early phase, after a sudden and unforeseen

shock has caused unexpected and fast-changing dynamics, data from traditional statistics

are only available with non-negligible time delays. This leaves policymakers uncertain about

how to most effectively manage their economic countermeasures to support businesses,

especially when they need to respond quickly, as in the COVID-19 pandemic. Given this

information deficit, we propose a framework that guided policymakers throughout all stages

of this unforeseen economic shock by providing timely and reliable sources of firm-level

data as a basis to make informed policy decisions. We do so by combining early stage ‘ad

hoc’ web analyses, ‘follow-up’ business surveys, and ‘retrospective’ analyses of firm out-

comes. A particular focus of our framework is on assessing the early effects of the pan-

demic, using highly dynamic and large-scale data from corporate websites. Most notably,

we show that textual references to the coronavirus pandemic published on a large sample of

company websites and state-of-the-art text analysis methods allowed to capture the hetero-

geneity of the pandemic’s effects at a very early stage and entailed a leading indication on

later movements in firm credit ratings. While the proposed framework is specific to the

COVID-19 pandemic, the integration of results obtained from real-time online sources in the

design of subsequent surveys and their value in forecasting firm-level outcomes typically

targeted by policy measures, is a first step towards a more timely and holistic approach for

policy guidance in times of economic shocks.

1 Introduction

COVID-19 and its economic consequences have placed numerous firms under severe distress.

In almost all countries, stores and businesses were closed and mobility severely restricted to

contain the spread of the virus. While these large-scale anti-contagion policies had provably
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positive effects on health outcomes [1], they fundamentally changed the landscape for many

businesses. Due to the forced halt of many economic activities and the severe shock to global

trade, many companies faced a situation of reduced business activity and declining sales fig-

ures, as well as major disturbances to their value chains and supplier networks, which had

immediate consequences on the affected firms’ financial positions.

The impact of COVID-19 on businesses has shown, however, a great degree of heterogene-

ity [2–4]. In some sectors firms have been barely affected by the pandemic or have even

benefited from it, while in others large numbers of companies have been pushed into financial

distress. Besides sector-specific differences, the economic exposure to the pandemic has also

strongly varied with companies’ business models. Some operations managed to adjust swiftly

to the changed conditions, others had little scope to do so [5].

Now, after more than a year of pandemic, the winners and losers of the crisis seem rather

clear. While firms with highly digitized business models such as delivery companies, e-com-

merce as well as online video conferencing and education platforms have thrived, companies

whose business models are characterized by physical human interaction such as culture, travel,

hospitality, restaurants and retail trade have greatly suffered [3]. What seems clear today, has

however not been obvious at an early stage of the shock, when policymakers were confronted

with various forms of economic uncertainty [6, 7] and stepped largely in the dark about the

impacts of the pandemic on different businesses and different industries. Not only the dynam-

ics of the pandemic were hard to foresee at an early stage of the crisis, but also governments’

economic response measures have been unprecedented such that referencing to previous expe-

riences has neither been useful nor possible. A dilemma for policymakers, who were forced to

act quickly to cushion the economic impact of their virus containment measures, which

severely added to the plight of businesses.

In fact, the shutdown measures not only required companies to reorganize their operations

by adjusting to the changed conditions, but also led to a fast erosion of equity positions among

heavily exposed companies. This brought many firms on the brink of financial solvency [8]

and thus called for fast government assistance [9]. Faced with the threat of a wave of corporate

insolvencies and its immediate consequences, such as mass layoffs, but also with a lack of

information about the heterogeneity of the economic impact of the shock, policymakers

granted liquidity subsidies and other support instruments on an unprecedented scale [9]. In

Germany, the focus country of our study, for example, the government even launched the

‘largest assistance package in the history of the Federal Republic of Germany’ [10, pg. 3] com-

prising public net borrowing of around €156bn [10].

The lack of early indicators, signaling which firms were at highest risk to suffer liquidity

shortfalls and indicating how sectors and regions were differently exposed in the early stage

after the economic shock [9], left policymakers uncertain about how to most effectively steer

countermeasures. As a result, most of the early stimulus was awarded on a lump-sum basis,

without taking into account that not all companies were equally affected by the pandemic [11]

(e.g. in Germany, liquidity grants’ ‘application and payment process [needed] to be swift and

free from red tape’ according to the Ministry of Finance [12, para. 2]. In the context of public

loan programs, ‘the credit approval process [did] not involve additional credit risk assessment

by the bank’ and ‘there [were] no requirements for collateral security’ [13, para. 5]). In this

sense, the coronavirus pandemic demonstrated that in highly dynamic times, policymakers

face information deficits that leave them uncertain about how to most effectively manage

countermeasures [14]. Especially if quick intervention is required to mitigate social costs, as in

the early stage of the pandemic, policymakers had no option but to grant economic aid in a

largely indiscriminate manner, often at high fiscal burden. Overcoming these information
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deficits is therefore crucial for policymakers to steer their response measures more effectively

into directions where help is needed most urgently while not overburdening fiscal budget.

Usually, policymakers draw their information from official and survey-based statistics to

decide over economic stimulus measures. However, after a sudden and unforeseen shock

caused incalculable and fast-changing dynamics, firm-level data from these traditional infor-

mation sources is usually not yet available due to their rather inflexible and slow update cycle.

A problem that applies in particular to information about smaller, unlisted companies [15].

Besides the lack in timeliness, surveys are also costly and typically do not serve well to study

heterogeneity across regions and firm-specific subgroups given their relatively small sample

sizes [16]. With no time to wait for official surveys to reveal the early effects of the sudden

Corona shock, many governments have thus started to experiment with alternative real-time

data sources during the pandemic to better understand its economic impact [14]. This has also

called economic research, as important guide to public-sector decision-making, to integrate

timelier sources of data at a granular level when consulting political decision-makers [17].

Following this call, we present an approach that tracks communication patterns on corpo-

rate websites to disambiguate the heterogeneity of the pandemic’s impact at both industry and

firm levels. Our approach relies on textual references to the coronavirus pandemic published

by companies on their corporate websites. We refer to a coronavirus reference as self-reported

text fragment (sentence or paragraph) that contains specific keywords associated to the pan-

demic and the SARS-CoV 2 virus. Our analyses show that companies used their websites to

communicate about the pandemic in different contexts. Given the different context of the text

references, it is possible to construct impact indicators that reflect in which dimension the

firm is affected by the pandemic. State-of-the-art methods from the field of Natural Language

Processing (NLP) allow to derive these indicators. We apply our framework to a large sample

containing all economically active firms in Germany that have their own web domain. The

dynamic nature of website data allowed us to provide policy-relevant insights at a very early

stage and at near real-time, way before alternative sources could reveal first patterns at compa-

rable granularity. Specifically, our results reveal strong heterogeneity, disaggregated by regions

and at fine granular level of industry affiliation. Moreover, we show that the communication

patterns serve as leading indicators for liquidity shortfalls at the firm-level. We argue that these

early findings serve as an empirical guide for policy actors to initiate more targeted policies, in

a situation where other data cannot yet provide information on the underlying dynamics.

We acknowledge that surveys and official data, despite their lack in timeliness, are nonethe-

less important instruments for designing medium-term to long-term responses. Therefore, we

propose a broader data framework for policy guidance that incorporates data from such

sources as they become available over the course of an unexpected shock. In our study, we inte-

grate results from a consecutive questionnaire-based business survey as well as proprietary

credit rating data to assist policymakers with deeper insights that go beyond the website-gener-

ated indicators. The idea of integrating early results obtained from real-time online sources in

designing subsequent surveys bears the potential of a more timely and holistic approach for

policy guidance that is generally applicable in times of economic shocks. This not only allows

policymakers to react more swiftly and targeted but also enables the design of medium to

long-term stimulus packages based on a rich set of information that has been continuously

updated over all stages of the shock. In that sense, our framework focuses on bridging the

information gap that arises when traditional data collection can only create policy guidance

with non-negligible time delays, especially in such highly dynamic situations as the coronavi-

rus pandemic.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the

relevant literature. Section 3 introduces the different sources of firm-level data that we use to
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capture the impacts of the COVID-19 shock on German businesses at different stages of the

pandemic and at different levels of granularity. The section also discusses the insights that

were generated from these sources. Section 4 empirically examines and highlights the value of

webdata as source to generate early indicators that reflect the impact of COVID-19 on the cor-

porate sector. Section 5 concludes.

2 Related literature

This study contributes to the fast growing literature on the economic effects of the coronavirus

pandemic. Naturally, financial markets deliver very early expectation-based insights to what

extent an exogenous shock such as COVID-19 affects the corporate sector. Ding et al. [2], for

example, analyze the relationship between firm characteristics and financial market reactions

using stock market information from January to May 2020 for a large number of internation-

ally traded firms. They find that especially firms that were strongly exposed to international

supply chains, with comparatively weak pre-crisis financial standing and with higher owner-

ship by hedge funds underperformed in the months after the outbreak of the pandemic. Based

on U.S. stock market returns, Ramelli et al. [18] also analyze stock market performance in

response to the COVID-19 shock but more strongly focus on the timing of the effects. They

also find that internationally oriented companies, which have been severely affected by disrup-

tions in world trade and have been heavily dependent on the Chinese market, performed

poorly, especially at the beginning of the shock in January 2020. At a later stage, stock market

reactions started to increasingly penalize companies with thin financial reserves, with con-

sumer services seen as the hardest hit sector.

Further studies based on business surveys find that firms’ survival expectations show great

heterogeneity across industries and strongly depend on expectations concerning the duration

of the shock’s repercussions [19]. Based on a business survey conducted between March 28,

2020 and April 04, 2020, Bartik et al. [19] find that estimated survival probabilities are particu-

larly low in arts and entertainment, personal services, the restaurant industry and in tourism

and lodging. Using the US Current Population Survey, Fairlie [15] find that major industries

such as construction, restaurants, hotels, transportation and other personal services experi-

enced strong declines in the amount of active business owners in April 2020 due to the

COVID-19 shock.

Central to this paper is the question to which extent alternative sources of online data (here:

foremost text data retrieved from corporate websites) and novel methods to turn this raw data

into valuable information (here: methods from the field of NLP) may help policymakers to

make informed and evidence-based decisions in otherwise uncertain environments. With

increasing amounts of (often unstructured) data available, improved computational resources

and substantial advances in analytical techniques, this question has gained importance in

recent years. Athey [20], for instance, argues that there are clear limits as to how sources of ‘big

data’ and supervised learning techniques are useful for policy guidance. This is because ‘there

are a number of gaps between making a prediction and making a [good] decision’ [20, p.483].

The former is where data-driven models clearly thrive, the latter, however, is subject to more

nuanced trade-offs which are often not encrypted in data but rather require human rationali-

zation. Clearly, this is also true for the many policy decisions that needed to be made in

response to the COVID-19 shock. Weighing between shutdown measures to contain the

spread of the virus and the economic damage caused by these measures is clearly such a ratio-

nalization. Likewise, granting state aid in a whatever-it-takes fashion to prevent the risk of a

wave of business failures, as well as possible windfall effects if aid measures go to non-viable

firms or firms which would not have required state support, is another trade-off policymakers
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were confronted with in the early phase of the pandemic. Arguably, no data-driven model

could have predicted the corporate outcomes resulting from different policy decisions, thereby

implicitly relieving politicians of active decision making. This study, however, explores how a

non-traditional, large-scale data source can serve as valuable guide in politicians’ decision-

making process. This question is of particular concern in situations where traditional, policy-

guiding sources of small data are not yet available but swift policy action is required. In this

vein, we see our study as an important contribution to the discussion about the value of com-

bining and supplementing small data sources such as surveys with large scale online sources.

In the social sciences, the integration of such heterogeneous sources of information is consid-

ered to be high and has recently been documented in various studies (e.g. [21–24]). In this

context, our paper contributes to a specific use case where the combination of small and big

data sources allows overcoming information deficits to reduce the risk of policy errors.

Moreover, in fragile situations where social stability is at stake, the pandemic demonstrated

that it is paramount for policymakers to ensure accountability and maintain public trust in

their decision making processes. Among policymakers, this has led to an increasing demand

for evidence-based decision making in the wake of the COVID-19 crisis [25]. In this context,

our framework provided political decision-makers with empirical evidence to legitimize policy

decisions in a situation of otherwise limited information.

Finally, this paper contributes to the literature that exploits webdata as useful information

source to tackle research and policy issues. In fact, the use of various sources of webdata to col-

lect timely and reliable information has gained traction in recent years. For example, webdata

from social media platforms is used for event detection to get an up-to-date picture of the situ-

ation regarding major social events [26, 27] or natural disasters [28, 29]. Both applications

have also policy relevance in terms of public security and crisis management. In the field of

economic research, data from company websites have also proven to be a valuable information

resource. Companies typically use their websites to report on their products and services, to

present their activities and reference customers, but also to inform their customers and part-

ners about current events related to their business activities [30, 31]. Using this form of data

comes, however, with a number of requirements and challenges in terms of data acquisition,

data analysis and data validation. The extraction of relevant information from unstructured or

semi-structured text data from corporate websites can be seen as particularly challenging here.

At the same time, it promises a number of benefits, particularly in terms of granularity, timeli-

ness, scope and cost of collection [32]. These benefits will also turn out to be key in this study.

In addition to simple keyword-based approaches, e.g. to measure the diffusion of standards

[33], approaches with more sophisticated NLP and Machine Learning (ML) methods in partic-

ular, have been successfully used, to generate web-based firm-level innovation indicators [34,

35], for instance.

In the following section, we will introduce a three-stage framework to analyze the impacts

of the COVID-19 pandemic on the corporate sector in Germany. Special attention is paid to

the first ‘ad hoc’ stage of our framework, in which we examined early phase pandemic-related

dynamics on corporate websites for a large sample of German firms at near real-time (see also

Kinne et al. [36]).

3 Multi-stage framework for crisis impact monitoring

The framework presented in this section is based on a multi-stage process that aims to provide

an up-to-date and complete picture of the business landscape during the course of the unfore-

seen economic shock triggered by the coronavirus pandemic. At each stage, heterogeneous

sources of information are used to shed light on the pandemic-related dynamics and impacts
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on the corporate sector. In a first ‘ad hoc’ stage, a monitoring system based on a systematic

analysis of corporate websites is set up in the short run, which provides informative and up-to-

date impact data at a very early phase and at near real-time right after the pandemic had hit

the economy. In this first stage, we not only demonstrate how a dynamic stream of unstruc-

tured, digitized data can be used for the sake of updating political decision-makers when tradi-

tional forms of policy data is not available yet. We also show that indicators generated from

this information source serve in forecasting how the pandemic has been materialized in the

companies’ performance. Based on the findings of the first stage, the second ‘follow-up’ stage

focuses on surveys to highlight specific aspects of the crisis and their effects on businesses.

Here, the knowledge gained in the first stage enables the design of more targeted surveys. In a

final ‘retrospective’ stage, data that has only become available after the shock has materialized

in the economy is used to determine the more structural impacts on firm outcomes. The objec-

tive of the proposed framework is to provide, first and foremost, decision support for eco-

nomic policy. Thus, the third stage focuses on outcome variables that are typically targeted by

policymakers. In this study, we focus on how the pandemic-related liquidity shortfalls materi-

alized in companies’ observed creditworthiness. Firms’ creditworthiness is a key determinant

for access to external funding, which was severely impaired for many companies as a result of

the lockdown measures and therefore necessitated state-financed liquidity support.

A key focus of the proposed framework is timeliness of information to ensure that policy-

makers can justify their decisions on an empirical basis at every stage of an economic crisis. In

a highly dynamic situation such as the coronavirus pandemic, where policymakers are forced

to react swiftly, timeliness is a key criterion. That is why alternative sources of timely and reli-
able data for policy are particularly important in order to assist policymakers in designing ad

hoc support measures. In this context, the idea to complement real-time online sources with

traditional information sources provides a holistic approach to continuously update economic

policymakers throughout all stages of any economic shock. Fig 1 gives a conceptual overview

of the proposed framework and the data bases involved.

In the following, we will present the data, the methods as well as the impact results for all

three stages of the framework. Finally, we outline how our proposed framework can be

extended to be more generally applicable beyond the coronavirus case presented in this paper.

3.1 First stage: Ad hoc web-based impact analysis

Especially in the early weeks of the pandemic, the impact on and response of firms and in par-

ticular the heterogeneity across different economic subsectors and regions have been quite

unclear until surveys and other official data revealed first insights. We filled this information

gap by making use of ‘COVID-19’-related announcements found on corporate websites. For

this purpose, in the first stage of our framework, we have accessed corporate websites of about

1.18 million individual German companies from mid March 2020 to end of May 2020 twice a

week and searched for references related to the pandemic. We have used micro data from the

Mannheim Enterprise Panel (MUP) which contains information on all economically active

German firms in late 2019 including their corporate web addresses [37]. Based on a labeled

sample of these references, impact indicators that reflect in which context the companies

reported about the pandemic have been modeled. This approach allowed to capture first pat-

terns regarding the effects of the economic shock on corporations and its heterogeneity across

different economic sectors. In the following, we will describe how we proceeded in capturing

COVID-19 references from company websites and how we turned these text fragments into

meaningful indicators.
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In a first step, the companies’ websites were queried and downloaded following a structured

approach. For each corporate website address, a maximum of five webpages per company (a

website usually consists of several webpages) were crawled. The selection of these webpages

was not conducted at random, but followed a clear heuristic: first, webpages with the shortest

Uniform Resource Locator (URL) within the corporate website domain and whose content is

written in German were selected (see Kinne et al. [32] for more details on the scraping frame-

work). The former selection criteria satisfy that those webpages with more general and up-to-

date (‘top-level’) information were downloaded with priority making it more likely that recent

Corona references were captured by the search query. The downloaded webpages were then

searched for variations of the term ‘COVID-19’ and relevant synonyms (see S1 Table for a list

of these search terms). If any of the pre-defined search terms matched, the respective Hyper-

Text Markup Language (HTML) node was retrieved for further processing. This simple

approach allowed for a first estimation of the number of companies reporting about the

Corona pandemic on their websites as displayed in Fig 2.

In total, we queried the large sample of 1.18 million corporate websites 13 times at regular

intervals during the first weeks of the COVID-19 crisis in Germany. Fig 2 reveals that at this

very early stage of the outbreak, just three days after the German Federal Government

announced the first nationwide economic shutdown on March 16, 2020, more than 110,000

German companies had already mentioned COVID-19 on their websites. This comprises close

to 10% of the overall corporate website addresses available to us (see S2 Table for a decomposi-

tion of detected Corona references across sectors and firm sizes; S3 and S4 Tables provide

detailed information on sector and firm size definitions used in this study). The growth figures

in Fig 2 (red line) also show that, especially at the beginning of the pandemic, shortly after the

first shutdown in Germany, information on company websites posed a highly dynamic source

of crisis-related data. Within just a few days, the number of companies with Corona references

grew by double digits in percentage terms. These figures suggest that corporate website content

offers great potential for learning how companies are affected by the pandemic and how they

are dynamically coping with the changing economic reality.

Fig 1. Framework visualization. Note: This figure illustrates the data framework for tracking effects of economic

shocks on businesses by combining corporate website, business survey and credit rating data.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0263898.g001
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After the relevant text passages on company websites were identified, we continued in a sec-

ond step with the classification of the context of the found Corona references. To this end, we

introduced five different context classes (which we were able to identify after an exploratory

analysis of the references). These context categories are defined as follows:

(1) Problem: The company reports on problems related to the Corona pandemic. This

includes but is not exclusive to closures of stores, cancellations and postponements of

events, reports of delivery bottlenecks and short-time work.

(2) No problem: The company reports that it is not affected by the Corona pandemic or that

it has no impact on its operations.

(3) Adaption: The company reports that it is adapting to the new circumstances. This

includes measures such as new hygiene regulations, changed opening hours, home office

regulations and the like.

(4) Information: The company reports generally, not necessarily in a business-context,

about the Corona pandemic. This comprises general information about the spread of the

virus, symptoms of the disease, news about the pandemic or the announcement of official

regulations.

(5) Unclear: This group includes texts that cannot be clearly assigned. Either they are arte-

facts or the reference does not come with further clearly distinguishable content.

In S5 Table, the interested reader finds examples for each of the five context categories.

With already more than 250,000 distinct ‘Corona’ references found in the first query wave

in mid March, we have made use of a pre-trained language model from the transformers fam-

ily [38] to scale the context classification task. Specifically, we adapted the XLM-RoBERTa

architecture [39], a multilingual transformer model [38] pre-trained on over 100 languages.

XLM-RoBERTa extends upon the seminal work on Bidirectional Encoder Representations

Fig 2. Companies with COVID-19 references on their corporate websites after announcement of first economic shutdown. Note:

Figure shows the number of firms which reported about COVID-19 on their corporate websites over time, shortly after the

announcement of the first nationwide shutdown at March 16, 2020 (left vertical axis). The repeated design of the web queries allowed

to monitor the near real-time impact of the pandemic on the corporate sector. Red line (right vertical axis) depicts the growth rate of

companies reporting about COVID-19 on their websites. Growth rate is calculated on a rolling basis with window size 3. Fluctuations

towards the last few web queries both reflect an improved scraping process that was implemented in early May 2020 and companies

that have removed COVID-19 references from their websites.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0263898.g002
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from Transformers (BERT) [40] with an improved, robust pre-training. One advantage of the

Transformer model class is that less training data is needed to achieve good classification

results compared to text classification models that are trained from scratch. This is because

transformer models are based on the concept of transfer learning. Transfer learning is a means

to extract knowledge from a source setting and apply it to a different target setting. In the con-

text of NLP, this means that the model is trained on large volumes of text data to learn general

structure of language [41]. The general knowledge of human language structure that the model

acquires during this pre-training phase, offers the benefit that much less—or even none, in the

special case of zero-shot-learning [42]—training data is needed to adapt it to a new domain.

Specifically, XLM-RoBERTa has been trained on more than two terabyte of filtered common-

crawl data [39]. It has acquired its basic language understanding using the masked language

model approach [40], i.e. given a sequence of text—e.g. a sentence—a random word is masked

out and the training task is to predict the missing word. A pre-trained model such as XLM-Ro-

BERTa can then be fine-tuned on a specific task. In our case, we fine-tuned XLM-RoBERTa to

recognize the context of the retrieved COVID-19 references. Only this fine-tuning step

requires labeled data that allows the model to adapt to a specific downstream task. For this pur-

pose, we labeled a random sample of 4,273 of the retrieved text passages with their respective

context class in order to build a training set.

As one can see from Table 1 the class distribution in the training data is rather unbalanced.

Especially the ‘no problem’ category is underrepresented with less than 6% of total cases, while

the ‘adaption’ class makes up around one third of the training data. The presence of unbal-

anced classes in the training data might lead to a sharp underestimation of the probability of

rare events [43]. We therefore employ class weights inversely proportional to their respective

frequencies in the training set.

wj ¼
Ntraining

Nclasses � Ntraining;j
ð1Þ

with Ntraining as the number of observations in the training set, Nclasses as the number of distinct

context categories and Ntraining,j as the number of training observations in class j. Weights

computed according to this formula give higher weight to the minority classes and lower

weight to the majority classes. During model training, the model parameter updates get multi-

plied by the class weights, thus giving stronger updates for less frequent classes and vice versa.

For the final context classification, we used an ensemble method [44], i.e. we trained multi-

ple models on different subsamples of the training data. Model ensembles have been shown to

increase robustness and decrease susceptibility to errors. The predictions of the individual

models are aggregated and the final prediction is based on a majority vote.

The prediction performance of the trained model has been validated on test data consisting

of an additional set of labeled website references that we did not use for fine-tuning the lan-

guage model. For generating the test set, we engaged two independent annotators to manually

assign 1,000 references to one of the five context categories. The co-annotation procedure

allowed us to analyze how well the references can be distinguished based on the previously

Table 1. Distribution of context classes in the training data.

Problem No problem Adaption Information Unclear Sum

Absolute 1,007 241 1,441 750 834 4,273

Relative 0.236 0.056 0.337 0.176 0.195 1.0

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0263898.t001
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introduced context classes. For this purpose, we calculated Cohen’s Kappa, κ, as conservative

measure of inter-annotator agreement that controls for the possibility that annotators agreed

by chance [45]. We find that the inter-annotator agreement is κ = 0.62 which can be consid-

ered as ‘substantial’ [46] and makes us confident that our context classes are distinguishable

and serve well to capture the heterogeneity in the firm communication patterns. We then pro-

ceeded with the test references which both annotators assigned to the same context class (714

out of 1,000) to calculate the models classification performance. The performance metrics can

be found in Table 2. They reveal several insights that we will discuss in the following. First,

reports about pandemic-related problems are almost perfectly classified and retained by the

model as can be seen by the 98% F1-score for the ‘problem’ context class. Next, the model

retrieves with 94% (95%) a large fraction of reports about firms adapting to (informing about)

the pandemic. If it classifies a website reference as adaption or information, this classification

is correct in about 2 out of 3 cases. Finally, if the model predicts that a firm indicates having no

problem in relation to COVID-19 (that the context of the reference is unclear), it is correct in

all (93%) of the cases in the test set. However, the model retrieves only a small part of those ref-

erences which were labeled as ‘no problem’ (‘unclear’) by the annotators, as shown by the 22%

(30%) Recall. The overall accuracy of the model is 81%. The model’s capability to almost per-

fectly predict and retain reports of firms facing pandemic-related problems is of particular

importance in the subsequent regression analyses. There we show that the ‘problem’ category

closely mimics results obtained from a business survey (see Fig 6) and that it serves as a robust

leading indicator of firms’ deterioration in their credit standing (see Table 7, column (4)).

We then used the trained model to classify all of the Corona references that we retrieved

from the company websites. Table 3 provides descriptive statistics for the out-of-sample web

references aggregated at the firm-level. For this purpose, we present the categories in a binar-

ized version where the context class for firm i equals 1 if the firm has reported on its website

about COVID-19 in the respective context in any of our web queries. Otherwise, the respective

context class for firm i equals 0. It is worth noting that a firm can report about the coronavirus

at several passages and in different contexts on its website. For this reason, the firm-level class

assignments are non-exclusive. Descriptive statistics show that overall 17% (N = 202,076) of all

German companies with a corporate website reported about the pandemic in some context.

We calculate context-specific impact values, defined as the number of firms within the context

category relative to the total number of 202,076 firms that reported about the pandemic. This

is a simple yet effective measure to disentangle heterogeneity across different firm characteris-

tics such as sector affiliation as demonstrated in the subsequent analyses (see Fig 3 for

instance). At the aggregate level, the impact values reveal that 63% of the firms which reported

about the coronavirus on their website, did so by mentioning adaption to the new economic

circumstances. More than ⅓ (N = 69,962) of the companies with COVID-19 references

Table 2. Performance of context classification on test set.

Context classes Precision Recall F1-score Support

Problem 0.99 0.98 0.98 290

No problem 1.00 0.22 0.36 18

Adaption 0.64 0.94 0.77 144

Information 0.66 0.95 0.78 117

Unclear 0.93 0.30 0.45 145

Accuracy 0.81 714

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0263898.t002
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signaled problems related to the pandemic and only a comparatively small number of 13,118

companies signaled the contrary of no problems.

A major advantage of this early assessment of communication patterns is that it allows to

monitor impact variation across firm characteristics such as sector affiliation, age and geo-

graphic subgroups. In a situation of fast-changing dynamics and unforeseeable consequences

this may help as important decision support for policymakers which otherwise have no other

empirical basis to rely on. In what follows, we will demonstrate how the web-based indicators

allow to uncover the heterogeneity of the pandemic’s impact. In doing so, we present impact

values disaggregated across different firm characteristics.

Fig 3 provides an overview how communication about the pandemic differs across industry

sectors. Values in red represent sector-specific impact scores, defined as the proportion of

companies that communicated about the pandemic in the respective context within that sec-

tor. Grey shaded areas represent the same indicator as unweighted average across all sectors.

Most remarkably, the analysis clearly reveals disproportionately strong reporting of problems

among firms in the accommodation & catering sector, where 58.02% of companies signaled

facing issues due to the pandemic, and the creative industry & entertainment sector where this

number even reached 77.47%. In contrast, less than 20% of the firms in the sectors chemicals

& pharmaceuticals, insurance & banking, manufacturing of data processing equipment and

mechanical engineering reported about pandemic-related problems. This clearly gives an early

indication that heterogeneity of the crisis impact is substantial and that policy support in the

most adversely affected sectors appeared most urgent. In other sectors, such as business-

related services, insurance & banking and health & social services, firms relatively often only

informed in a broader context about the pandemic on their websites which seems intuitive,

especially in the latter case. Finally, it is interesting to see that in the insurance & banking sec-

tor a relatively large fraction of 21.18% of firms signaled that they are not negatively impacted

by the economic shock and that they are strongly adapting to the crisis. Deeper investigation

of the references revealed that banks and insurance companies adapted to the crisis by stream-

lining and digitizing their services while signaling that customer support and service quality

remains unaffected by these initiatives and the pandemic in general.

Table 3. Descriptive statistics: Corporate website data.

Context classes Fraction Impact value N

Problem 0.06 0.35 69,962

No problem 0.01 0.06 13,118

Adaption 0.11 0.63 128,140

Information 0.05 0.31 62,174

Unclear 0.08 0.49 98,156

Overall 0.17 202,076

Note: If a firm has reported at least one COVID-19 reference in any of the query waves that has been classified in the

respective category, the firm gets assigned a 1. Else the firm gets assigned a 0 for the respective category (binarized

version of the web indicators). The column ‘Fraction’ indicates the fraction of firms from the overall sample of 1.18

million websites that reported about the pandemic in the respective context category. Based on those firms with at

least one COVID-19 reference, column ‘Impact value’ reflects the share of firms with references in the respective

context category. N refers to the absolute number of firms with references in the respective context category. The

‘Overall’ row shows the overall number of firms with at least one COVID-19 reference both in relative terms

(Fraction) and absolute terms (N). Note that the assignment to the context classes is non-exclusive at the firm-level

since a company can report about the pandemic at several passages and in different contexts on its website.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0263898.t003
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Given the large sample size of the webdata, these sectoral impacts can be further disaggre-

gated at a finer level of granularity. To demonstrate this, we focus exemplary on the heteroge-

neity of firms reporting about problems within the wholesale sector. The wholesale sector is

interesting for two reasons. First, the aggregated view on the trade sector, as displayed in the

lower right corner in Fig 3, does only reveal that around 26% of the firms communicated

about issues which is well below the (unweighted) average impact value of 34% across all sec-

tors. Survey-based data usually do not allow to break this insight further down to a subsector

Fig 3. COVID-19 firm communication on corporate websites website-generated impact values at sector level.

Note: Visualizations based on classified COVID-19 web references. If a firm reported at least one COVID-19 reference

that has been classified in the respective context class in any of the web queries, the firm gets assigned a 1. Else the firm

gets assigned a 0 for the respective class (binarized version of the web indicators). Red lines represent sector-specific

impact values. Grey shaded areas represent unweighted average impact values across all sectors. Exact numerical values

can be found in S6 Table.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0263898.g003
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level due to their relatively small sample size. Policymakers would thus be left with the infor-

mation that negative impacts are below average for firms operating in trade, although some

trade subsectors may be much more severely affected. Second, wholesale companies can pro-

vide important signals about the extent to which the national supply of certain goods and com-

modities may become tight. In the coronavirus pandemic, this has become a severe problem

since international shutdown measures and changed consumer behavior have led to supply

shortages of various goods. Problem reports in the wholesale sector disaggregated by single

product markets, can help to signal the risk of supply issues at an early stage. While analyzing

the relation between communication patterns and actual supply shortages is beyond the scope

of this study, we still present the fine-granular impact values of distinct product markets within

the wholesale sector. For this purpose, we follow the statistical classification of economic activ-

ities of the European Union [47] and assign all wholesale companies in our sample to close to

40 different product markets (see S7 Table for a detailed listing). From this disaggregation, we

see that especially supply of household goods such as textiles but also manufacturing goods

such as machineries, intermediates and related equipment were most adversely affected in the

early stage of the pandemic. Basic supply such as food and beverages and, from a policy per-

spective also important, supply of pharmaceutical goods seemed to be less at stake since less

than 15% of the respective wholesale companies reported about issues.

These near real-time insights into the heterogeneity of the Corona pandemic’s impact on

the business sector provide policymakers with a better understanding how early and more tar-

geted impulse measures can be designed. Without the time to wait for official surveys to reveal

the effects of the pandemic and shutdowns, we see this stage of our framework as an explor-

ative analysis how governments can be assisted with empirical evidence from alternative data

sources. While this section strongly focused on the heterogeneity across different industries

and sectoral subgroups, it shall be clear that the presented approach can be used to set-up a

monitoring system not only to track ‘problem’ sectors but also to unveil impact variation

along further firm dimensions. For instance, the system can additionally account for regional

differences based on the firms location (see, for example, [36] for an early version of the assess-

ment of the Corona pandemic via corporate websites and S1 Fig).

3.2 Second stage: Follow-up survey-based effect differentiation

In a second stage, after firms have been exposed to the adverse economic environment for a

critical period of time, we transfer our impact analysis from corporate website data to results

obtained from a questionnaire-based survey which allows us to further differentiate the firm-

level effects of the pandemic. The early insights from the first stage of our framework, serves

here as valuable guide for the concrete design of the survey (e.g. formulation of questions,

implementation of sampling strategy). For example, we could use the insights from the annota-

tion and classification process in the first stage, to formulate relevant and specific survey ques-

tions concerning the types of problems companies were facing early on in the pandemic. This

shows that the near real-time information obtained from the first stage of the framework

allows for a more targeted design of follow-up surveys.

In order to guarantee a continuous update of policymakers information basis, the business

survey has been conducted consecutively. Starting in mid of April, the survey has thus been

repeated mid of June and end of September 2020. Over the course of the three survey waves,

information on 1,478 distinct companies could be analyzed (the survey is a representative ran-

dom sample of German companies, drawn from the MUP and stratified by firm size and

industry affiliation—further details concerning sampling strategy and exact sample size for

each of the survey waves can be found in S1 Appendix). Based on these consecutive surveys,
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we analyze the different dimensions of the adverse impact of COVID-19 on businesses. Prepa-

ration and implementation of the survey required time and resources that only allowed to

obtain these insights with a non-negligible time delay after first policy measures had already

been implemented. The typical small sample size comes also with the obstacle that impact het-

erogeneity across fine granular sectoral subgroups cannot be disentangled. However, the

advantage of the survey data is that it allows to capture the nature and extent of the negative

impact of the pandemic on businesses in greater detail compared to the more timely assess-

ment via website data. In other words, surveys provide an important addition of policy-guid-

ing data in order to understand the various impact channels of an economic shock.

Table 4 shows how the design of the impact questions in the business survey enables a

deeper understanding of the various effects of COVID-19 on the corporate sector. In question

1, companies were asked on a Yes-No basis whether they are generally negative affected by the

COVID-19 pandemic. For a more nuanced understanding of the type of impact of the shock

and the containment measures, firms were asked in a second set of questions, in which respect

they were impacted on specific dimensions. These dimensions comprise (A) drop in demand,

(B) temporary closing, (C) supply chain disruptions, (D) staffing shortages, (E) logistical sales

problems and (F) liquidity shortfalls and were asked on 0–4 Lickert scale (0 indicates no nega-

tive effects, 4 signals strong negative effects). Descriptive statistics of the survey results in

Table 4 show that 77% of the surveyed companies reported to be negatively affected by the

pandemic at least in one of the three survey waves and that a drop in demand was on average

the most severe problem among the six dimensions.

Fig 4 provides an overview how the exposure to the six impact dimensions differ across

industry sectors. Similar to the impact analysis via corporate website data, the survey reveals

disproportionately strong impacts in accommodation & catering and creative industry &

entertainment. The survey results allow a more precise differentiation of the negative effects,

which tend not to be published by the companies on their websites and are consequently hard

to detect with a web-based analysis. In particular, a sharp decline in demand and temporary

closure of business operations which are associated with a liquidity squeeze have placed hotels,

restaurants, catering services, libraries, museums, operator of sports, amusement and recrea-

tion facilities as well as independent artists under severe distress. The forced halt of their busi-

ness activities clearly justified public liquidity support, especially if the business models were

running successfully before the outbreak of the pandemic. Sectors such as health & social ser-

vices as well as manufacturing and engineering-related sectors show disproportionately strong

exposure to the issue of supply chain disruptions and staffing shortages, but are barely

Table 4. Descriptive statistics: Survey data.

Questions Min Q1 Median Mean Q3 Max N

1: Overall-negative-impact 0 0 1 0.77 1 1 1,478

2.A: Drop in demand 0 1 2 2.14 4 4 1,176

2.B: Temporary closing 0 0 0 1.19 2 4 1,278

2.C: Supply chain disruption 0 0 0 1.04 2 4 1,202

2.D: Staffing shortage 0 0 0 0.77 1 4 1,234

2.E: Logistical sales problems 0 0 0 0.89 2 4 1,230

2.F: Liquidity shortfalls 0 0 0 1.16 2 4 1,219

Note: Table shows descriptive statistics of survey questions. Values represent average values at the firm-level across the three survey waves. Question 1 is based on a Yes-

No basis. Questions 2.A—2.F were asked on a 0–4 Lickert scale with 0 indicating no negative effects, 4 signaling strong negative effects. Non-responses in 2.A—2.F lead

to lower observation numbers in these questions.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0263898.t004
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confronted with declining demand numbers and liquidity shocks. It is clear that for firms in

these sectors, the priority of policy should not be to provide liquidity support. An important

issue for these firms is maintaining relationships with their stakeholders. Building these rela-

tionships is costly, and maintaining them despite the economic downturn is key to a successful

recovery for many of these firms. Therefore, policymakers are challenged to renew and

Fig 4. COVID-19 firm exposure at sector level based on survey results. Note: Visualizations based on survey

questions A—F which were asked on a 0–4 Lickert scale with 0 indicating no negative effects, 4 signaling strong

negative effects. Red lines represent sector-specific impact values. Grey shaded areas represent unweighted average

impact values across all sectors. All values are averaged at the firm-level across the three survey waves.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0263898.g004
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reevaluate their policy toolkit to find new tools to help companies maintain their stakeholder

relationships with workers and suppliers during economic downturns [9].

The second ‘follow-up’ stage of our proposed framework clearly demonstrated that, based

on survey data, businesses in the accommodation, arts, and entertainment sectors have been

facing strong liquidity bottlenecks, which in light of often unchanged fixed cost obligations

poses a high risk of financial insolvency. In the third ‘retrospective’ stage of our framework, we

more closely focus on this liquidation risk by analyzing the change in corporate solvency infor-

mation in response to the COVID-19 crisis.

3.3 Third stage: Retrospective liquidation risk analysis

A major economic threat of COVID-19 has been and, given the possibility of recurring shut-

down measures, continues to be, is the risk that firms with sound business models and decent

financial performance before the outbreak of the pandemic are forced into insolvency. For

economic policymakers it is important to understand if and where in the economy firms are at

risk to leave the market permanently. Depending on size and strategic importance of impacted

industries, this could imply high costs in terms of losses in jobs and output. In a third and last

stage of our framework, we thus focus on this liquidation risk by transferring our impact anal-

ysis from corporate websites (first stage) and survey data (second stage) to firm-specific credit

rating information which gives a much conciser picture to what extent the pandemic has mate-

rialized in the firms’ financial solvency. For this purpose, we examine credit rating updates in

the crisis period for more than 870,000 German companies. While firm-specific credit rating

data reflect very precise information concerning the firm’s financial standing and in case of

substantial credit rating downgrades signals risk of financial insolvency [48, 49], the reassess-

ment of firms’ solvency by rating agencies is time and resource expensive. Generally, we find

that on average the time between two credit evaluations equals 18 months. Typically, if credit

information of a firm is requested more often by an external creditor, a company will be re-

evaluated more frequently. However, the rating capacity is largely tied to the headcount limita-

tions of the rating agency. For this reason, only after a certain time a critical mass of rating

updates becomes available to infer the heterogeneity of the crisis effects on companies’

solvency.

The credit rating data that we analyze in the third stage of our framework is generated by

Creditreform, Germany’s leading credit agency. Creditreform assesses the creditworthiness of

the near universe of active companies in Germany. The credit rating information is included

for close to all firms in the MUP which allows to merge the ratings with the corporate website

data (this becomes relevant in Section 4 of this study where we show how the webdata serves

as leading indicator for later credit rating movements). Creditreform’s corporate solvency

index is based on a rich information set that closely mirrors a company’s financial situation.

Creditreform regularly investigates, among other things, information on the firm’s payment

discipline, its legal structure, credit evaluations of banks, caps in credit lines and further risk

indicators based on the firm’s financial accounts and incorporates this set of information into

its rating score [50]. Different weights are attached to these metrics according to their impor-

tance for determining a firm’s risk of defaulting on a loan. Overall, the rating index ranges

from 100 to 500 with a higher index signaling a worse financial standing [51]. It is worth men-

tioning that the credit rating index suffers a discontinuity as, in case of a ‘insufficient’ credit-

worthiness, it takes on a value of 600. We truncate credit ratings of 600 to a value 500—the

worst possible rating in our analysis. We do so since our main variable of interest is the update
in the rating index which can only be reasonably calculated if the index has continuous

support.
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The level of the rating itself is little informative for inferring the effects of the COVID-19

crisis on the corporate sector. The change in the firms’ credit rating, Δrt, in contrast, precisely

reflects to what extent a company has been down- or upgraded after the shock has hit the Ger-

man economy. For that purpose, we consider all credit rating updates that have been con-

ducted by Creditreform after June 1, 2020. We choose this date as it ensures that sufficient

time has passed since the onset of the crisis to reflect COVID-related effects in the rating

updates. The update in a firm’s credit rating is defined as simple difference between the new

rating index and the index before the update (i.e. before COVID-19) with a positive value indi-

cating a downgrade and a negative value signaling an upgrade.

Drt ¼ rt � rt� x ð2Þ

Reassessments of the rating are conducted irregularly such that the time between two updates,

x, varies. On average, the time between two updates in our sample equals 18 months.

Descriptive statistics in Table 5 show that most of the distribution is centered around 0,

implying that a substantial number of firms experienced only minor changes in their credit

ratings during the COVID-19 crisis. However, taking a closer look at the distribution of the

rating updates across industry sectors in Fig 5 reveals an interesting pattern: sectors that,

according to our first and second stage results, are severely affected such as logistics & trans-

port, accommodation & catering and creative industry & entertainment but also supposedly

winners of the crisis, most notably health & social services, follow a bimodal distribution.

Comparing the crisis distribution with the pre-crisis distribution (indicated as dashed green

line) suggests that this bimodality is indeed the result of the COVID-19 crisis. This means that

major rating downgrades and upgrades are more likely in times of crisis than in normal times

when a sector is severely affected by the crisis. We see this as strong hint that the pandemic

shock has strongly materialized in severely affected firms’ financial solvency with strong differ-

ences across sectors.

Moreover, the minimum and maximum values of Δrt in Table 5 show that there are some

companies that have experienced large downgrades or upgrades in their credit ratings. To

shed more light on this occurrence, Table 6 shows the fraction of firms with a substantial rat-

ing downgrade of more than 50 index points within the respective sector. We see again that

logistics & transport, accommodation & catering and creative industry & entertainment show

a relatively high fraction of firms which experienced a substantial downgrade in their ratings

compared to less affected industries as well as compared to pre-crisis numbers. These high

fractions of substantial rating downgrades reflect a relatively high insolvency risk in the respec-

tive industries. Despite the substantial policy support that these sectors received, this hints to a

non-negligible number of market exits if support measures will cease before the firms have

overcome the financial repercussions of the shock.

Table 5. Descriptive statistics: Credit rating data.

Variables Min Q1 Median Mean Q3 Max

Δrt -315 -3 0 3.3 0 357

Date of update 2-Jun-20 3-Sep-20 30-Oct-20 21-Oct-20 8-Dec-20 9-Apr-21

Note: Table shows descriptive statistics of the rating updates and statistics of the dates of the rating revaluations. Δrt = 0 means that the revaluation of the company has

not led to any changes in its solvency compared to the pre-crisis period. Q1 refers to the first quartile and Q3 to the third quartile, respectively. The distribution of the

dates of rating updates shows that more than 75% of the updates took place in 2020 and the latest update in the sample was conducted beginning of April 2021.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0263898.t005
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In the last stage of our framework, we have focused on the structural risk of firms being

forced to leave the market. Economic shutdown measures and drop in consumer demand

have made this a particular concern of policymakers over the first months of the pandemic.

Clearly, concerns about systematic bankruptcies have been specific to the COVID-19 pan-

demic and it is likely that the nature of future shocks will cause decision-makers to focus on

different outcome variables. In the following section, we thus outline how our proposed frame-

work can be extended to become applicable to a wider set of economic shocks and thus a useful

tool to provide economic decision-makers with timely insights.

3.4 Generalizability to other types of shocks

While the approach presented to track the early impact of an economic shock using corporate

communication patterns is specific to the coronavirus pandemic, the idea to integrate timely

online sources with more traditional but less timely policy data can also be useful in other crisis

Fig 5. COVID-19 effects on corporate solvency at sector level. Note: Figure shows distribution of credit rating updates both during

COVID-19 (yellow to red palette) and before COVID-19 (dashed green line). Densities are based on a Gaussian smoothing kernel

with a bandwidth of 2.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0263898.g005
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scenarios. Timely impact data from real-time online sources may not only reveal early hetero-

geneity at granular level or serve as leading indicators (as we will show in Section 4), but are

equally important to design targeted surveys which in turn reveal more granular information

how firms are affected by a shock and how and why possible heterogeneity in these effects may

translate into heterogeneous firm outcomes. Integrating these different sources of information

into a common framework allows policymakers not only to react more swiftly and targeted,

but also allows to design medium to long-term stimulus packages based on a rich set of infor-

mation that has been continuously updated over all stages of the shock. For example, one

could think of immediate subsidies only for firms in hard-hit sectors (as evidenced by, e.g., a

real-time online source) which suffered temporary liquidity constraints but are characterized

by a robust pre-crisis performance (as indicated by, e.g., credit rating agencies and public

annual reports). Moreover, policy decisions can be justified more easily if they are backed by

empirical evidence. In this sense, the integration of real-time data sources for policy guidance

is an important step towards evidence-based decision-making if unexpected dynamics require

fast action. We suggest that this holistic approach to policy guidance, by combining different

sources of information, bears the potential to be applicable to a wider range of economic

shocks. As demonstrated in this paper, this requires a strategy of complementing specific cri-

sis-related data sources. From early stage insights that are generated from real-time sources, to

a follow-up stage based on targeted surveys, to a retrospective stage in the aftermath of the

shock focusing on relevant outcome variables that have been identified in the earlier stages.

Ideally, a universally applicable system would be available to political decision-makers for

this purpose in the future. However, a framework that can be used universally and on short

notice requires that a large part of the early stage analysis is automated to a greater extent than

in our study. This applies in particular to the selection of meaningful keywords, but also to the

definition of ‘impact’ classes. Both could be done in the future, for example, by monitoring

news streams. Business news articles could be used to filter relevant topics based on their

Table 6. Distribution of extreme rating downgrades.

Sector crisis pre-crisis

N Substantial downgrades in % N Substantial downgrades in %

Insurance & banking 34,768 3.0 35,087 1.7

Manufacturing of data processing equipment 4,512 3.1 4,406 2.7

Chemicals & pharmaceuticals 7,204 3.1 7,000 2.4

Manufacturing 224,813 3.5 204,613 2.7

Food production 10,420 3.8 10,311 2.9

Health & social services 62,633 4.0 57,466 2.0

Mechanical engineering 12,254 4.1 12,361 2.8

Business-related services 227,957 4.3 232,576 2.4

Others 14,259 4.8 12,511 2.0

Wholesale & retail trade 173,619 4.8 169,109 2.9

Logistics & transport 39,164 5.9 37,817 3.7

Creative industry & entertainment 13,865 8.7 12,967 3.9

Accommodation & catering 44,692 9.0 36,289 4.6

Overall 870,195 4.5 832,513 2.7

Note: Table shows fraction of firms with major credit rating downgrades by industry sector in percent. Substantial downgrades are defined as credit rating downgrades

of more than 50 index points (Δrt > 50). Pre-crisis numbers refer to the year 2018.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0263898.t006
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popularity and, for instance, a sentiment analysis. Relevant keywords could then be extracted

automatically from all of these articles (based on unsupervised learning such as topic modeling

whose topic-specific probability vectors over the vocabulary allow the identification of relevant

keywords). These keywords would then be the input for a keyword search as described in our

article, which would then be used as the basis for constructing classes (e.g., via clustering).

Another promising approach for an extensive automation of our proposed framework could

be the so-called zero shot classification. Zero shot does not require text analysis models to be

fine-tuned for specific classifications, as is common in transfer learning. Instead, one relies on

the general text understanding of the model learned in the original pre-training and works by

posing each candidate label as a ‘hypothesis’ and the text sequence which we want to classify as

the ‘premise’. The zero shot model then estimates whether the hypothesis and premise match

or not, respectively whether the assumption formulated in the hypothesis is confirmed by the

text. Thus, without the time-consuming manual labeling of training data (as we have done in

this paper), one can directly ask content-related questions with regard to individual sentences

or text passages and, in the best case, receive a reliable answer.

Form this line of argumentation, it becomes apparent that more work should be dedicated

in researching how real-time data sources can complement traditional forms of policy data,

especially if empirical evidence is required for immediate government response. However,

even if real-time data can be made accessible for policy guidance, an important question

remains: What value do these information sources carry? In the next section, we show that the

near real-time assessment via company communication patterns closely resembles heteroge-

neous effect estimates across various firm characteristics generated from survey responses.

Moreover, we demonstrate that the webdata-generated impact values serve as leading indica-

tors for companies’ credit rating movements.

4 Assessing the predictive quality of early stage web-based impact

indicators

The previous section has shown that all of the proposed data sources—corporate website data,

survey data and credit rating data—hint to a strong degree of heterogeneity across economic

sectors. While survey and credit rating data only revealed such patterns with a non-negligible

time delay after the economic shock, corporate communication patterns retrieved from com-

pany websites indicated this heterogeneity at near real-time. A central question is to what

extent the generated web indicators have predictive power in capturing the actual medium-

term effects of the coronavirus shock. Clearly, predictive power is an important prerequisite

for the web indicators to be useful for policymakers. Only if the webdata’s early indication gen-

erates reliable insights, it bears the potential to help policymakers tailor their response mea-

sures and effectively channel economic assistance where it is needed most.

We assess the predictive value of the early web indicators by two distinct analyses: First, we

compare the relationship between several firm characteristics and the negative shock exposure

based on two identical regression specifications. The only difference between the two regres-

sions is that we exchange the target variable, which in the first regression is generated from

company website information (data from the first ‘ad hoc’ stage), while in the second regres-

sion it stems from the business survey (data from the second ‘follow-up’ stage). Second, based

on a sub-sample of firms for which we have both COVID-19 web references as well as credit

rating updates, we analyze to what extent the classified web references serve as leading indica-

tors for later changes in the firms’ credit rating.

To examine the statistical relationships between various firm characteristics and the nega-

tive effects of the COVID-19 shock on firms, we conduct a Probit regression. More precisely,
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we regress a binary negative impact variable on age, size and sector characteristics.

Yk;i ¼ aþ βAi þ γSi þ δIi þ �i ð3Þ

with

Yk;i ¼
problemi; if k ¼Webdata

overall � negative � impacti; if k ¼ Survey

(

and A, S and I matrices of company age, size and sector controls, respectively.

First, we conduct the regression estimation based on the corporate website observations.

The dependent negative impact variable, YWebdata,i equals 1 if the firm has reported a problem

on its website and 0 otherwise. Second, we estimate the same regression specification based on

the survey observations where the dependent variable reflects the first question in the survey:

‘Has the coronavirus pandemic had negative economic effects on your company so far?’ If the

firm confirmed the question, YSurvey,i equals 1, otherwise it is 0.

Fig 6 visualizes the estimation results of both Probit regressions. Effect estimates need to be

interpreted relative to the reference firm which is defined as an incumbent (10 years and

older), micro company (less than 10 employees) in the accommodation and catering sector.

Fig 6. Comparison webdata and survey data effect estimates. Note: Figure shows average marginal effect estimates and

corresponding 95%-confidence intervals of model 3 where the dependent variable (negative impact) is generated from webdata

(green) and survey data (red). Dependent variable from webdata reflects whether the firm has reported a ‘problem’ reference on its

corporate website in any of the web queries. Dependent variable from survey data refers to the question whether the firm has suffered

negative impacts due to the pandemic in any of the three survey waves. Shaded estimates signal statistically insignificant effects at the

5% level. Incumbent firms (10 years and older) serve as baseline age group, micro-enterprises (number of employees� 10) as

baseline size group, accommodation and catering serves as baseline sector among the sector dummies. Marginal effects need to be

interpreted relative to the baseline group(s).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0263898.g006
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The average marginal effects thus indicate by how many percentage points, on average, it is

more likely that a firm with the respective characteristic is more likely/less likely affected by

the pandemic. Given this interpretation of the regression results, four aspects are worth men-

tioning here: (i) it becomes apparent that, based on both webdata and survey data, age and size

differences are modest at most and largely statistically insignificant in terms of their associa-

tion with a negative crisis impact. However, the differences between economic sectors are sub-

stantial. Both regressions show that the probability of being negatively exposed to the shock is

significantly lower in all sectors (with the exception of creative industries and entertainment)

compared to the baseline sector accommodation and catering. (ii) The estimated effect direc-

tions are largely consistent between webdata and survey data and many of the estimated confi-

dence intervals overlap. (iii) However, there are some exceptions. The most striking one being

the differences between the average marginal effect estimate for creative industry and enter-

tainment. While the survey-based results suggest that negative effects in the creative industry

and entertainment sector are statistically no more likely than in accommodation and catering,

the webdata-based results hint to a significant difference between the two sectors. According

to our webdata-based results, creative industry firms are more likely affected by the exogenous

shock as indicated by an estimated gap of close to 20 percentage points. Results in Section 3.3

based on credit rating changes indeed hint to slightly more adverse impacts in the creative

industry and entertainment sector relative to pre-crisis rating downgrades, suggesting that the

webdata effect estimate is reasonable. (iv) Due to the substantially higher observation number

in the website-based dataset, the estimates’ confidence bounds are much narrower compared

to the ones of the survey estimates. The large-scale assessment that is possible with the large

sample size from corporate websites is a clear advantage over relatively small-scale business

surveys that often suffer high non-response rates. This has been show in Section 3.1, where the

large sample size of the website data allows to assess impact heterogeneity across sectoral sub-

groups. Overall, it can be said that the effects derived from webdata closely resemble the effects

derived from a traditional time and resource intensive business survey. This suggests that cor-

porate communication data and the proposed way to generate indicators from it, is a useful

instrument to learn the structural impact the pandemic had on the corporate sector. We see

this is a useful way to overcome information deficits in order to better decide over economic

countermeasures.

In a second analysis, we assess to which extent the context classes derived from the corpo-

rate website data serve as predictive indicators for later changes in a firms’ credit rating. For

this purpose, we regress firms’ credit rating changes after June 01, 2020 on each of the five

COVID-19 context classes generated in the first ‘ad hoc’ stage of our framework. Note that the

context classes have been extracted from corporate websites between March 2020 and May

2020, i.e. before June 01, 2020. We express this time period with the index �t . Dri;�tþz in model 4

refers to the first credit rating change of firm i after June 01, 2020 (with z = number of days

after �t ; �t þ z ¼ date of rating update). Finally, the regression incorporates the credit rating

prior to the rating update which coincides with the firms’ pre-crisis rating expressed via the

index �t � x.

Dri;�tþz ¼ aþ b1Problemi;�t þ b2No problemi;�t þ b3Adaptioni;�t

þ b4Informationi;�t þ b5Uncleari;�t þ gri;�t � x þ δDi þ �i

ð4Þ

with D as matrix comprising a collection of company age, size and sector controls.

Table 7 displays the regression estimates that result from this analysis. Regression specifica-

tion (1) shows that the website categories have a significant leading indication concerning a

firm’s subsequent change in its credit rating. Looking at the sign estimate of the five categories,
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it becomes apparent that the webdata categories embody a predictive and meaningful indica-

tion concerning a firm’s subsequent credit rating movement. In fact, firms which reported

about problems in the context of COVID-19 on their websites suffered on average a statisti-

cally significant downgrade in their credit rating (positive sign reflects a deterioration in the

firm’s credit rating). Firms which have indicated that the pandemic is not causing problems on

their business operations, by contrast, experienced a statistically significant upgrade on average

(negative sign). Similarly, firms which have signaled adaption to the exogenous shock as well

as such firms which only informed about COVID-19 in a broader context have also experi-

enced upgrades on average, albeit at a lower magnitude. The same negative correlation is true

if a Corona reference that could not be classified into a broader context were found on the

company website. These results are robust when controlling for company age effects in specifi-

cation (2), and additionally for firm size effects in specification (3). Both controls capture sys-

tematic differences in the exposure to economic shocks across firms of different size and age

(such as the amount of cash reserves and collaterals for external financing). Interestingly, the

statistical significance of the ‘Unclear’ category vanishes after controlling for company age and

size which seems reasonable as the category is defined as not conveying context on the com-

municated effects of the pandemic. Ultimately, when adding sector fixed effects, which control

for systematic differences in the pandemic’s impact across sectors, in specification (4), it turns

out that even within sectors the ‘problem’ class has still a leading indication on credit rating

downgrades as indicated by the significant positive sign estimate. The same is true for the

Table 7. Regression results: COVID-19 references on corporate websites as early indicators for changes in firm credit ratings.

Regression specification

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Problem�t 1.66��� 1.68��� 1.62��� 0.42��

(0.18) (0.18) (0.19) (0.19)

No problem�t -1.70��� -1.69��� -1.73��� -0.69

(0.42) (0.42) (0.43) (0.43)

Adaption�t -0.46��� -0.47��� -0.33��� -0.13

(0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08)

Information�t -0.24��� -0.24��� -0.23��� -0.17���

(0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04)

Unclear�t -0.42��� -0.42��� -0.10 -0.08

(0.12) (0.12) (0.12) (0.12)

r�t � x -0.09��� -0.10��� -0.11��� -0.13���

(< 0.01) (< 0.01) (< 0.01) (< 0.01)

Age controls No Yes Yes Yes

Size controls No No Yes Yes

Sector controls No No No Yes

N 61,228 61,138 57,343 57,343

Note: Table shows Ordinary Least Squares (ols) estimates and white robust standard errors in parentheses for different regression specifications. Dependent variable,

Dri;�tþz , is the change in a firm’s credit rating after June 01, 2020. Main explanatory variables of interest are the web classes generated from the website text fragments (as

count variables) in the early phase of the pandemic before June 01, 2020. Age, size and sector controls are analogous to the specifications in Fig 6. Significance levels:

�: p< 0.10,

��: p< 0.05,

���: p< 0.01

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0263898.t007
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‘information’ category, which still serves as significant leading indicator for later rating

upgrades. For the remaining categories statistical significance vanishes when analyzing the

forecasting power of the categories within sectors.

We see the results in this analysis as an important finding since they underpin that corpo-

rate website data serve as leading indicator of the pandemic’s financial effects on corporations.

Indeed, a credit rating downgrade has typically financial consequences for a firm as it impedes

the company’s ability to draw new credit lines due to its lower creditworthiness. In a phase of

financial distress such as in the COVID-19 crisis, this increases the likelihood to end up in

liquidity bottlenecks which may ultimately lead to financial insolvency. One problem of the

sudden exogenous shock in the still ongoing COVID-19 crisis is that it has also pushed many

companies with otherwise sound business models on the brink of financial solvency. From a

policy perspective, this is undesirable and clearly called for quick policy support measures. In

the early phase of the pandemic, the lack of information concerning the impacts on the corpo-

rate sector left policymakers little options but to grant subsidies as well as state-backed loans in

a largely indiscriminate manner and at the cost of unprecedented net borrowing. Our results

show that corporate website data and state-of-the art methods from the field of NLP bear the

potential to cure this information deficit. With the early indication through ‘ad hoc’ web analy-

ses, policymakers have a novel tool at hand that allows to detect structural distress in the econ-

omy early on. With our proposed framework, it is possible for policymakers to steer their

response measures strategically to firms and sectors where help is required most urgently

while not overburdening fiscal budget.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a data-driven policy framework that not only provided policy-

makers with guidance for their economic support measures during the coronavirus pandemic,

but also enabled them to capture the impact of the shock on the corporate sector at near real-

time. Overall, the framework consists of three stages, with each stage, according to the timeli-

ness of the data, allows for an impact assessment at different points in the course of the pan-

demic. These three stages, from an early stage ‘ad hoc’ web analysis using text fragments from

company websites in the short run, to a differentiation of the various impacts via ‘follow-up’

business surveys in the mid-term, to ‘retrospective’ changes in firm’s liquidity positions in the

aftermath of the shock, show how information gaps that policymakers are confronted with in a

highly dynamic situation can be successfully bridged. In this context, our results suggest that

the classification of textual COVID-19 references found on company websites allows to gener-

ate meaningful impact categories which, in turn, reveal a strong heterogeneity of the pandem-

ic’s impact at fine granular industry level. The dynamic nature of website data made it possible

to generate these insights immediately after the shock and at near real-time. In this vein, the

classified Corona references strongly resemble the exposure results that are obtained via tradi-

tional business surveys, with the difference that the survey results have only become available

several weeks after the shock had hit the economy. Moreover, we show that the classified text

fragments serve as leading indicators in predicting credit rating downgrades of firms that are

adversely affected by the economic shock. These insights pose a valuable update to policy-

makers’ information set and provide empirical evidence to justify swift and targeted response

measures.

The early stage assessment via COVID-19 references extracted for a large sample of corpo-

rate websites is a novel and promising approach that shows how alternative sources of unstruc-

tured online data and methods from the field of NLP can create insights for policymakers

when traditional sources of data are only available with non-negligible time delay. The
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coronavirus pandemic has shown that in situations where policymakers need to respond

quickly, but information deficits make it barely possible to determine where government assis-

tance is channeled most efficiently, public aid measures are largely granted on a lump-sum

basis. In fact, in Germany, this information deficit has led the Ministry of Finance to choose

the ‘bazooka’ [52] instead of well-dosed and targeted liquidity injections as instrument to sup-

port companies in the early phase of the pandemic. Our framework is designed to help over-

come information deficits that lead to otherwise undifferentiated support measures. In this

context, we see this study as a first step towards real-time decision support for economic pol-

icymakers. Given further research and development, we argue that our framework can serve as

a monitoring framework applicable to a wider range of economic shocks.

There are, however, limits to our analysis. First and foremost, not all companies have their

own corporate website domain, which likely biases our web-based analysis results. Previous

studies have shown that URL coverage of German companies is at 46% [32]. Especially among

smaller firms the fraction without corporate URL is comparatively high. However, this does

not necessarily mean that these companies do not have a corporate online presence at all.

Often small and micro firms host corporate profiles on social media platforms to communicate

with their stakeholders. It requires further research to detect, access and analyze these online

presences to acquire an even more complete picture of corporate communication on the inter-

net in times of economic shocks. Next, company website content is essentially self-reported

information that generally bears the risk that firms communicate their current situation overly

optimistic (or pessimistic). Interestingly, this study has revealed that in times of economic cri-

ses this does not seem to be necessarily the case. On the contrary, we find that close to 70,000

firms reported about problems that they are facing in relation to the pandemic. This equals

35% of all firms that published COVID-19 references on their websites and is substantial given

the potential consequences of communicating ‘problems’ to such a broad audience.

If machine learning-based analysis systems, such as the framework we have presented,

indeed find their way into the standard indicator toolkit of policymakers, the question of inter-

pretable (and fair) prediction results will also arise. Complex machine learning models in par-

ticular are often deemed as difficult to understand ‘black boxes’ that do not allow any clear

conclusions to be drawn about the factors that are ultimately decisive for predictions and fore-

casts. In the near future, frameworks like ours will have to integrate aspects of explainable AI
(see for example Barredo Arrieta et al. [53]) in order to provide decision-makers not only with

reliable, but also explainable information as a basis for making informed decisions.

Despite the theoretical drawbacks of our proposed framework, we believe that it is a useful

research contribution towards policy guidance that balances timeliness, depth and costs of dif-

ferent data sources. Especially in times of crisis, when sudden shocks cause major disruptions,

exploring alternative sources of data is critical to provide timely insights to decision-makers.

In this regard, we believe that webdata and other real-time online sources not only serves as a

tool to capture business impacts in highly dynamic situations, but also has the potential to sup-

port policymakers across a broader spectrum. It is left to future research to explore the value of

webdata for policy on a larger scale.

Supporting information

S1 Table. Search terms for querying COVID-19 references on corporate websites. Searches

were conducted case insensitive. Spaces in the search terms were treated as wildcards where

any two characters instead of the space also led to a match. In this way, we allowed a greater

degree of variation in the search for Corona references.

(PDF)
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S2 Table. Fraction of firms with COVID-19 references on corporate websites. Table shows

the fraction (in %) of companies within the presented sector-size strata where we could find

COVID-19 references on the corporate website in at least one of our web queries. Fractions

reveal that larger firms are more likely to report about the virus on their websites. The numbers

also show great heterogeneity across sectors. The last column presents the sample size of cor-

porate website addresses across sectors.

(PDF)

S3 Table. Mapping EU NACE Revision 2 divisions to sector groups. Table shows the transla-

tion of EU’s NACE Revision 2 divisions [47] into the sector groupings used in this study.

(PDF)

S4 Table. Mapping firm characteristics to size group. Table shows translation of firm charac-

teristics into company size classes as defined by [54] and also used in this study.

(PDF)

S5 Table. Examples of COVID-19 references found on corporate websites. Table shows

three website text examples for each of the five context classes retrieved from distinct corporate

websites.

(PDF)

S6 Table. COVID-19 website-generated impact values at sector level. Table shows sector

level impact values as displayed in Fig 3. Impact values are defined as the proportion of compa-

nies that communicated about the pandemic in the respective context within that sector. The

unweighted average of the impact values across all sectors forms the grey-shaded reference

area in Fig 3.

(PDF)

S7 Table. Effect heterogeneity within wholesale sector. Table shows impact values of whole-

sale companies disaggregated by NACE Revision 2 classes (4-digit-level) [47]. Impact values

are defined as the proportion of companies that communicated about pandemic-related prob-

lems within the respective subsector. N refers to the number of observations in the subsector.

(PDF)

S1 Fig. Effect heterogeneity across geographic regions. Figure shows regional impact values

to demonstrate the presented framework’s capability to monitor regional hotspots where com-

paratively many companies are negatively affected by the shock. Impact values are presented

for three selected web queries in March, April and May 2020. Regional impact values show at

the beginning of the pandemic strong problem reporting of companies located in cross-border

regions. Investigation of the text references showed that these values were driven by specialized

companies located at transportation hubs that were virtually unused during the lockdown.

Towards the end of the first economic shutdown beginning of May, problem reports dimin-

ished. Impact values are defined as the proportion of companies that reported about pan-

demic-related problems within that region.

(TIF)

S1 Appendix. Survey details. The business surveys presented in this study are the result of a

joint research project between the polling agency KANTAR and ZEW—Leibniz Centre for

European Economic Research funded by the German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs

and Energy (BMWi). Scope of the project was to provide early insights on the effects of the

pandemic on the German business sector based on website analyses and survey data. The sam-

pling strategy followed a stratified random sample drawn from the MUP which comprises the
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near universe of active firms in Germany [37]. Stratification was conducted by industry (see S3

Table) and employee size classes (see S4 Table) and ensured sufficient regional coverage across

federal states. Computer aided telephone interviews following a predefined stratification

matrix by size classes and industries were conducted. The predefined stratification matrix

formed the basis for gross sampling as well as for sampling management during fieldwork. A

target of at least N = 30 interviews in the industries ensured that sufficient observations were

available at the sector-level to ensure credible conclusions for all sectors as it is done in this

study. Overall, three recurring survey waves over the period from April to September 2020

have been conducted. Not all firms agreed upon processing their responses beyond the scope

of the aforementioned research project. These firms are excluded from the analyses in this

paper. The table below provides further details concerning the total number of interviewed

companies (Noverall) and the number of firms included in this study (N) for each of the survey

waves. As far as possible, companies were continuously surveyed in all three survey waves. If

companies refused to participate again or could not be reached in a subsequent wave, new

companies were drawn from the stratified gross sample in order to meet the target observation

number of the respective survey wave.

(PDF)
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1 Introduction

Given anthropogenic climate change and the rapid depletion of the remaining carbon budget that

limits global warming to a manageable level, the development and diffusion of clean, environmen-

tally sound technologies play an increasingly important role in accelerating the transition to a

low-carbon economy. This has been acknowledged in the Paris Agreement of 2015 which stresses

the ‘importance of [. . . ] technology development and transfer in order to improve resilience to

climate change and to reduce greenhouse gas emissions’ (United Nations 2015, p. 14). According

to the United Nations (2015), this technological shift requires innovations and increased invest-

ment in more sustainable forms of production, consumption, mobility and housing. This clearly

brings entrepreneurs as a crucial source of innovation to the fore. Sustainable entrepreneurship,

in particular, has become an important stream of research to understand the role of dedicated

business models for the technological transition to decarbonization and dematerialization.

While research on sustainable entrepreneurship largely agrees that environmental innovations

are inherent to both established companies and new market entrants (Hockerts & Wüstenhagen

2010; Schaltegger & Wagner 2011; Gast et al. 2017), there is relatively little empirical work

that specifically analyzes the transitional impact of the latter group. Yet, from a theoretical

standpoint, new ventures are attributed a special role for the creation of new technological

pathways. Unconstrained by previous investment decisions, entrants can introduce more radical

environmental innovations than incumbent firms. In this way, theory suggests that entrants act

as accelerators for the diffusion of clean technologies (Hockerts & Wüstenhagen 2010; Fichter

& Clausen 2013) and may also help to overcome transition inertia among incumbents (Diekhof

2015).

Empirically, firm-level indicators that reflect a company’s technological footprint are neces-

sary to identify which role different types of companies - e.g. established firms in contrast to

entrants - play in the diffusion of new technologies. Typically, technology and innovation research

relies on patent and R&D information to determine a firm’s technological profile (Archibugi &

Pianta 1996; Aharonson & Schilling 2016).1 However, unlike established companies, there exists

no historical track record on R&D investments for new business ventures, and patent activities

are also rare among start-ups (Graham & Sichelman 2008; Helmers & Rogers 2011). The lack

of such innovation-related data makes it inherently difficult to empirically narrow down market

entrants’ technology usage and innovation capability. Moreover, existing classification statistics

such as industry affiliation, tend to be too broad to capture a subtle construct such as a firm’s ori-

1Of course, there are also innovation surveys which, apart from common survey problems such as cost intensity
and non-response, appear impractical for measuring company-specific technology portfolios from a very broad
spectrum of different technologies. Nonetheless, see Comin et al. (2020) for a recent attempt to survey companies
across 287 distinct technologies.
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entation towards environmentally-sound technologies. For these reasons, research suggests that

understanding the impact of new ventures on accelerating sustainable market transformations is

much more a question of ‘predictive, modeling-based, ex-ante evaluation than of retrospective,

experienced-based, ex-post evaluation which applies to established companies’ (Trautwein 2021,

p. 3). In other words, for companies that are new to the market, only information available at

or shortly after the company’s foundation can be used to predict its transformational capability

with respect to the development and diffusion of clean technology solutions.

This paper follows this predictive approach by focusing on new ventures’ orientation towards

clean technologies as ex-ante indicator of their contribution to the transition towards more

sustainable market standards. For this purpose, the paper leverages observable and detailed

business summaries that new ventures are typically obliged to report upon business registration.2

The legal obligation to publish a business purpose provides researchers and policymakers not

only with fine-grained information about companies’ original business activities but also gives a

good indication whether specific types of technologies are relevant to their business model. This

is demonstrated by the following example of a business summary of a firm from the geothermal

energy sector.

‘Manufacture, sale, maintenance and repair of heat pumps and other technical equip-

ment, in particular for generating thermal energy.’3

Based on this textual source of firm-level information, this study shows that it is possible to

construct an indicator that reflects a new venture’s potential to contribute to the diffusion

of a specific technology by mere virtue of its technological orientation. For this purpose, the

paper leverages recent advances in the field of natural language modeling to create a mapping

of a technological system and to use market entrants’ business descriptions to determine their

position within this system. In this way, it becomes possible to measure how closely a firm’s

business model is oriented towards a particular technology: a measure referred to as technological

proximity in the remaining of the paper.

The scope of this study is twofold. First, to the best of my knowledge, the proposed measure

of technological proximity is the first one which maps business models to a fine-grained level of

distinct technologies. Most importantly, the indicator is applicable to market entrants which

typically lack track records of alternative technology and innovation indicators. While in theory

the approach is highly flexible and allows to position any kind of company within any kind of

technology system, this study applies the approach to position market entrants within a system

2In Germany, for example, limited liability companies are legally obliged to state their business purpose as
part of the business registration process. See Limited Liability Companies Act (Section 3 (1) No. 2 GmbHG) and
Stock Corporation Act (Section 23 (3) No. 2 AktG) for the legal basis of the obligation.

3Business description retrieved from the Mannheim Enterprise Panel (MUP) which contains various firm
characteristics for the near universe of German companies including textual information on the firms’ business
purpose as retrieved from the German company register (Bersch et al. 2014).
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of well-defined clean technology areas. More specifically, as second contribution of this paper, the

framework is applied to a representative survey of German start-up firms in order to investigate

the environmental innovation capability of clean technology-oriented market entrants as well as

the environmental impact of their products and services. Empirical results suggest that clean

technology-oriented firms’ products and services have positive environmental effects for their

customers in terms of emission reduction, energy efficiency and higher levels of recyclability.

Moreover, a higher cleantech orientation at founding predicts a higher propensity to introduce

environmental innovations over the course of the venture’s lifetime. This suggests that cleantech

ventures have a special role to play in the technological transition towards decarbonization and

dematerialization: besides their existing products and services building on clean technology

solutions, they are also drivers of innovation by introducing new products and services that

have a superior environmental footprint and fundamentally differ from their existing product

portfolio. These results are in line with theory on new technological path creation triggered by

market entrants.

The remaining of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the role of new

ventures in the technological transition towards sustainable market transformations from a the-

oretical perspective. In doing so, it relates the study to existing literature on technological path

dependency as well as to the theory on externalities in the diffusion of sustainable technologies

and environmental innovations. Section 3 introduces the methodological framework used to de-

velop a fine-grained measure of technological orientation at the firm-level. To demonstrate the

usefulness of the proposed framework, Section 4 uses the novel measure to assess the clean tech-

nology orientation for a representative sample of German start-up firms and analyzes how clean

technology-oriented business models relate to the firm’s environmental performance. Section 5

concludes.

2 Theoretical background

A key driver of technological change and transformation is the innovative capacity of en-

trepreneurship (Audretsch et al. 2002; Acs & Audretsch 2005). The technological transition

towards decarbonization and dematerialization requires entrepreneurial solutions with a dedi-

cated technological orientation. In literature, sustainable entrepreneurship is seen as an impor-

tant accelerator of sustainability oriented innovations and technological advances required to

leverage cleaner and more sustainable standards of production, transportation and energy gen-

eration (Cohen & Winn 2007; Kant 2018; Leendertse et al. 2021). Research largely agrees that

sustainable entrepreneurship is inherent to very different forms of organizations. Most notably,

it is not exclusive to small innovative entrants, but it is also assumed by large established incum-
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bents (Hockerts & Wüstenhagen 2010; Schaltegger & Wagner 2011; Gast et al. 2017) with much

of its transformative power depending on the interaction dynamics between the two (Schaltegger

et al. 2016). However, from a theoretical standpoint, there are important differences between

established and start-up firms when it comes to their role as cleantech accelerators.

Most notably, incumbent firms are constrained by their past technological investments and

the current technology regime in which they operate (Patel & Pavitt 1997; Aghion et al. 2016).

Stuck in technological path dependencies, this makes them often inclined to preserve their rents

associated with their existing technology portfolio which often builds on inferior and outdated

sustainability standards (Unruh 2000; Bohnsack et al. 2014). When facing technological dis-

continuities, their willingness to implement disruptive innovations is generally limited. Rather,

they focus on incremental technological advancements of their existing technology stock (Hen-

derson 1993; Unruh 2000; Smink et al. 2015; Schaltegger & Wagner 2011). In the context of

transitioning to a low-carbon economy, incumbents’ path dependency, thus, tends to promote

a ‘locked-in’ state of carbon-intensive technological standards and a reluctance to drastically

switch to low-carbon technologies (Benner 2009; Dijk et al. 2016; Sick et al. 2016). So even if

established firms engage in environmental innovation activities, their incremental nature does

not target at accelerating sustainability transformation but rather at preservation of market

power.

New entrants, on the contrary, are not constrained by previous investment decisions and are

thus free from innovation rigidity due to technological path dependencies. This allows them to

tackle market opportunities in a more creative and disruptive manner (Unruh 2000; Schaltegger

& Wagner 2011), especially in energy-intensive industries where technological lock-in tends to

be particularly strong (Erickson et al. 2015). Therefore, many scholars see a key role in new

ventures to spark environmental innovations in order to accelerate the development and diffusion

of clean technologies (Cohen & Winn 2007; Fichter & Clausen 2013; Horne & Fichter 2022).

Most notably, their search for sustainable market solutions, which often begins in niche markets,

has the potential to trigger clean innovation activities among otherwise rigid incumbents in mass

markets (Hockerts & Wüstenhagen 2010; Diekhof 2015). It is this multiplier potential which

explains market entrants special role as accelerators of clean innovations.

However, environmental innovations generally suffer the widely studied double externality

problem (Rennings 2000) which affects incumbents and entrants alike. On the one hand, sus-

tainable entrepreneurs face the risk of not being able to fully internalize the value of their

technological developments in light of knowledge spillovers to competitors. On the other hand,

clean innovation efforts are also hampered by the lack of full internalization of the environmen-

tal costs caused by companies whose business models are based on carbon-intensive processes

and ecologically inferior technologies. This double burden presents barriers for innovative en-
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trepreneurs to enter clean technology markets in the first place and calls policy to de-risk and

incentivize their decisions to both enter the market and to innovate (Malen & Marcus 2017;

Goldstein et al. 2020). Consistent with literature on directed technological change, which has

shown that policy can successfully promote clean innovation activities among incumbent firms

(Acemoglu et al. 2012; Aghion et al. 2016; Calel & Dechezleprêtre 2016; Hötte 2020), I argue

that policy instruments that specifically target the creation of new cleantech firms have great

potential to further accelerate the diffusion of clean technologies. In fact, the few empirical

research papers on new entrants in cleantech suggest that policymakers play an important role

in fostering cleantech start-ups. Covering 24 OECD countries, Cojoianu et al. (2020), for ex-

ample, show that more stringent environmental policy regimes make it easier for newly founded

cleantech ventures to attract investments. This facilitates their establishment in the market and

may favor higher technology standards in terms of sustainability in the long term. Moreover, for

the U.S., Doblinger et al. (2019) show that technology development alliances between govern-

ment organizations such as national laboratories and cleantech start-ups increase the innovation

activities of the latter.4

To effectively direct technical change into desirable pathways, policymakers need to under-

stand to what extent new ventures engage in the adoption and advancement of specific clean

market solutions and which cleantech areas are barely tackled by entrepreneurs. In other words,

it requires a framework that allows for a mapping of clean technologies and entrepreneurial ac-

tivities to disclose the interplay between technological advancement and entrepreneurship. The

scope of this study is to provide such a mapping framework which allows to tackle several policy

needs required to direct and monitor technological change towards sustainable market trans-

formations. In this context, the framework serves as useful tool for policymakers to scan, for

example, business registries for clean technology-oriented entrepreneurs. This can be an effective

way to direct R&D subsidies, tax incentives and other start-up support towards ventures with

high potential to accelerate technical change by mere virtue of their business models’ technolog-

ical orientation. Most notably, with the proposed framework, this selection procedure is possible

early on in the lifetime of potential candidates, i.e. upon their business registration.

The paper shows that the framework successfully identifies market entrants with strong en-

vironmental performance. This not only underpins the framework’s usefulness as a policy tool.

It also suggests that clean technology-oriented entrants act as accelerators in the technologi-

cal transition towards decarbonization and dematerialization: both, by virtue of their existing

4Note that Doblinger et al. (2019) obtain information about cleantech start-ups from the i3 Cleantech Group
database (Cleantech Group 2022) which comprises information on cleantech firms collected by a team of industry
and technology experts. Cojoianu et al. (2020) identify cleantech ventures by manually examining the websites
of those start-ups which have been tagged with a green energy label in the proprietary Crunchbase dataset. Both
approaches require labor-intensive manual selection processes that are prone to subjective bias and lack a codified
approach to identifying clean technology-oriented entrants.
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products and services and by a high propensity to introduce additional environmental innova-

tions. The following section presents the technology mapping framework in detail. In addition to

the methodological details on which the framework is built, it also introduces distinct domains

of clean technology solutions that form the starting point for creating a mapping of a clean

technology system.

3 Measuring Technological Orientation

Technological change and entrepreneurship are two interdependent concepts. Following (Au-

dretsch et al. 2002, p. 157), ‘what defines the entrepreneur is the ability to move technology

forward into innovation’. A new technology will only diffuse if it has economic value, i.e., if

it is put into productive use by someone. The economic application of a new technology by

entrepreneurs is thus a necessary condition for the diffusion of the technology and, at the aggre-

gate level, for technological change. This motivates to measure technology usage at firm-level

to capture both direction and drivers of technological change. In light of directed technical

change, this serves as useful policy tool. It effectively allows to identify entrepreneurial ventures

whose technological orientation favors the desired technological pathway. Focusing on the tech-

nological transition towards higher levels of decarbonization and dematerialization, this section

starts with the definition of a well-defined set of clean technology fields followed by a detailed

discussion how a fine-grained measure of technological orientation at firm-level can be derived

by means of textual innovation data.

3.1 Mapping of clean technology system

In this paper, ‘clean technologies’ refer to any process, product or service that aims at reducing

negative environmental impacts. This comprises environmental protection and climate change

mitigation measures, the sustainable use of natural resources and the use of goods that are mod-

ified to be less material- and energy-intensive than the industry standard (dematerialization).

Another field of clean technologies is the reduction of anthropogenic emissions and pollution

(decarbonization). This includes a wide range of different technologies, from renewable en-

ergy generation to carbon capture technologies to clean water technologies, all of which find

application across different sectors and create different markets for companies to operate in.

To define clearly distinguishable areas of clean technologies, this paper follows the European

Patent Office (EPO) classification scheme for green technologies, which ‘cover[s] all significant

climate change mitigation technologies [. . . ] in energy, carbon capture, transport, buildings,

waste, energy-intensive industries and smart grids’ (United Nations Environment Program &

European Patent Office 2015, p. 8). Furthermore, cleantech categories employed in previous
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literature (Doblinger et al. 2019; Cojoianu et al. 2020) and those published by the Cleantech

Group5, a leading research and consulting agency in the market for clean technologies, are also

incorporated. The final list consists of 10 different areas of clean technologies and can be found

in Table 1 along with a specific technology example for each area.

Figure 1: Clean technology fields

Clean technology field Technology example Corresponding
CPC classes by EPO

1 Technologies for the adaption to
climate change (Adaption)

Genetically modified plants resis-
tant to drought

Y02A 10, Y02A 30-60, Y02A 90,
Y02B 80

2 Battery storage and fuel cells
(Battery)

Fuel cell technologies in produc-
tion processes

Y02B 90/10, Y02E 60/30,
Y02E 60/32, Y02E 60/34,
Y02E 60/36, Y02E 60/50,
Y02E 60/30, Y02P 90/40, Y02P
90/45, Y02P 90/50, Y02T
90/40

3 Biofuel technologies (Biofuels) Algae biomass Y02E 50, Y02T 10/30

4 Carbon capture, storage and se-
questration (CCS)

Enhanced coal bed methane re-
covery

Y02C 10, Y02C 20, Y02P 40/18,
Y02P 70/10, Y02P 90/70

5 Energy efficiency (E-efficiency) Insulation technologies inhibiting
radiant heat transfer

Y02B 20-50, Y02B 70, Y02B 90
(Y02B 90/10), Y02D 10, Y02D
30, Y02D 70, Y02E 20, Y02E 40,
Y02P 80

6 Renewable energy generation
(Generation)

Generation of geothermal energy Y02E 10, Y02E 30, Y02B
10, Y02P 10/20, Y02P 20/143,
Y02P 20/582, Y02P 20/584,
Y02P 70 (except Y02P 70/10)

7 Grid and power conversion (Grid) Smart grids Y02E 60/10, Y02E 60/13, Y02E
60/14, Y02E 60/16, Y02E 70,
Y02T 10/70, Y04

8 Low carbon materials and manu-
facturing (Materials)

Technologies to replace cement by
fly ash in concrete production

Y02P 10-40 (except Y02P
10/20, Y02P 20/143, Y02P
20/582, Y02P 20/584), Y02W
90

9 Electric vehicles and low carbon
mobility solutions (Mobility)

Ultracapacitors for efficient elec-
tric vehicle charging

Y02T 10 (except Y02T 10/30,
Y02T 10/70), Y02T 30, Y02T
50, Y02T 70, Y02T 90 (except
Y02T 90/40)

10 Water and wastewater treatment
(Water)

Technologies for the production of
fertilisers from the organic frac-
tion of waste or refuse

Y02A 20, Y02W 10, Y02W 30

Note: Clean technology fields form the basis for deriving a mapping between specific clean technologies and busi-
ness models. Patent documents labeled with the corresponding Cooperative Patent Classification (CPC) classes
by the European Patent Office (EPO) as listed in the last column are used to derive semantic representations of
the respective clean technology field.

These technology fields form the basis for mapping a clean technology system. The mapping

approach makes use of semantic information about the underlying technologies as retrieved from

a large corpus of technical patent texts. In essence, the semantic mapping consists of two steps:

(i) Modeling of semantic technology descriptions for each of the above clean technology fields.

A semantic technology description is best described as a sequence of technological terms

which refer with high probability to the focal technology. These word-based technology

descriptions are derived empirically from a large corpus of expert-labeled patent abstracts.

(ii) Leveraging the semantic technology description to a vector representation by means of text

embedding models. This step shifts the word-based technology description to a context-

based numerical vector which determines the technologies’ position within technological

5https://www.cleantech.com
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space.

In the following, these two steps and the underlying methods will be introduced in more detail.

From patents to semantic technology descriptions

This study uses an expert-labeled corpus of patent abstracts as the basis for constructing se-

mantic representations for the different clean technology fields. Overall, the corpus comprises

more than 550,000 patent documents filed by patent applicants located in Germany.6 Given the

technical content of patent documents, semantic patent analysis poses a natural starting point

for technology-related research such as technology forecasting (Guo et al. 2016; Zhang et al.

2016; Song et al. 2017; Chen et al. 2017; Hwang & Shin 2019), technology roadmapping (Lee

et al. 2008; Choi et al. 2013; Geum et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2016) and more recently for ana-

lyzing technology profiles (Suominen et al. 2017) and business method innovations within firms

(Moehrle et al. 2018).7 This study leverages the textual content of patents to derive semantic

descriptions of technologies, i.e. to model technologies semantically. Besides the textual content

of the patent documents, the paper also makes use of patents’ metadata which are typically

assigned as part of the patent’s granting process. Most importantly, it uses the patent’s Coop-

erative Patent Classification (CPC) classes which helps patent examiners to group inventions

by technical area. According to the EPO, at its finest level of granularity, there are about

250,000 distinct CPC labels that map patents to underlying technologies (European Patent Of-

fice 2020). Most importantly, for the case of clean technologies, the CPC scheme incorporates

a class for climate change mitigation technologies, the so called Y02 taxonomy, which allows

for the identification and classification of patents whose invention relate to the clean technology

fields introduced above.8

Acknowledging that clean technologies span various technical fields relevant in very different

industrial sectors, the Y02 taxonomy has been introduced as a complementary scheme to the

already existing classification schemes at EPO.9 For this reason, cleantech patents are typically

not only assigned to one CPC label that uniquely relates to a single technology field. Instead,

6German patent filers are selected because the assessment of new ventures’ proximity to the different cleantech
fields in Section 4 focuses on German start-ups. As country of the Energiewende, Germany has long been regarded
as a regulatory pioneer with regard to its commitment to a low-carbon economy and its promotion of eco-innovative
technologies. With this form of directed technical change, it is expected that policy has also incentivized the
creation of new ventures in the clean technology domain. Thus, it is seen as likely that a representative sample
of German start-ups will contain cleantech ventures.

7Note that these studies are limited to companies that file patents, which is rarely the case for market entrants.
8At its least granular level, the Y02 taxonomy spans eight different subclasses. The definition of the clean

technology fields derived in this paper closely follows these subclasses. The exact mapping between cleantech
fields used in this study and Y02 labels by EPO can be found in Table 1.

9In fact, the Y02 class is the result of an unprecedented effort by EPO to assess all patents ever filed with
EPO that are related to clean technologies. Both specialized patent examiners from EPO together with outside
experts from the various clean technology fields jointly developed the Y02 taxonomy in order to ensure its validity.
Today, more than 3.2M patent documents fall under the Y02 scheme which is why it is seen as the most accurate
labeling of clean technology patents available and the international standard for clean innovation studies (Calel
& Dechezleprêtre 2016).
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most patent documents are co-labeled with CPC classes which refer to different cleantech fields

and non-cleantech related technology fields. This becomes apparent in Figure 2 which shows

that most patents have some degree of technical complementary and are thus applicable to

different technology fields. This makes it challenging to retrieve those technical terms which

closely resemble the technology field of interest. In order to derive technology descriptions from

the technical terms of the patent texts, a statistical procedure is required to disambiguate which

words refer to which technology with highest probability.

Figure 2: Complementarity of cleantech fields in patent corpus

(a) across different cleantech fields
(b) across cleantech fields and
non-cleantech-related CPC classes

Note: Complementarity indicates the percentage of patents assigned to the cleantech field on the horizontal axis
that are also assigned to (a) the cleantech field on the vertical axis as well as to (b) the non-cleantech-related
CPC classes A-H.

Statistically, this translates into the goal to model a probability vector, δt, over the corpus’

vocabulary, V , for each of the technology fields, t.10 The intuition here is that technological

terms accompanying patents that are relatively frequently assigned to a particular technology

field semantically circumscribe that technology. Due to the co-labelling of patent documents,

none of these technical terms is exclusive to a technology field, but modeling technology-specific

probability vectors over all terms allows to disentangle the terms’ relative importance of cir-

cumscribing a particular technology field. In other words, the word probability vectors δt for

all t ‘distribute’ the corpus’ technical terms to technologies. A common approach to derive δt is

provided by probabilistic topic modeling such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al.

2003). LDA assumes that the patent corpus arose from a generative process that is defined by

a joint probability distribution over both the observed terms in each patent document but also

hidden variables such as the probability vector over the vocabulary for each technology (Blei

2012). As a completely unsupervised algorithm, LDA does not allow patent labels to be incor-

10In other words, a technology description is defined as probability distribution over the fixed vocabulary of
the patent corpus.
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porated into the algorithm. Therefore, this paper follows Ramage et al. (2009)’s Labeled Latent

Dirichlet Allocation (L-LDA) extension which adds supervision to the algorithm by restricting

the generative process to only consider technology fields which accompany the patents through

their CPC labels. So, with the patent corpus, D, that consists of P distinct patent abstracts

each of length Np the generative process can be modeled as follows.

1. For each technology field t ∈ {1, . . . , T}: generate the word distribution from a Dirichlet

prior δt ∼ Dir(β)

2. For each patent p ∈ {1, . . . , P}: generate a patent-specific technology distribution from

another Dirichlet prior λp ∼ Dir(αp). This is where the algorithm includes supervision

since parameter αp restricts the Dirichlet to only consider the technology fields which

accompany the patent through their CPC labels.11

3. For each of the word positions p, n, with p ∈ {1, . . . , P} and n ∈ {1, . . . , Np}:
(a) generate the technology assignment according to zp,n ∼Multinomial(λp)

12

(b) and select words according to wp,n ∼Multinomial(δzp,n)

This way the generative process fully specifies both the observed words from the patent

abstracts, w, and hidden random variables that cannot directly observed from the corpus (Blei

2012). These hidden variables comprise the distribution of technology fields over patent ab-

stracts, λp,
13 the technology assignment for the nth word in patent p, zp,n, and, most importantly

in the context of this study, the word distribution for each clean technology field, i.e. δt. The

above specification of the generative process corresponds to the joint probability distribution

p(δ1:T , λ1:P , z1:P , w1:P ) =
T∏

t=1

p(δt)
P∏

p=1

p(λp)




Np∏

n=1

p(zp,n|λp)p(wp,n|δ1:T , zp,n)


 . (1)

The statistical learning problem to obtain technology-specific word distributions from the

observed patent abstracts is to infer the posterior distributions p(δt), i.e., to derive the marginal

distribution p(δt) from the above joint probability distribution. Following Ramage et al. (2009),

this study uses Gibbs sampling to derive the posterior word distributions.

A semantic technology description, Xt, is then defined by the technical terms from the

patent corpus whose probability of referring to technology t is highest. For example, the word

probability distribution for Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) technologies, p(δCCS), yields

11In LDA, all patent documents would share the same set of technologies, but each patent exhibits those
technologies with different proportion. Unlike LDA, the generative process used in this study (L-LDA) restricts
the model to only consider the technology fields which accompany the patent through their CPC labels. It does
so by modeling the technology field attribution, determining αp, via a simple Bernoulli prior for each of the T
technology classes (see Ramage et al. (2009) for details).

12Similar to αp, the generation of zp,n is restricted to technology fields that accompany the patents.
13While the technology fields relevant to a patent are observable through its CPC labels, the patent’s proportion

attributable to each of the fields is hidden.
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the following semantic technology description

XCCS
(1×Q)

= 〈gas, absorption, dioxide, carbon, . . . , scrub, seperation, desorption . . .〉

with the terms ordered by descending probability.14

As sequence of technical terms, the semantic technology descriptions convey an intuitive

understanding of the technology they are intended to describe. For example, the word ‘gas’

by itself gives little indication of CCS technologies. But ‘gas’ taken together with terms like

‘absorption’, ‘carbon’, and ‘scrub’ provide a high context that can closely be inferred to CCS

technologies.15

From semantic technology descriptions to technology embeddings

Text embedding models are a common method for converting word sequences into a vector

format while preserving the context of the sequence. Text embedding models build on the

concept of word embeddings which are dense vector representations of words that allow words

with similar meaning to have a similar representation in vector space. The core idea in deriving

word embeddings is to exploit information about the co-occurrence of words, i.e. the appearance

of two words in close proximity in large text corpora. In recent years, this has been a very

active research field, which has led to major advances in network architectures (see Wang et al.

(2020) for an overview) to derive highly contextualized word and text embeddings. This paper

makes use of a pretrained text embedding model that is based on the seminal Bidirectional

Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) network architecture (Devlin et al. 2018).16

Specifically, I use a pretrained version of Sentence-BERT (SBERT) (Reimers & Gurevych 2019)

to encode the semantic technology descriptions as fixed-size, dense vectors which I refer to as

technology embeddings in the remaining of the paper.

XCCS
(1×Q)

= 〈gas, absorption, dioxide, carbon, . . . , scrub, seperation, desorption . . .〉

SBERT

y
XCCS

(1×384 ∀Q)
= [0.479,−0.016, . . . 0.483,−0.347]′

Note that the last layer in a SBERT network is a pooling operation that averages all word

embeddings and thus produces fixed-size output vectors regardless of the length of the input

14Note that the final number of technical terms used to model the semantic technology descriptions, Q, is
treated as hyperparameter whose optimal value is determined empirically (see Section 3.3).

15See Table 7 in the Appendix for the most relevant technical terms for all clean technology fields.
16Unlike previous language models, BERT’s network architecture and training objective allows it to derive word

embeddings based on the context given before (on the left side of) the focal word and after (on the right side
of) the focal word (Wang et al. 2020). Thus, BERT no more treats word sequences as unidirectional left-to-right
sequence but as bidirectional sequence of word dependencies.
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sequence (Reimers & Gurevych 2019). In the specification of this study, the fixed size vector

has length 384.

Conducting the encoding for all of the 10 clean technology descriptions yields a mapping

of the clean technologies in semantic vector space. In the next section, I show how to place

companies into the same vector space based on their business descriptions. I then propose a

distance measure between technology and company vectors to determine how ‘close’ or ‘distant’ a

firm is positioned to each of the technologies. Moreover, Section 3.3 shows that the discriminative

‘quality’ of the measure depends on the number of words, Q, that are used to model the semantic

technology description. Ultimately, this number is determined empirically using a technology-

labeled dataset of business descriptions.

3.2 Deriving a technological proximity measure

In order to position companies within the clean technology system, I use the same pretrained

SBERT model to derive vector representations of each firms business summary. In this way, it

becomes possible to position companies within the system of clean technologies and ultimately to

determine their proximity (distance) to each of the technologies. Sentence-BERT (SBERT) has

been fine-tuned on semantic textual similarity data, i.e., pairs of word sequences that have been

labeled as ‘contradiction’, ‘entailment’ or ‘neutral’ (Reimers & Gurevych 2019). This makes

SBERT highly suitable for the derivation of a technological proximity measure where the goal

is to determine whether a new venture’s business description is ‘close’ to a certain technology

description or rather ‘distant’ from it. If two word sequences (texts) consist of distinct words but

share a similar context, SBERT will encode the sequences into similar vector representations.

For example, a description of a new venture, Yi, that has specialized in CCS technologies may

look as follows:

‘Development and licensing of direct air capture technology that safely and perma-

nently removes CO2 from the air.’

Although there is no direct word overlap between XCCS and Yi, the word embeddings of some

of the words in both descriptions are likely to be highly correlated. For instance, ‘gas’, ‘carbon’,

‘dioxide’ in XCCS and ‘air’ and ‘co2’ in Yi are likely to be close to each other in vector space as

in very large corpora these words tend occur in close proximity to each other relatively often.

The same applies to ‘absorption’, ‘desorption’ in XCCS and ‘capture’ and ‘remove’ in Yi.

This paper proposes cosine similarity to quantify a ventures technological orientation towards

a specific technology.

TechProxt,i := sim(Xt, Yi) = cos(θt,i) = max

(
0,

X̄tȲi
|| X̄t |||| Ȳi ||

)
∈ [0, 1] (2)
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Cosine similarity as measure of semantic similarity between two texts is well documented (see

for example Chandrasekaran and Mago (2021) for a recent survey). Intuitively, if the angle

between a company and a technology embedding is small, both vectors point into similar di-

rections in the clean technology system which means that they share similar context (i.e., they

share contextually similar words). The more a company’s business model relates to a specific

clean technology, the higher the semantic overlap between company and technology description

and, thus, the closer TechProx moves towards its maximum value of 1. If the words in the

company description are however contextually independent from the technology description’s

words, TechProx takes on a value close to 0 indicating that the firm’s business model is not

related to the respective clean technology.17

3.3 Validating the technological proximity measure

Up to this point, this section has shown how patent texts can be used to map a system of

different technologies in vector space. In transferring textual information about companies’

business model into this vector space, cosine similarity has been proposed to measure how

‘closely’ a company is oriented towards a particular technology. The overall framework to derive

the firm-level indicator of technology usage based on textual innovation data is displayed in

Figure 3.

For the proposed measure of technological proximity to be useful, it should satisfy two

properties:

(i) It should allow for a differentiation of cleantech oriented firms form non-cleantech oriented

firms, i.e. a company whose business model is unrelated to clean technologies should be

distant from any of the clean technology embeddings.

(ii) It should position cleantech companies closest to their most relevant technologies, i.e., a

company specialized in geothermal energy should be identified by a relatively high prox-

imity to the technology embedding for renewable energy generation, while at the same

time it should show a significantly lower proximity to the other embeddings within the

cleantech system, e.g., to the embedding of CCS technologies.

To validate these desirable properties, I use a sample of detailed business summaries of both

cleantech and non-cleantech firms. More precisely, the sample comprises business descriptions

of all firms that have been listed on the Cleantech 100 list in recent years.18 They are contrasted

17By definition, cosine between two real-valued vectors, which is the case for word embedding based vectors, can
take on negative values. Conceptually, this would indicate the the embeddings consist of contextually opposing
words. For the purpose of measuring a firms proximity to a technology, it is sufficient to assess how ‘closely’
the firm is technologically oriented towards a certain technology. A value close to 1 indicates ‘high technological
proximity’ and a value of 0 reflects ‘technologically unrelated’. Thus, I truncate negative cosine values to 0.

18The Cleantech 100 list is published each year by the Cleantech Group and comprises 100 leading companies
in the various clean technology sectors. The list results from an elaborate selection process conducted by an
independent expert panel. Starting from an extended nomination list of more than 10,000 firms from close to 100
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Figure 3: Illustration of framework to map technologies to company descriptions

Note: For illustration purposes, 384-dimensional technology and company embeddings are displayed on their three
principal components (PC).

against business summaries of all companies listed on the S&P 500 constituting the observations

of non-cleantech firms.19 Overall, the sample comprises 533 business summaries of companies

that have been listed on the Cleantech 100 list since 200920 and business summaries for all of

the S&P 500 firms.

It is reasonable to assume that the business models of the firms that make it onto the

Cleantech 100 list are closely related to at least one of the clean technology fields derived in

Section 3, as an elaborate selection process was conducted to derive the final list. Thus, it is

expected that their company embeddings show a relatively high proximity to at least one of the

clean technology embeddings, thereby allowing to identify them as cleantech firms. Company

embeddings of S&P 500 firms, in contrast, are expected to be more distant from the clean

technology embeddings. Following this line of argumentation, the business summaries of the

firms on the Cleantech 100 list are labeled as ‘cleantech’ and business summaries from the S&P

500 firms are labeled as ‘non-cleantech’.21 Based on this labeled dataset, the technological

proximity measure is used to classify whether a firm’s business model is cleantech oriented or

not. This allows to get a first evaluation of the measure’s quality, since it should yield low

proximity values for any of the non-cleantech firms, while at the same time it should detect

distinct countries, the panel applies objective criteria to derive the final list (Cleantech Group 2022). Business
summaries for these cleantech firms are retrieved from https://i3connect.com

19Business summaries retrieved from https://www.cnbc.com
20There are several companies that have made it on the Cleantech 100 list in several years, which explains why

the total number is not larger.
21List of S&P 500 firms has been cleaned by three companies that have also made it onto the Cleantech 100 list.

Moreover, after careful validation of the S&P 500 companies’ websites, 27 firms which have a clear focus or a major
business segment in any of the 10 clean technology fields were labeled as ‘cleantech’ instead of ‘non-cleantech’.
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cleantech firms by a high proximity value for their most relevant technology.

Moreover, the binary classification task forms the basis to find the ‘optimal’ number of

words used to model semantic technology descriptions, Q, along with the minimum threshold,

TechProxmin, that must be exceeded for the company to be classified as ‘cleantech’. For

this purpose, the proximity to all 10 cleantech areas is calculated for each company in the

labeled sample and their maximum value, i.e. the proximity value of the firm’s most relevant

technology, is retained. This step is repeated for different numbers of Q. Figure 4 shows the

distribution of TechProx for both the cleantech labeled and non-cleantech labeled companies

along different values of Q. The figure suggests that the discriminative ‘quality’ of the technology

proximity measure depends on the number of words, Q, that are used to model the semantic

technology description. The more words are used, the worse is the segregation into cleantech

and non-cleantech firms. Intuitively, as the number of words increases, terms are added to the

technology description that are less relevant in describing the technology, making the description

increasingly fuzzy. On the other hand, with an insufficient number of words, the word sequence

contains too little context to adequately represent a complex construct such as a technology.

Figure 4: Distinguishing cleantech firms from non-cleantech firms via TechProx

Note: Distribution of technological proximity values between cleantech labeled and non-cleantech labeled firms
(for each firm only the highest technological proximity value to the 10 clean technologies is retained, i.e. the
proximity value of the technology that is most relevant to the company in semantic vector space). Distribution
is displayed as boxplots (median as bar, interquartile range (IQR) as box, 1.5*IQR past the low quartile as
lower whisker and 1.5*IQR past the high quartile as upper whisker, values beyond the whiskers as individual
points). Distribution is shown for different values of Q, i.e., for different numbers of technical terms used to
model technology descriptions. Figure suggests that discriminative power depends on the number of words used
to model technologies semantically. With an increasing number of words, terms are added that relate with lower
probability to a technology causing the technology description to become fuzzy which diminishes the measure’s
discriminative power. On the other hand, too few words means that the word sequence contains too little context
to adequately represent a complex construct like a technology.

In order to find the optimal values for Q and TechProxmin, the labeled sample of business

summaries is randomly split into a 50% validation set and a 50% test set. On the validation set,
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Table 1: Performance of TechProx in distinguishing cleantech from non-cleantech firms

Label Precision Recall F1-Score Support

Cleantech 0.87 0.86 0.86 284
Non-cleantech 0.83 0.84 0.83 233

0.85 517

Note: Performance measured on random test set with optimal values of Q = 15 and TechProxmin = 0.27. Op-
timal values for Q and TechProxmin have been determined on the validation set by tuning F1-Score.

grid search is used to find the optimal values of both parameters. Tuning the F1-Score on the

validation set yields an optimal value of Q = 15. The optimal value of TechProxmin is 0.27.

Thus, if TechProx exceeds a value of 0.27, the respective technology is being considered as

relevant to the business model of the focal company. In this way, the company is identified as

cleantech firm. Given the optimal hyperparameter values found on the validation set, the test

set is then used to evaluate the proximity measure’s performance in distinguishing cleantech

firms from non-cleantech firms. The classification performance metrics are displayed in Table

1. Results show that if the proximity measure detects a firm as a clean technology company, it

is correct in almost 9 out of 10 cases, as it can be seen by the 87% precision for the cleantech

class. The framework retrieves 86% of all cleantech firms and 84% of all non-cleantech firms in

the test dataset (recall). The overall F1-Score is 85%. It is noteworthy that the classification

has only been conducted by means of the technology mapping framework that solely relies

on business descriptions. Arguably, with additional characteristics such as industry affiliation

and patent activities (if applicable), training a classification model could probably improve the

identification. These promising results suggest that the proximity measure’s first property is

satisfied: it allows for an effective discrimination between cleantech and non-cleantech ventures.

Next, I validate the measures capability to position cleantech firms close to their most rele-

vant technology while showing significantly lower proximity to all other technologies within the

technological system. To validate this property, I conduct a one-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test

(Wilcoxon 1945). The test allows for a pair-wise comparison of a firm’s proximity value of the

closest technology with the proximity value of the second closest technology. For each of the

clean technology fields, this test is performed within the top 1% (5%) group of companies which

show the highest proximity values to the focal technology. In this way, it is tested whether the

proximity of a company’s most relevant technology is significantly larger than the proximity

to the second closest technology. For a disambiguation across clean technology fields this is a

desirable property which TechProx is supposed to fulfill. As a further objective measure, I

also report the fraction of firms within the top 1% (5%) that originates from the Cleantech 100

list. If the proposed approach provides a reasonable mapping of clean technologies to business

models, this fraction is expected to be high, given the technology specialization of the firms on
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Table 2: Performance of TechProx in positioning cleantech firms within clean technology
space

Clean technology field Confidence levels
Wilcoxon signed rank test in

Fraction of
cleantech labeled firms in

top 1% top 5% top 1% top 5%

Adaption *** 1.00 0.87
Battery ** 1.00 0.98
Biofuels *** 1.00 0.96
CCS ** 1.00 0.98
E-Efficiency ** 1.00 1.00
Generation *** *** 1.00 1.00
Grid *** *** 1.00 1.00
Materials 1.00 0.96
Mobility 1.00 0.90
Water *** *** 1.00 0.98

Note: Table reports confidence levels for rejecting the null hypothesis of one-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test for
pair-wise comparison of highest TechProx value with second highest TechProx value. Null hypothesis states
that the paired differences between a firm’s highest TechProx value and second highest TechProx is zero. Tests
are based on the top 1% (5%) group of firms with highest proximity to the respective cleantech field. Moreover,
table shows fraction of cleantech labeled firms in the top 1% (5%) group of companies with highest proximity to
the focal cleantech field. Significance levels: *: p < 0.10, **: p < 0.05, ***: p < 0.01.

the Cleantech 100 list.

Table 2 reports both statistics for each of the clean technology fields. The table shows that

the companies on the Cleantech 100 list have the highest proximity in all clean technology areas.

Among the top 1%, all companies originate from the Cleantech 100 list, among the top 5% this

is still true for at least 87%. For most of the clean technology fields, the technology mapping

also allows for a clear demarcation from other clean technology fields. This can be seen in

the high confidence levels of rejecting the null hypotheses that the paired differences between

a firm’s highest TechProx value and second highest TechProx is zero. Only the cleantech

areas ’Mobility’ and ’Materials’ are exempted and show a high proximity to other cleantech

areas, impeding a clear-cut technology attribution. Generally, the demarcation diminishes in

the group of the top 5% of firms. However, all in all, and after careful validation of the top 1% of

companies with the highest proximity values for all of the cleantech fields, it is concluded that the

measure performs well in assigning the most relevant clean technology field to cleantech oriented

firms. To support this conclusion, Table 3 shows, as an example, the business summaries of the

1% of companies with closest proximity to CCS technologies.

Based on the proposed measurement approach and its desirable properties, the following sec-

tion identifies technology-oriented entrants within a representative sample of German start-ups.

Using survey responses about the start-ups’ environmental performance, the section shows dis-

tinguishable characteristics of cleantech companies in terms of their ability to act as accelerators

of technological change towards decarbonization and dematerialization.
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Table 3: Top 1% companies closest to Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) technology
embedding

Business summary TechProx

Developer of direct air capture technology that safely and permanently removes carbon dioxide
from the air . . .

0.603

Developer of technologies for the capture of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere at industrial
scale . . .

0.583

Developer of CO2 capture technology that significantly reduces the costs and environmental
impacts of CO2 separation . . .

0.567

Developer of energy- and capital-efficient technology for capturing carbon dioxide from industrial
sources . . .

0.564

Developer and licensor of process technologies to convert carbon dioxide into high-value major
chemicals . . .

0.547

Developer of carbon dioxide mineralization technology for industrial use in capturing, converting
and sequestering carbon emissions as valuable byproducts . . .

0.544

Developer of a carbon capture and reuse technology that transforms abundant waste and low-cost
resources into low carbon fuels and chemicals . . .

0.518

Designer of nanoporous materials for the gas storage and separation industries . . . 0.465
Developer of low-cost building materials from industrial carbon dioxide emissions . . . 0.457
Developer of methane conversion technology for creating fuels and chemicals from natural gas
. . .

0.444

Note: Top 1% of companies which show the highest technological proximity to CCS technologies from the sample
of Cleantech 100 firms and S&P 500 companies.

4 Technological proximity mapping of new ventures

In this section, the technology mapping framework is applied to a sample of German start-up

firms. For this purpose, the study makes use of the IAB/ZEW Start-up Panel as provided by the

Research Data Centre of the Centre for European Economic Research (ZEW-FDZ) (Gottschalk

2013). This unique survey data contains detailed firm-level information covering questions about

financials, innovation activities and founder characteristics among other variables. Start-ups

from all economic sectors are included in the survey. They are drawn from the Mannheim

Enterprise Panel (MUP) which covers the near universe of economically active firms (Bersch

et al. 2014) in Germany. For the 2018 wave, specific questions about the environmental impact

of start-ups’ products and services as well as questions about their environmental innovation

activities were included in the survey. This makes the survey wave highly suitable for assessing

whether clean technology-oriented entrants have distinguishable characteristics that indicate

their role as accelerators of a green technological change. For this purpose, I enrich the survey

with the start-ups’ business descriptions as published in their founding year.22 Of the 3,789 firms

that responded to the environmental-related questions, business descriptions are available for

3,081 of them. For the remaining start-up companies, their archived websites were retrieved from

the Internet Archive23 at the date closest to their founding date. These historical versions of the

start-ups’ websites are then searched for sub-pages whose link contains keywords such as ‘About

22Business descriptions are retrieved from the MUP, whose panel structure allows for retrieving the business
descriptions at the time of founding.

23https://archive.org/
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us’, ‘Products’, ‘Services’, ‘Technology’ and ‘Solutions’ in order to extract the textual content

found on these sides as an alternative source for their business descriptions. Overall, the final

sample comprises 3,269 start-up firms for which survey responses on the environmental-related

questions exist and company descriptions close to their time of founding could be recovered. For

these companies, business descriptions are used to calculate their technological proximity to each

of the 10 clean technology areas. In Figure 5, the distribution of the proximity values is displayed

in the form of box-and-whisker plots. The figure shows that the majority of start-ups in the

sample have no technological relation to the corresponding technology field, as indicated by the

high distribution mass close to zero. At the same time, for each technology, there are a number

of companies that stand out with a high technological proximity to the corresponding technology

field. These are displayed as ‘outliers’ in the boxplot and correspond to firms whose proximity

value exceeds the upper whisker in the respective distribution. The business descriptions of these

start-ups share a high contextual overlap with the semantic representation of the focal clean

technology. If these are indeed ventures whose business model builds on clean technological

solutions, it is expected that their products and services have a positive environmental impact.

In order to verify whether these are indeed market entrants whose products and services are

based on environmentally beneficial technologies, the following section makes use of one of the

environment-related survey questions.

4.1 Environmental impact of cleantech entrepreneurs’ products and services

In the survey, start-ups’ were asked to which extent their products and services have a positive

environmental impact for their customers. Positive environmental impacts include emission re-

ductions, improved energy efficiency, and better recyclability among other factors.24 By virtue

of their technological orientation, the products and services of cleantech entrepreneurs are ex-

pected to have a significant positive environmental impact. In other words, higher values of

TechProx should reflect business models whose products and services have positive environ-

mental outcomes for the ultimate users of these products.

This is tested by regressing the environmental impact of entrants’ business models, EImp,

on TechProx for each of the 10 clean technology fields separately.

EImpi = β0 + β1TechProxt,i + β3Xi + εi ∀ t (3)

X describes additional firm-level characteristics as control variables. These comprise sector and

product type fixed effects which are both expected to capture already some of the variation in

the environmental impacts of the firms’ products and services. Moreover, it includes variables

24See Table 7 in the Appendix for a detailed listing of the environmental impact questions.
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Figure 5: TechProx distribution in start-up survey across clean technology fields

Note: Distribution of technological proximity values of start-up firms in the 2018 IAB/ZEW Start-up survey
across different clean technology fields. Distribution displayed as boxplots (median as bar, IQR as box, 1.5*IQR
past the low quartile as lower whisker and 1.5*IQR past the high quartile as upper whisker, values beyond
the whiskers as individual points). Following Tukey (1977), TechProx values exceeding the upper whisker are
‘outliers’ which correspond to start-ups with a particular high proximity to the respective technology field. Note
that the upper whiskers center around the value TechProxmin = 0.27 which has been found to discriminate
best between cleantech and non-cleantech firms in Section 3.3. This suggests that in this representative sample of
German start-up companies, the identification of cleantech ventures via a TechProx value exceeding 0.27 closely
matches companies whose proximity value is statistically determined as an outlier. In a representative sample,
this seems a desirable property of the measure: it effectively allows for a discrimination of firms whose business
model is based on the focal technology from firms whose business model is unrelated to the technology field. With
this hard cut-off value, 545 of the 3,269 start-ups are classified as cleantech ventures.

capturing whether the firm conducted R&D, whether it received public support grants and

information on the new ventures’ financial performance, its size and age as well as information

about the founders educational background (see Table 5 for an overview of control variables

and their descriptive statistics). Table 4 reports coefficient estimates of the main variable of

interest TechProxt.
25 It can been seen that a higher technological orientation towards any

of the 10 clean technology fields significantly corresponds with the firms’ products and services

having a positive environmental impact. Depending on the technology field, a 0.01 increase in

TechProx is associated with a 1.2 to 5.0% higher probability of having at least a moderately

positive environmental impact compared with no positive impact.

This positive relationship also holds if the start-ups are classified as cleantech or non-

cleantech based on the hard cut-off value of TechProxmin=0.27. This is captured by the

variable CleanTecht which takes on values of 1 if the entrant’s technological proximity value

exceeds the minimum threshold of 0.27 and 0 otherwise. The significant relationship in this ro-

bustness check only vanishes for firms active in technologies for the adaption to climate change

and for start-ups providing clean technology solutions in the field of mobility. Overall, the

results show that by virtue of their technological orientation, cleantech ventures significantly

25Full regression results can be found in Table 8 in the Appendix.
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Table 4: Relation between TechProx and the environmental impact of the entrants’
products and services, EImp

Dependent
variable

Clean technology (t) TechProxt CleanTecht

(0,1)

EImp

Adaption 1.012* 0.944
Battery 1.046*** 3.083***
Biofuels 1.049*** 1.900**
CCS 1.050*** 2.366**
E-Efficiency 1.045*** 4.319***
Generation 1.042*** 4.375***
Grid 1.038*** 2.156***
Materials 1.036*** 2.234***
Mobility 1.028*** 1.320
Water 1.034*** 2.414***

Note: Environmental impact questions were asked on a Lickert scale with three response possibilities: (1) No pos-
itive environmental impact; (2) moderate positive environmental impact; (3) substantial positive environmental
impact (see also Table 7 in the Appendix). EImp equals (3) substantial positive environmental impact if the firm
responded with (3) to at least one of the questions. EImp equals (2) moderate positive environmental impact if
the firm responded to none of the questions with (3) and to at least one of the questions with (2). Else EImp
equals (1) no positive environmental impact. Coefficient estimates reported as proportional odds ratios reflecting
the factor by which an increase in TechProxt of one index point (0.01) corresponds to an increase in the odds
of having at least a moderate positive environmental impact compared to having no environmental impact (c.p.).
Alternatively, coefficient estimates for CleanTecht reflect by how many times the odds of a start-up classified as
cleantech firm in the respective technology field are higher in having at least a moderate positive environmental
impact compared to a non-cleantech start-up (c.p.). Estimates correspond to regression model 3 run individually
for each technology. Full model results, including coefficient estimates of control variables, can be found in Table
8 in the Appendix. Significance levels: *: p < 0.10, **: p < 0.05, ***: p < 0.01

contribute to the transition towards decarbonization and dematerialization. Their products and

services have a positive impact on their customers’ CO2 footprint, lead to a reduced consump-

tion of natural resources and improve recyclability. However, a key research question is whether

cleantech entrants also show a higher propensity to introduce additional environmental innova-

tions, i.e., whether, for example, their own R&D efforts lead to a further development of this

transformation process. In the following section, I investigate this question by relying on survey

information about the firms’ environmental innovation activities.

4.2 Environmental innovations among cleantech entrepreneurs

I use a second set of questions that asked firms about their environmental innovation activi-

ties to characterize clean technology-focused market participants in terms of their propensity

to innovate. Environmental innovations are defined as products and processes which allow the

venture to reduce its energy and material consumption or its emissions or to improve the recy-

clability and durability of its own products.26 To test whether cleantech entrants, besides their

sustainability oriented business models, are additionally characterized by a higher propensity to

introduce environmental innovations, I estimate the following regression model.

EInnoi = β0 + β1TechProxi + β3Xi + εi (4)

26See Table 7 in the Appendix for a detailed listing of the environmental innovation questions.
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Table 5: Descriptive statistics regression variables

Variable Description Mean SD Min Max

TechProx Degree of start-ups technological proximity to its most
relevant technology (i.e. firms highest technological prox-
imity value across the 10 clean technology fields).

0.174 0.098 0 0.599

CleanTech Indicating whether start-up is classified as cleantech firm
or as non-cleantech firm. Cleantech if TechProx exceeds
threshold of 0.27.

0.167 0.373

size Size of the start-up in number of total employees. 6.330 12.100 1 407
age Age of start-up in years. 3.000 1.560 1 6
R&D Indicating whether start-up conducted own research and

development in 2017.
0.311 0.463

R&D intensity R&D intensity in 2017 measured as number of employ-
ees (including founders) which spent at least 50% of their
working hours on R&D relative to the total number of
employees.

0.106 0.255 0 1

returns Indicating whether the start-up generated returns in 2017. 0.959 0.198
break even Indicating whether the start-up was profitable in 2017. 0.793 0.405
subsidy Indicating whether the firm received a public grant in

2017.
0.139 0.346

team-size Total number of founders. 1.460 0.809 1 15
university Indicating whether at least one of the founders holds a

university degree.
0.393 0.489

Note: Table shows descriptive statistics of main variables of interests, TechProx and CleanTech respectively,
in regression model 4 as well as for control variables used in regression models 3 and 4. Regression models also
include sector fixed effects and product type fixed effects. The latter controls for the following categories: manu-
facturing of product, service, trade, construction, repair, rental.

The dependent variable, EInno, indicates whether or not the venture introduced an environ-

mental innovation after its foundation. The main independent variable of interest, TechProx,

refers to the firm’s highest technological proximity value across the 10 clean technology fields.

Table 6 reports the average marginal effect estimates for different model specifications. In

the most parsimonious specification (1), EInno is only regressed on TechProx (CleanTech)

controlling for basic firm characteristics such as size and age as well as sector fixed effects. The

regression results suggest that, on average, a higher orientation towards clean technologies is

associated with a significantly higher probability to introduce environmental innovations. More

precisely, cleantech firms’ probability to introduce an eco-innovation is, on average, almost 7

percentage points higher as compared to non-cleantech firms. This relationship appears to be

highly robust against the inclusion of a wide range of control variates. In model specification

(2), for example, innovation-related information are included as additional controls. These com-

prise an indicator that reflects whether the start-up received a public subsidy, which usually

indicates that it is an innovative market entrant. Furthermore, it includes information whether

the start-up conducted R&D in 2017 as well as the start-up’s R&D intensity, measured as the

fraction of employees actively engaged in R&D activities. While the estimates for TechProx

(CleanTech) remain unchanged, subsidy recipients and R&D oriented entrants show a sig-

nificantly higher probability of adopting environmental innovations. Regression specification

(3) adds information on the entrants’ financial performance which positively correlate with the
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firms’ propensity to eco-innovate. Again, estimates for TechProx (CleanTech) remain robust

against inclusion of financial controls. In specification (4), founder characteristics reflecting the

absolute number of founders and whether at least one of the founders holds a university degree

are added to the regression. Interestingly, the propensity to introduce environmental innovations

is significantly lower for firms led by founders with a university degree. Arguably, founders with

a more practical educational background, such as craftsmen, are more likely to develop business

ideas in which technical environmental innovations are of greater importance. The estimates of

the main variables of interest TechProx and CleanTech remain largely robust. Ultimately,

specification (5) adds product type fixed effects which control for the start-ups’ main type of

product or service (manufacturing of product, service, trade, construction, repair, rental). In

this final model specification, cleantech firms’ probability to introduce environmental innova-

tions is, on average, 7.8 percentage points higher as compared to non-cleantech firms which

clearly characterizes them as environmental innovators.

Following the Oslo Manual, a product innovation is defined as ‘a product whose technological

characteristics or intended uses differ significantly from those of previously produced products’

(OECD/Eurostat 2018, p. 32) and a process innovation refers to an ‘adoption of technologically

new or significantly improved production methods’ (OECD/Eurostat 2018, p. 32). Hence, if

a venture introduces an environmental product or process innovation, it means that it adapts

its products or processes in such a way that they are environmentally superior compared to its

previous products and processes. For the case of clean technology-oriented market entrants, the

introduction of environmental innovations imply an additional contribution to the diffusion of

higher sustainable market standards. Besides their clean technology-oriented business model,

they are also characterized by a higher propensity to introduce products and processes that

further add to higher environmental standards. Although the results in this section are only of

descriptive nature, they suggest that market entrants with a strong focus on clean technological

solutions act as accelerators of a technological transition towards green market standards. The

distinguishable characteristics of cleantech entrants are in line with entrepreneurship theory that

attributes new ventures a special role in this technological transition. While disruptive techno-

logical change is barely driven by established firms due to their technological path dependence,

new entrants that focus on clean technology solutions are unconstrained to introduce additional

and often more radical technology innovations. This gives cleantech entrants a special role as

enablers of new technological pathways for sustainable market solutions. The characteristics of

cleantech oriented business ventures found in this section support the attribution of this special

role. Together with the proposed framework for identifying cleantech companies, this opens a

new avenue for entrepreneurship research to demonstrate why cleantech entrepreneurs should

be at the center of policies to accelerate the transition to a low-carbon economy.
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Table 6: Relation between TechProx and entrants’ environmental innovation activity
EInno

EInno

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

TechProx 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.003***
log(size) 0.017*** 0.013*** 0.012*** 0.017*** 0.015***
age 0.001 0.003 0.001 0.001 0.001
subsidy 0.067** 0.073*** 0.080*** 0.089***
R&D 0.078*** 0.079*** 0.105*** 0.110***
R&D intensity −0.055 −0.017 −0.020 −0.040
returns 0.125*** 0.110** 0.102**
break even 0.078*** 0.065*** 0.071***
team size −0.020* −0.023*
university −0.121*** −0.115***
Sector controls Y Y Y Y Y
Product type controls N N N N Y
N 3,269 3,269 3,192 3,192 2,774
Pseudo R2 0.033 0.038 0.043 0.054 0.062

CleanTech 0.068*** 0.068*** 0.064** 0.060** 0.078***
log(size) 0.018*** 0.013*** 0.012*** 0.017*** 0.015***
age 0.001 0.003 0.000 0.001 0.001
subsidy 0.067*** 0.074*** 0.081*** 0.089***
R&D 0.081*** 0.082*** 0.108*** 0.114***
R&D intensity −0.055 −0.016 −0.020 −0.039
returns 0.126*** 0.111** 0.103**
break even 0.078*** 0.065*** 0.071***
team size −0.019* −0.023*
university −0.122*** −0.115***
Sector controls Y Y Y Y Y
Product type controls N N N N Y
N 3,269 3,269 3,192 3,192 2,774
Pseudo R2 0.033 0.037 0.043 0.054 0.061

Note: Environmental innovation questions were asked on a Lickert scale with three response possibilities: (1) No
environmental innovation; (2) environmental innovation with moderate environmental effect; (3) environmental
innovation with substantial environmental effect (see also Table 7 in the Appendix). To facilitate interpretation,
the response variable was converted to a dichotomous variable, and model 4 was estimated as a logistic regression.
Firm is identified as innovator if it responded with at least (2) to at least one of the questions (EInno = 1). Else
EInno equals 0. Coefficient estimates reported as average marginal effects reflecting the percentage point change
in the probability to introduce an environmental innovation if the explanatory variable increases by one unit. Ta-
ble 9 in the Appendix shows coefficient estimates if ordinal scale of response variable is kept. Results are robust
with respect to how the response variable is defined. Change in observation numbers due to item non-response.
Significance levels: *: p < 0.10, **: p < 0.05, ***: p < 0.01
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5 Discussion and conclusion

Current research not only suggests that increased investment in advanced low-carbon technolo-

gies allows for a further decrease of reduction costs of future emissions (Bistline & Blanford 2020)

but also that many near-commercial technologies with substantial emission reduction potential

already exist (Bataille et al. 2018). However, additional innovation and policy prioritization

with a dedicated mix of policy instruments is required to accelerate the technological transi-

tion towards a deep industrial decarbonization (Bataille et al. 2018) and higher sustainability

standards (Edmondson et al. 2019). Path dependence in incumbent technology regimes and

market externalities for environmental innovations are two economic explanations that justify

a policy-induced, directed technical change towards a desirable long-term equilibrium of green

growth. In light of technological path dependencies, policymakers are, however, well advised

to refine their instruments with respect to companies’ willingness to introduce sustainable in-

novations. Constrained by past technological investments, incumbent firms are typically locked

into path-dependent trajectories of their existing technology portfolio with little incentive to

stimulate disruptive environmental innovations. New ventures, in contrast, are technologically

unconstrained in their innovation decisions, seizing regulatory push and market pull effects for

sustainable market solutions with more disruptive innovations (Hockerts & Wüstenhagen 2010).

This gives rise to new market entrants as enablers of a green technological transition. Following

this theoretical consideration, this study has focused on entrepreneurs whose business models

build on clean technology solutions such as renewables, carbon capture and storage or clean

water solutions. It is shown that clean technology-oriented market entrants have distinguishable

characteristics that indeed suggest that they have an important role to play in the technological

transition to higher levels of sustainability. Both by virtue of their business models that build

on clean technology solutions as well as by a high propensity to adopt additional environmen-

tal innovations, they may act as as accelerators in the transition to more sustainable forms

of production, consumption, mobility and housing. This motivates why policymakers should

pay special attention to clean technology-oriented market entrants for the design of optimal

environmental policy.

First and foremost, policymakers need to know and understand both the technological ar-

eas where entrepreneurial activity takes place and the environmental challenges where little

entrepreneurship is conducted. While for incumbent firms detailed information through R&D

investments and patenting activities allow for assessment of their contributions to the diffusion

of sustainable technologies, data availability concerning new ventures is generally limited. In

fact, assessing whether a new market entrant bears potential to contribute to the diffusion of

clean technology solutions is fundamentally a measurement problem: at the time of founding,
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innovation-related data to identify an entrant’s technological orientation is scarce or even non-

existent. This is where the study’s main contribution comes into play. With the technology

mapping framework presented in this study, it is possible to assess the technological orientation

of new ventures at or close to the time of business registration. For this purpose, the frame-

work leverages observable business summaries that new ventures are obliged to report upon

registration. Transferring new entrants’ business descriptions into technology space by means

of state-of-the-art methods from the field of NLP, it is shown that entrants’ technological ori-

entation can be determined at a fine granular level of distinct technologies. On an aggregate

level, this gives policymakers a first idea to what extent and in which technological areas en-

trepreneurs are active in the development and diffusion of clean market solutions. Moreover,

in the context of directed technical change, the framework provides a useful policy tool. Once

a new venture registers, the proposed framework makes it possible to measure the ventures’

technological orientation. In this way, policymakers can use the framework to systematically

scan business registries for clean technology-focused entrepreneurs. This can be an effective way

to direct subsidies to companies with high potential to accelerate green technological change or

to pre-select potential candidates for government venture capital funding or public incubator

programs.

The framework also opens up new gateways for economic research, particularly by providing

a codified approach for identifying cleantech start-ups. Future research can benefit from this,

especially for empirical assessments of start-ups’ role in overcoming sustainability inertia among

path-dependent incumbents. For this purpose, it requires empirical strategies that take a closer

look at the interactions between cleantech start-ups and carbon-intensive incumbents. Different

channels of innovation interaction exist that deserve closer investigation. In an alliance perspec-

tive on environmental innovation activities, established companies may act as source of funding

for sustainable entrepreneurs. Besides a high willingness of new ventures to seize market oppor-

tunities of green growth by introducing radical environmental innovations, they typically lack

capital to scale such innovations. In search for funding, corporate venture capital can be bene-

ficial not only for the new venture but also for the corporate investor. It provides the corporate

investor with a source for proof of concepts and allows for experimental learning which requires

the investment target to have a certain distance from the investor’s accumulated knowledge base

(Hegeman & Sørheim 2021). At the same time, the incumbent does not need to leave its existing

business model and technology pathway but has some degree of control over the technological

advancements which are developed outside its own organization. Once the new technology is

mature enough, the incumbent may decide to integrate it as complementary process or product

line. In this alliance perspective, the funding of clenteach entrepreneurs through established

companies is not just beneficial for both parties but, more importantly, also leads to advances
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in the transition to more sustainable forms of technology.

There is also a trading perspective in the green technological transition through innovation

interactions between incumbents and new ventures. Under increased regulatory pressure, in-

cumbent firms possibly see the need to innovate and adapt their business models more directly.

This may incentivize them to pay license fees for the use of clean technologies developed by

cleantech start-ups. It may even lead to the acquisition of cleantech start-ups by the regulated

incumbent. In this scenario, incumbents would not make risky R&D investments themselves,

but could continue to amortize their existing technology investments internally while beginning

to build separate product and service lines based on the acquired clean technology solutions.

This trading perspective on innovation interactions may yet again be an important channel of

accelerating the green technological transition.

Ultimately, there is a competition perspective in overcoming sustainability inertia among in-

cumbents. In the search for new markets and market share, disruptive innovations from cleantech

start-ups can force established companies to adapt their existing business model with more rad-

ical sustainability innovations. In this way, incumbents may try to preempt future competition

in its main product market. Despite their technological path dependence, they may feel forced

to respond to increased competition with the introduction of own environmental innovations

that eventually disrupt their existing knowledge base. However, this competition perspective

may also result in incumbents acquiring entrants to terminate their innovative projects. Estab-

lished firms may use their financial power to hamper nascent technologies to diffuse as they see

their market position threatened by higher sustainability standards. This has been documented

before in the pharmaceutical industry, where incumbents terminated innovative projects in the

companies they acquired in order to retain their monopoly rents from established technologies

(Cunningham et al. 2021).

Presumably, all of these interaction dynamics are technology-specific and industry-dependent.

Fundamental to any empirical investigation of these interaction channels is a codified approach

to identify cleantech start-ups, preferably at a fine level of distinct technology solutions. Fu-

ture research could develop empirical strategies to examine these interaction effects and use the

framework presented in this paper to identify relevant cleantech entrepreneurs in the first place.

There are limitations to the study. The distinguishable characteristics of cleantech entrants

favoring a green technological change have been found by contrasting cleantech start-ups against

non-cleantech start-ups. Theory suggests a special role for new entrants because, unlike incum-

bents, they are not characterized by technological path dependence. Therefore, it would be

more desirable to empirically determine entrants’ environmental characteristics by contrasting

cleantech ventures against incumbents. Unfortunately, the author does not have survey data

that includes environmental information on both new and established companies. Furthermore,
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the technology mapping framework has been applied to company summaries, which can be brief

and arguably provide little insight into a company’s technology usage. While this can theoreti-

cally lead to false negatives in detecting companies that are relevant in a particular technology

area, text embedding models alleviate this concern to some extent. This is because they do

not depend on exact word matches but place words in vector spaces signaling whether distinct

words are close in semantic meaning or not. So even if a business description does not con-

tain technology-specific words, it allows the description’s words to be placed into the developed

technology space capturing associative meaning between business model and technology. More-

over, the proposed framework has the advantage that it can be applied to any source of textual

information about companies. Besides business summaries from business registries, corporate

website content poses another promising source of textual data to conduct the technology map-

ping. I leave it to future research to show how useful webdata is in the mapping of technologies

to business models.
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Appendix

Figure 6: Descriptive statistics textual data

Source Number of
documents
(N)

Document length
(number of tokens)

Vocabulary
size (V )

Preprocessing
steps

Min Median Max SD

Patent abstracts 559,367 8 123 2,478 79.38 370,110 lemmatization,
remove punctu-
ation, remove
digits, lowercas-
ing

Cleantech 100 533 4 14 44 6.74 7,831 -
S&P 500 500 92 155 194 17.40 76,290 -
Start-up Survey 3,269 1 18 292 25.57 82,458 -

Note: Table shows descriptive statistics of the different textual data sources used in this paper. Patent abstracts
are drawn from EPO’s World Patent Statistical database (PATSTAT). Business summaries of firms on the Clean-
tech 100 list (https://i3connect.com) and S&P 500 (https://www.cnbc.com) are webscraped. Business summaries
of firms in IAB/ZEW Start-up Panel are drawn from the Mannheim Enterprise Panel (MUP).

Figure 7: 2018 IAB/ZEW Start-up survey questions on environmental impacts and
environmental innovation

Environmental impact
Does your company offer products or services which have the following environmental effects
on the customer or the end user?
1. Reduction of energy consumption or CO2 footprint for the customer.
2. Reduction of other emissions to the air, water, soil or noise for the the customer.
3. Reduction of material or resource consumption, for instance water, for the customer.
4. Improvement of recyclability of customer’s products.
5. Improvement of durability of customer’s products.

Environmental innovation
Since its inception, has your company introduced innovations that have impacted the en-
vironment as follows?
1. Reduction of energy consumption or the overall CO2 balance in your company.
2. Reduction of other emissions to the air, water, soil or noise in your company.
3. Reduction of material or resource consumption, for instance water, in your company.
4. Improvement of recyclability of your own products.
5. Improvement of durability of your own products.

Note: The questions have been asked on a Likert response scale with the following response possibilities. (1) No;
(2) Yes, somewhat; (3) Yes, substantial.
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Table 9: Relation between TechProx and entrants’ environmental innovation capacity
EInno (ordered logit)

EInno

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

TechProx 1.015*** 1.014*** 1.013*** 1.013*** 1.012*** 1.014***
log(size) 1.190*** 1.140*** 1.125*** 1.186*** 1.175***
age 1.001 1.010 1.001 1.005 1.012
subsidy 1.317*** 1.353*** 1.413*** 1.456***
R&D 1.427*** 1.434*** 1.605*** 1.675***
R&D intensity 0.780 0.910 0.904 0.815
returns 1.743*** 1.633** 1.551**
break even 1.295*** 1.226** 1.237**
team size 0.899** 0.887**
university 0.614*** 0.627***
Sector controls Y Y Y Y Y Y
Product type controls N N N N N Y
N 3,269 3,269 3,269 3,192 3,192 2,774
Pseudo R2 0.022 0.026 0.030 0.033 0.041 0.047

CleanTech 1.339*** 1.328*** 1.323*** 1.295*** 1.287*** 1.380***
log(size) 1.192*** 1.140*** 1.125*** 1.186*** 1.175***
age 1.000 1.009 1.000 1.004 1.012
subsidy 1.323*** 1.358*** 1.419*** 1.461***
R&D 1.448*** 1.453*** 1.626*** 1.704***
R&D intensity 0.778 0.909 0.902 0.817
returns 1.751*** 1.641** 1.563**
break even 1.293*** 1.223** 1.235**
team size 0.900** 0.888**
university 0.612*** 0.627***
Sector controls Y Y Y Y Y Y
Product type controls N N N N N Y
N 3,269 3,269 3,269 3,192 3,192 2,774
Pseudo R2 0.021 0.025 0.029 0.033 0.040 0.047

Note: Environmental innovation questions were asked on a Lickert scale with three response possibilities: (1) No
environmental innovation; (2) environmental innovation with moderate environmental effect; (3) environmental
innovation with substantial environmental effect (see also Table 7 in the Appendix). EInno equals (3) envi-
ronmental innovation with substantial environmental effect if the firm responded with (3) to at least one of the
questions. EInno equals (2) if the firm responded to none of the questions with (3) and to at least one of the
questions with (2). Else EInno equals (1) no environmental innovation. Coefficient estimates reported as propor-
tional odds ratios reflecting the factor by which an increase in TechProx of one index point (0.01) corresponds
to an increase in the odds of having introduced a innovation with at a least moderate environmental effect com-
pared to having introduced no environmental innovation (c.p.). Alternatively, coefficient estimates for Clean-
Tech reflect by how many times the odds of a start-up classified as cleantech firm in the respective technology
field are higher in having introduced a innovation with at least a moderate environmental effect compared to a
non-cleantech start-up (c.p.). Change in observation numbers due to item non-response. Significance levels: *:
p < 0.10, **: p < 0.05, ***: p < 0.01
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